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Situated at the intersections of literary studies, book history, and print culture, this 
dissertation studies how literary anthologies were shaped by and shaped literary tradition in late 
imperial China from the sixteenth century to the eighteenth century. Specifically, by combining 
approaches from the fields of literary studies, book history, and digital humanities, this 
dissertation focuses on the practices of compiling, publishing, and reading ancient-style poetry 
(Ch. gushi or guti shi) anthologies. Through examining poetry anthologies from both 
macroscopic and microscopic perspectives, this dissertation argues that the late imperial 
practices of compiling, publishing, and reading a large amount of ancient-style poetry 
anthologies have transmitted, transformed, canonized, and popularized the ancient poetic 
tradition in Ming-Qing China. This process is marked by (1) the reinvention of the pre-Tang 
tradition, (2) the expansion of the readership of pre-Tang poetry, (3) the transformation of the 
general perception of the term gushi, and (4) the emergence of new methods of interpreting and 
reading gushi. Ultimately, by the 1700s, these practices have resulted in a significant remaking 
of the ancient and early poetic tradition. 
The main body of this dissertation contains five chapters. The introductory chapter 
introduces the topic, materials, and methodology. Chapter 1 argues that late imperial China 
witnessed the rise of “ancient-style poetry anthology,” a genre native to Ming-Qing society. It is 
a unique genre of books neutered within and by late imperial society. Chapter 2 delineates the 
formats and forms for this genre of books, identifying several new late imperial ways of 
compiling and reading these anthologies. Chapter 3 focuses on the production of pre-Tang poetry 
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anthologies in the 1500s, examining the contributions of the sixteenth-century anthologizing 
practices to the reinvention of an all-inclusive pre-Tang poetic tradition. By the end of the 1500s, 
a gushi corpus became widely available. Chapter 4 argues that the practices of commercially 
printing and reprinting the gushi corpus in the early 1600s have served the needs of 
contemporary readers and attracted new readers. More importantly, these practices have also 
transformed the understanding of the literary term gushi. Chapter 5 focuses on commented 
anthologies produced by late Ming and early Qing literati after the 1620s, and demonstrates that 
the literary ways of interpreting gushi in commented anthologies were in line with the 
understanding of gushi in contemporary critical writings. Through several case studies, this 
chapter also proposes that late Ming and early Qing gushi anthologies have presented two 
approaches for interpreting gushi—a holistic approach and an analytical approach. The 
concluding chapter addresses the Qing-dynasty poetry learners’ experience of reading ancient-
style poetry anthologies and displays the use of gushi anthologies as entry-level materials for 
poetry-learning in the 1800s, concluding that the late imperial publication and reception of 
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In the summer of 1766, when Wenren Tan 聞人倓 (fl. 1766), an unknown literary man, 
wrote a preface to his annotated edition of Wang Shizhen’s 王士禎 (1634-1711) Gushi xuan 古
詩選 (Selected Works of Ancient-Style Poems), he reflected upon his experience of reading 
poems as a teenager: 
 
I remember that when I was only thirteen years old, I was already fond of reading poems 
of eight pre-Tang dynasties (badai shi 八代詩). My school teacher believed that these 
poems would harm civil service examinations (tiekuo 帖括), so he locked the poems in a 
large suitcase. At midnight, I opened the suitcase, arranged the poems in order and 
skimmed through. Often until cockcrow in the morning, I went to bed. I was not talented, 
and thus could only partially understand [the poems], [yet] wherever I understood, I was 
very contented and happy. Later I acquired Mr. Xincheng’s (a. k. a. Wang Shizhen) 
Selection of Ancient-Style Poems…. During my free time, I frequently read [it], aiming to 
figure out the meanings [of the poems] without daring to say “I do not seek to understand 
things thoroughly.” Therefore, I searched and checked a variety of materials [to get the 
meanings of those poems], and wrote my notes in the marginal areas on the pages. As 
time passed, notes piled up. There was no space left for more writings. [After that,] when 
I gained something [in reading], I wrote my thoughts down on a small piece of paper and 









When Wenren wrote the preface in 1766, the 31st year of the Qianlong 乾隆 reign (1736-
1795), he was around 50 sui 歲. As a man who now “knew the decrees of Heaven,” 2 looking 
back into his early years, Wenren traced his poetry-reading experience back to his teenage years. 
Despite the teacher’s objection, the then-thirteen-year-old Wenren Tan managed to unlock the 
suitcase during midnight, becoming obsessed with badai shi 八代詩 (poems of eight dynasties). 
Although no evidence suggests that young Wenren was reading a poetry anthology or a group of 
various individual collections, his mentioning of the acquisition of Wang Shizhen’s Gushi xuan 
demonstrates the availability and circulation of a gushi 古詩 (lit. ancient poetry) anthology. This 
anthology was compiled by Wang Shizhen, the renowned poet in the early Qing, and read by 
Wenren Tan, an unknown young adult in the mid-Qing. As inferred from this preface, Wenren 
probably acquired Wang Shizhen’s book in his twentieth during the 1730s. Upon consulting a 
variety of additional materials, he exhausted the margins of pages as well as extra pieces of paper 
to jot down his notes. After more than twenty years, his reading notes were published together 
                                                            
1 Wenren Tan 聞人倓, “Gushi jian xu”古詩箋序 (Preface to Annotated Selection of Ancient-
Style Poetry), in Wang Shizhen ed., Wenren annot., Gushi jian 古詩箋 (Annotated Selection of 
Ancient-Style Poetry), p. 1. 
2 The original reads 知天命, a phrase from the Analects referring to a man achieving the age of 
50. Here I am using James Legge’s English translation of this term, in Legge, The Chinese 
Classics, vol.1, p. 146.  
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with the selected poems in Wang’s book as a new book— Gushi jian 古詩箋 (An Annotated 
Selection of Ancient-Style Poems), an annotated edition of Wang’s anthology. 
This story perfectly illustrates a “communications circuit” for Wang Shizhen’s 
anthology. 3 First, an editor selected and anthologized poems into Gushi xuan, an anthology later 
widely circulated. Because of the fame of the editor during the Qing, the book then attracted 
young readers such as Wenren Tan, a reader enthusiastic about poems of a similar type since 
thirteen years old. Wenren Tan jotted down his reading notes and later published his notes 
together with the original book as a new annotated anthology. The new book subsequently 
entered another “communications circuit”—it was published, circulated, read, and reprinted. 4 
Probably to Wenren’s surprise, after two hundred and fifty years, his annotated edition became 
the most commonly-read edition of Wang’s anthology. It was reprinted with modern punctuation 
marks twice in 1980, and 2010 for Wenren’s annotations are “useful for understanding the 
meanings of the original poems to a certain extent” according to twentieth-century publishers.5   
In late imperial China, similar “communications circuit” frequently appeared— for a 
large quantity of a similar type of anthologies were repetitively compiled, printed, reprinted, 
circulated, read, and reread throughout the Ming and Qing dynasties. As indicated in Wenren’s 
preface, Wang Shizhen’s anthology was available during the early eighteenth century, yet it was 
                                                            
3 For the definition of “communications circuit,” see Darnton. "What Is the History of Books?" 
65. It refers to a life cycle of printed products that “runs from the author to the publisher (if the 
bookseller does not assume that role), the printer, the shipper, the bookseller, and the reader.” 
Chinese historians have applied this concept to the study of the history of the book in China, see 
Brokaw, “On the History of the Book in China”, in Brokaw and Chow eds., Printing and Book 
Culture in Late Imperial China, 6. 
4 For detailed discussions regarding the life cycles of Wang Shizhen’s Gushi xuan, see the 
concluding chapter. 
5 The original reads, 對理解原詩有一定的幫助, in “Chuban shuoming” 出版說明 (Explanatory 
note for publication), in Gushi jian, Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 1980, 1-2. 
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not the only available one at that time. Instead, it belongs to a group of many anthologies newly 
produced in various formats and forms. Ten books that are well known to modern readers are: 
Gushi ji 古詩紀 (A Record of Ancient Poetry) edited by Feng Weine 馮惟訥 (1513-1572), 
Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑 (Categorized Garden of Ancient Poems) edited by Zhang Zhixiang 張
之象 (1496-1577), Gushi suo 古詩所 (Place of Ancient Poetry) compiled by Zang Maoxun 臧懋
循 (1550-1620), Gushi gui 古詩歸 (Repository of Ancient Poems) compiled by Zhong Xing 鍾
惺 (1574-1624), Gushi jing 古詩鏡 (Mirror of Ancient Poetry) compiled by Lu Shiyong 陸時雍 
(fl. 1633), Gushi pingxuan 古詩評選 (Commentated Selection of Ancient Poetry) edited by 
Wang Fuzhi 王夫之 (1619-1692), Gushi xuan 古詩選 (Selection of Ancient Poems) selected by 
Wang Shizhen 王士禎 (1634-1711), Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 (Selection of 
Ancient Poems from the Hall of Picking Beans) compiled by Chen Zuoming 陳祚明 (fl. 1665), 
Gushi yuan 古詩源 (Sources of Ancient Poems) edited by Shen Deqian 沈德潛(1673-1769), and 
Wanlin shuwu gushi lu 宛鄰書屋古詩錄 (Record of Ancient Poetry from the Wanlin Library) 
compiled by Zhang Qi 張琦 (1765-1833). Of the ten, half were produced in the Ming dynasty, 
and the other half were compiled by Qing editors before, during, or after Wang Shizhen’s time. 
This dissertation aims to examine such a unique cultural phenomenon, that is, the 
compilation, publication, and reception of a specific type of literary anthology as represented by 
the books listed above. As shown in later chapters, the practices of compiling, publishing, and 
reading such anthologies emerged and lasted for over three hundred years from the sixteenth 
century to the nineteenth century.6 According to currently available materials, over 90 
                                                            
6 However, it should be noted that there are still practices of making and publishing new ancient-
style poetry anthologies in the 1910s and 1920s. 
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anthologies of such were produced during the Ming-Qing period. Here I label them “ancient-
style poetry anthology.” 7 Compared with late imperial anthologies of popular dramas, 
vernacular fictions, and regulated verses, surprisingly, although those anthologies were neither 
books for mass entertainment nor reference books for examination uses, they are equally, or even 
more attractive to late imperial readers. As shown in Wenren Tan’s story, the readers not only 
read these anthologies, but also actively participated in the processes of making new books. 
As a matter of fact, in late imperial China, a diversity of people have played different 
roles in making hundreds of “communications circuits” for this type of anthologies. As shown in 
figure 1, editors, compilers, publishers, printers, and readers have all played substantial roles 
inside each “communications circuit.” By contrast, the link that connects two “communications 
circuits” is labeled as “influence” in figure 1, by which I refer to a variety of social, cultural, and 
literary factors as well as choices made by new generations who participated in the making of a 
new “communications circuit.” In other words, an earlier anthology would “influence” the 
making and reading of a new book produced by later generations. As demonstrated later in this 
dissertation, through a series of many interconnected “communications circuits,” poetry 
anthologies produced by late imperial anthologists have gradually led to the transformation of 
the understanding of the selected works (a.k.a. the “ancient-style poetry” or gushi) and the early 
literary tradition, thereby demonstrating the contributions of literary anthologies to the making 




                                                            




Figure 1: A series of communications circuits of ancient-style poetry anthologies in late 
imperial China. 
 
With the aim of exploring the contributions of literary anthologies to the transformation 
of a literary tradition, this dissertation pays attention to each communications circuit as well as 
the link that connects each. First, this study will examine the “communications circuits” that 
involve a variety of activities of compiling, publishing, and reading individual books, hoping to 
uncover and delineate the late imperial practices of producing and reading this type of 
anthologies. Second, this study will explore the “influence” that links the communications 
circuits. Instead of focusing on individual cases, this study attempts to examine a large group of 
books, or in other words, a particular type of anthologies linked by their shared features. By 
examining both “communications circuits” and the connections, the goal of this dissertation is to 
understand how the production and reception of a large number of ancient-style poetry 
anthologies in late imperial China transformed the society’s perception of ancient poetry, pre-
Tang poetry, and ancient-style poetry from multiple dimensions and multiple layers.  
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With this goal in mind, this study conducts both “distant reading”8 and “close reading” of 
anthologies. By “distant reading,” I refer to the approach that allows me to probe into a large 
group of renowned and unknown books rather than focusing on a few books. By “close reading,” 
I refer to the approach that allows me to delve into anthologies and analyze their content in great 
details.  Therefore, different from the usual practice that centers on one or several famous books, 
this dissertation, on the one hand, combines approaches of book history, digital humanities, and 
literary studies to investigate a group of literary anthologies. On the other hand, via close 
readings of several anthologies, this dissertation conducts case studies of a few famous or 
popular anthologies to uncover their contributions to the shaping of literary traditions.  
Through both distant and close readings of anthologies, this dissertation argues that the 
late imperial practices of compiling, publishing, and reading ancient-style poetry anthologies 
have helped transmit, canonize, transform, and popularize the ancient poetic tradition in Ming-
Qing China. This process is marked by (1) the reinvention of the early pre-Tang tradition, (2) the 
expansion of the readership of pre-Tang poetry, (3) the transformation of the perception of the 
term gushi, and (4) the emergence of new methods of interpreting and reading gushi. In 
summary, these late imperial practices have significantly reshaped the literary tradition and 
refashioned the ancient poetic tradition. Ultimately these practices made the ancient poetry, 
ancient-style poetry, as well as pre-Tang poetry canonized and popular genres widely 
acknowledged and well received among general readers.  
Thus, this study not only outlines the “communications circuits” for a variety of 
anthologies, but also sheds light on the transformations of literary fashion, literary term, and 
                                                            
8 “Distant reading,” a term coined by Franco Moretti, refers to the use of computational or 
quantitative methods to analyze literary texts. See Moretti, “Conjectures on World Literature,” 
where he first proposed the term. Also see his Distant Reading.   
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literary tradition. The dual emphasis on both anthologies and the literary tradition comes from 
the theoretical insights developed by recent studies on literary anthologies which have 
acknowledged that literary tradition is embodied in and embodied by literary anthologies.  
Rethinking Literary Anthologies 
The field of literary anthology studies, by definition, is interdisciplinary: it stands at the 
intersection of the study of literature, the study of literary thoughts, and the study of book 
history. The fact that a literary anthology is a container of multi-authored literary pieces has 
invited the possibility and necessity of examining anthology-pieces and the book separately or in 
totality. Studying anthology-pieces as selected in the book is by nature a study of literature, 
studying an anthology in its totality is by nature a study of the book, while studying the 
organization of literary pieces inside the book is closely related to a study of literary thoughts.9 
Therefore, the interdisciplinary nature of this field permits a study on literary anthologies to be 
focused primarily on two sets of links within literary, social, cultural, and historical dimensions 
across the study of literature, the study of literary thoughts, and the study of the book (figure 
2).  10 
                                                            
9 As discussed later, to consider the study of the organization of literary pieces as the study of 
literary thoughts is conditioned by the assumption that the anthology is the product of conducting 
literary criticism.  
10 For the sake of clarity, here I borrow and revise James J. Y. Liu’s theoretical model for the 
distinction of the two fields. His model is a modified version of Wellek and Warren’s distinction 
between literary history and literary criticism. According to Liu, in traditional China literary 
theory, the “study of literature” and the “study of literary criticism” share similarities as the 
former covers “literary history” and “literary criticism.” While “study of literature” addresses 
issues concerning how to perceive the historical relationships between literary works, how to 
think about the nature, functions, forms, genres, styles and techniques of literature, and how to 
evaluate and interpret literary works, “study of literary criticism” deals with issues like how to 
perceive the historical relationships between various kinds of literary ideas, how to think about 
the nature, functions, forms, genres of those literary ideas, and how to evaluate and interpret 













Figure 2: Anthology study as an interdisciplinary field. 
 
Here, I would elaborate on the theoretical framework for my study by examining the two 
sets of links that bear two seemingly contrasting yet interrelated assumptions. As seen in figure 
2, each pair of relationships is reciprocal, represented by two types of arrows that are marked as 
1 and 2. The primary difference between the two arrows—or the two kinds of relations—is: the 
first type of the correlation sees the anthology as the receiver of actions while the second type 
considers the anthology as the actor of actions. To be specific, the first kind of relationship relies 
on the assumption that literary anthologies are passive containers of literary works constructed 
by human actors or non-human factors, while the second relationship highlights the active role of 
the anthology as an agent of change that could have an impact on literary, social, and cultural 
contexts. The two assumptions shed light on the passive or active roles played by literary 
                                                            
sake of clarity and accuracy, I change the “study of literary criticism” into the “study of literary 
thoughts.”   
Social & cultural contexts 
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anthologies as a construct of or a constructor for social-cultural-literal conditions. While the two 
assumptions are seemingly contradictory, they are also reconcilable and coexistent as each 
literary anthology is informed by and at the same time is an informant for the past and present 
literary, social, and cultural tradition.  
Governed by the two assumptions, scholarship on literary anthology can be divided into 
two groups according to the respective emphasis on the anthology’s role as either a passive 
embodiment without agency or an active actor that impacts others (table 1). As summarized in 
table 1, seven pervasive statements can be found in the past and present studies on Chinese and 
European literary anthologies, of which, four statements tend to highlight the anthology’s passive 
role, by contrast, the other three appear to focus more on the active roles anthology played.  It 
should be noted here that it is entirely possible that the study based on a statement in the first 
group would also address the ideas in the second group. In other words, the two groups of 
statements as shown below are not entirely divided, but instead, are always connected (shown as 
dashed lines between left and right columns). In other words, the two groups of statements often 
appear simultaneously in a scholarly work studying literary anthologies.  
 
Table 1: Statements in studies on literary anthologies, grouped by two divided yet related 
statements considering an anthology as a passive receiver or an active actor. 





(1) A literary anthology is a 
container of literary works. 
(2) A literary anthology is an 
embodiment of literary ideas.  
(1) Compiling a literary 





Table 1 (cont.) 





(3) Literary ideas give rise to 
anthologies. 
 
(2) A literary anthology 
promotes or challenges 
current ideas. (e.g., canon-
formation, genre-
classification, the challenge 
of normative orthodoxy).   
Study of 
Book History 
(4) Social-cultural climates give 
rise to anthologies. 
(3) Anthologies have shaped 
social-cultural climates. 
(e.g., local identity building, 
formation of new readers) 
 
Scholarly works deriving from and demonstrating each statement are abundant. Among 
studies related to this dissertation, those based upon the former four statements that highlight 
anthology as a receiver include:  (1) a summary of Jingling 竟陵 school’s understandings of 
poetry through the analysis of Zhong Xing’s 锺惺 (1581-1624) commentaries for poems inside 
his edited anthology Shigui 詩歸 (Repository of Poems); 11  (2) a study of Ming fugu 復古 
(Return to Antiquity) literary movement through analyzing the arrangement of literary works in a 
                                                            
11 Zhu Dongrun 朱東潤, Zhongguo wenxue pipingshi dagang 中國文學批評史大綱, pp. 264-
269. Similar studies can be found in many other scholarly works. 
12 
 
poetry anthology edited by the leader Li Panlong 李攀龍 (1514-1570); 12 (3) an investigation on 
the development of Qing-dynasty gediao 格調 poetics raised by Shen Deqian 沈德潛 (1673-
1769) based upon a close reading of commentaries on poems in anthologies edited by Shen; 13 
and (4) a suggestion of the correlation between the predominance of popular Ming-dynasty fugu 
movement that revered Han-Wei poems and the successful publication of Gushi ji 古詩紀, a 
comprehensive sixteenth-century anthology containing thousands of ancient poems from the 
ancient times to the Sui dynasty 隋 (581-618).  14 
On the contrary, studies deriving from and demonstrating the latter three statements that 
place emphasis on the impact of an anthology include: (1) the widespread understanding of the 
compilation of literary anthologies as a way of conducting literary criticism in traditional 
China; 15 (2) the investigation of the contributions of anthologies to the promotion or challenging 
of literary ideas. This group of studies includes: a study on how early medieval editors for 
renowned anthologies such as Wenxuan 文選 (Selections of Refined Literature) strived to 
                                                            
12 See Chan, Kwok Kou Leonard 陳國球 (Chen Guoqiu), Mingdai fugu pai Tangshi lun yanjiu
明代復古派唐詩論研究, pp. 169-231. 
13 See Zhang Jian 張健, Qingdai shixue yanjiu 清代詩學研究, pp. 520-524. 
14 See Yoshikawa Kojiro’s 吉川幸次郎 mentioning of the publication of Feng Weine’s Gushi ji 
as a product of the fugu movement in the Ming dynasty, in Yoshikawa, Five Hundred Years of 
Chinese Poetry, 1150-1650 : the Chin, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties, p. 173.     
15 As early as the 1930s, Fang Xiaoyue 方孝岳 (1897-1973) has noted that the anthology should 
be considered as the origin for Chinese literary criticism since both zongji and the genre of 
shiwenping 詩文評 (comments on poetry and prose) are placed together under the same ji 
bibliographic category. See Fang, Zhongguo wenxue piping 中國文學批評, pp. 19-20. Similarly, 
later Zhang Bowei 张伯偉 proposes that literary anthologies should be considered as one 
important way of conducting literary criticism in Chinese tradition. This observation comes from 
Zhang’s comparative survey between Chinese and European anthologies, see Zhang Bowei, 
Zhongguo gudai wenxue piping fangfa yanjiu 中國古代文學批評方法研究, pp. 277-326. In the 
English-language academia, because of the existence of interpretive comments inside 
anthologies, Stephen Owen deliberately distinguishes “critical anthologies” as sources of 
Chinese literary thought, see Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought, p. 11. 
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establish a system of literary genres;  16 an investigation of the contributions of several 
traditional Chinese literary anthologies to the canonization of Tang poetry; 17 an examination of 
late imperial anthologies of women writers for the celebration of women’s literature, 18 and an 
investigation of the production of commentated anthologies of examination essays as a challenge 
to the normative orthodoxy in late imperial China; 19  (3) the acknowledgment of the link 
between the cultural contexts and the formation of certain poetics as seen in a tenth-century 
                                                            
16 For instance, Hightower has linked early medieval Chinese literary anthologies with genre 
theory through comparing genres listed in Xiao Tong’s preface and in Wenxuan to conclude that 
Xiao Tong “was aware of the problems in a systematic arrangement of literary genres, though he 
did not arrive at any consistent solution.”  See James R. Hightower, “The Wen Hsüan and Genre 
Theory.” In a similar vein, Wang Yao 王瑤 relates the distinction of literary genres with 
anthology-making process, admitting the difficulty of classifying genres in early medieval 
literary anthologies after tracing back the history of classifying literary pieces.  Wang Yao, 
“Wenti bianxi yu zongji de chengli” 文體辨析與總集的成立 (Distinction of Literary Genres 
and the Establishment of Literary Anthologies), in Zhonggu wenxue shilun 中古文學史論, pp. 
84-101. Both Hightower and Wang indicate the difficulties of establishing a consistent genre 
classification system for early medieval anthologists. 
17 For instance, Pauline Yu explores the relationships between literary anthologies and canon-
formation through addressing several cases across time periods. Compared with Hightower and 
Wang, Yu discusses materials ranging from the earliest Shijing, Tang poetry anthologies, to 
famous Ming and Qing anthologies including Gao Bing’s 高棅 Tang poetry anthology in the 
early Ming, Li Panlong’s 李攀龍 selection of Tang poetry in the late Ming, Wang Shizhen’s 
selection of Tang poems in the early Qing, and the influential Tangshi sanbai shou 唐詩三百首 
(Three Hundred Tang Poems) produced in the late Qing. After examining the editors’ 
motivations, problems encountered, and selection strategies in anthology-making practices, she 
identifies differences between early and later anthology-making processes: for early anthologies, 
ethical qualities of anthology-pieces seem to be important in the anthologizing-making; but in 
late imperial China, when anthologists compiled their books, aesthetic, pedagogical and political 
concerns were all found in their practices. See Pauline Yu, “Poems in Their Place: Collections 
and Canons in Early Chinese Literature.” 
18 Scholarly works on Ming-Qing women’s anthologies attempt to disclose the relationships 
between anthology-making processes and canon-formation. Chang investigates the selection 
strategies inside women’s anthologies in late imperial China and believes the anthologizing 
practices by male scholars have canonized the women writers’ writings.  See Kang-I Sun Chang, 
“Ming and Qing Anthologies of Women's Poetry and Their Selection Strategies.”   
19 Kai-wing Chow, “Chapter 5: Public Authority, Literary Critics, and Organizational Power”, in 
Chow, Publishing, Culture, and Power in Early Modern China, pp. 189-240. 
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literary anthology, 20 or the study on the compilation of anthologies as a way of building local 
identity in early Qing, 21 or the exploration of the literary anthologies as a medium of mediating 
reading tastes and shaping modern readers in Europe. 22 
Comparatively speaking, although both groups adopt more or less similar research 
method in examining selected works and paratexts inside and outsides anthologies, the second 
group of scholarship often goes a step further, placing anthologies in the spotlight. In other 
words, the research method in both groups usually follows a pattern: the researchers analyze 
various elements of the book or explore the contexts that gave rise to the book, thereby revealing 
that literary anthologies are of utmost importance for the studies of literature and literary 
thoughts as a medium of preserving literary works and presenting literary thoughts. However, if 
the former group tend to use literary anthologies as examples to illustrate the poetic theory or 
literary thought upheld by a person, a literary school, or a society; then, on the contrary, the other 
group that highlights the second kind of relationship aims to place literary anthologies at the 
center of the stage, or in other words, this type of scholarship has liberated the study of literary 
anthologies from subordinating to the studies of literature or literary thoughts, establishing the 
study of anthology studies as an independent yet cross-disciplinary field. 
                                                            
20 For instance, Anna Shields’s study on Huajian ji has analyzed the anthology-making process 
with a keen attention to the cultural climates of Huajian ji’s birth place. Relying on the 
assumption that Huajian ji 花間集 grows from its contemporary contexts, Shields examines “the 
cultural contexts of the compilation of the Huajian ji and the poetics of its song lyrics” to “argue 
that the two are tightly linked”, demonstrating that “song lyrics had become integrated into elite 
culture in the tenth-century kingdom of Shu.”  See Shields, Crafting a Collection: The Cultural 
Contexts and Poetic Practice of the Huajian ji (Collection from Among the Flowers), p. 3, p. 7. 
21 For instance, early Qing local literary anthologies are considered as symbolic embodiments of 
local identity, see Tobie Meyer-Fong, “Chapter 3 Anthologies, Monuments, and the Invented 
Past: The Tower of Literary Selection”, in Meyer-Fong, Building Culture in Early Qing 
Yangzhou, pp. 75-127. 




This project, therefore, aims to place ancient-style poetry anthologies in the center of the 
stage while incorporating both perspectives. As many renowned ancient-style poetry anthologies 
in late imperial China are compiled by famous literary men who attempted to express their 
literary thoughts or ideas via anthology-making practices, it is inevitable to avoid the approach 
that highlights the role of ancient-style poetry anthologies as the embodiment of literary ideas. At 
the same time, rather than products that embody a literary idea upheld by the anthologists, a 
considerable number of late imperial ancient-style poetry anthologies are commercial products 
that have made an impact on their contemporary readers and society. Because of this, it is also 
necessary to apply the other approach that reveals the active role of literary anthologies in 
making an impact on the readers and the society.  
This study thus accepts the assumption that a poetry anthology conditions literary 
tradition and is conditioned by previous and current traditions. It also incorporates the 
perspectives mentioned above as well as the approaches that address both the passive and active 
roles of literary anthologies, aiming to explore the significances of the “ancient-style poetry 
anthology” genre in the studies of literature, literary thought, and book history.   
To be specific, in late imperial China, since most ancient-style poetry anthologies are 
books containing a wide variety of early literary works from the pre-Han era to the Sui dynasty 
selected and arranged by Ming-Qing people, this study addresses a fundamental question in the 
study of literature: how later generations received and understood early literature? Recent 
scholarship on the reception history of early poetic tradition has paid attention to the fluidity of 
early literary texts in the manuscript culture era, suggesting the contributions of readers, scribes, 
and copyists to the making of currently received texts of early Chinese literature, however, it has 
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not paid sufficient attention to the materials produced in the era of print culture. 23 The numerous 
anthologies published in Ming-Qing China, crucial to the construction of currently received 
perceptions of previous literature, thus require further research. 
Moreover, in the study of literary thoughts, how people of previous dynasties read and 
interpreted poems in practice is still a question to be answered. Specifically, this study aims to 
understand late imperial literary thoughts as presented in anthologies. While current study of 
literary thoughts often investigates a poet, a critic’s thoughts through close readings of critical 
writings such as shihua 詩話 (Remarks on Poetry) works and critical essays, this study shifts the 
focus to the interpretative comments inside anthologies. While an anthology may bridge the 
editor’s taste and the general readers’ taste through deliberate selection and organization of 
selected literary works, with comments included, it could also serve as a perfect embodiment of 
the author’s literary thought. At the same time, a commented poetry anthology is different from 
critical writings as the comments provide practical reading guides for the anthology’s targeted 
readers. Thus, through close readings of the comments contained in late imperial ancient-style 
                                                            
23 In the past decade, much attention in the English-language scholarship on early Chinese 
literature has been drawn to the investigation of the fluidity of the early literary texts. For such 
insightful and ground-breaking studies on pre-Tang and Tang poetry, see Tian, Tao Yuanming 
and Manuscript Culture: The Records of a Dusty Table, 2005; Owen, The Making of Early 
Chinese Classical Poetry, 2006; and Nugent, Manifest in Words, Written on Paper: Producing 
and Circulating Poetry in Tang Dynasty China, 2011. During the past five years, upon the 
influence of the English-language scholarship, increasingly, Chinese-language scholarly works 
also started to address similar issues by exploring the formation and transformation of the texts. 
For such studies, see Lin Xiaoguang, “Lun Yiwen leiju cunlu fangshi zaocheng de liuchao 
wenxue bianmao” 論《藝文類聚》存錄方式造成的六朝文學變貌 and his “Ming Qing suo 
bian zongji zaocheng de Han Wei Liuchao wenben bianyi” 明清所編總集造成的漢魏六朝文本
變異——拼接插入的處理方法及其方法論反省. The latter article by Lin touches upon the 
contribution of the Ming-Qing literary anthologies to the making of early poetry at the textual 
level.    
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poetry anthologies, this study intends to uncover the late imperial ways of reading and 
interpreting early poems in practice.  
This study on ancient-style poetry anthologies also addresses a central issue in the study 
of book history that explores the mutual influences of social-cultural-literary context and the 
production and reception of books. On the one hand, currently available scholarship on Ming or 
Qing ancient-style poetry anthology tends to address the correlation between the anthologies and 
the fugu literary movement without further delineation. For example, a lingering claim is: the rise 
of the attention to antiquity is the sole catalyst for the rise of the practice of making anthologies 
of past poems. 24 Although ancient-style poetry anthology in the Ming-Qing China was once an 
active factor and a medium for the formation and promotion of the fugu movement, its influences 
have in fact already preceded, surpassed, and outlived the fugu movement.   
Still, how ancient-style poetry anthologies influenced the making of the cultural milieu 
remains unanswered. These anthologies are the cultural products produced as responses to the 
cultural contexts, while at the same time, the circulation and reception of these books contributed 
significantly to the formation of the cultural fashion. In other words, it should be noted that the 
production and reception of this type of anthologies are deeply embedded in the Ming-Qing 
cultural fashion that pays particular attention to antiquity, early literature, and ancient culture. 
However, while the production of an anthology always receives much attention as permitted and 
allowed by available materials, the reception of ancient-style poetry anthologies remains 
understudied.  
                                                            
24 For instance, Jing Xianli, “Mingqing gushi xuanben gean yanjiu” 明清古詩選本個案研究;  
Xie Guowang,  “Mingdai gushi xuanben yanjiu” 明代古詩選本研究; Yang Xun, Mingren 
bianxuan hanwei liuchao shige zongji yanjiu 明人編選漢魏六朝詩歌總集研究. 
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The contributions of this project to the studies of literature, literary thoughts, and book 
history, therefore, lie in its ability to answer the research questions mentioned above via a 
comprehensive yet focused study on ancient-style poetry anthologies in late imperial China. 
First, by exploring the less-studied significances of ancient-style poetry anthologies in the era of 
print culture, this research examines how late imperial practices of making anthologies reshaped 
the contemporary perception of early poetry and reinvented the poetic tradition. Second, by 
investigating the ways of interpreting and reading classical poetry presented in ancient-style 
poetry anthologies, this project sheds light on the late imperial approaches of reading and 
interpreting early poems in practice. Third, by paying attention to the reception of the ancient-
style poetry anthologies, this study demonstrates how readers, as new compilers, read and made 
use of previous anthologies, compiled new books, making the ancient and early poetic tradition 
widely available and known.   
This study, at the same time, engages in the conversation with recent growing scholarship 
in the field of Chinese anthology studies. Although studies on Chinese anthologies never ceased, 
during the past five years, it began to receive far more attention among literary historians. The 
most recently published Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature (published in March 
2017) includes three chapters authored by renowned scholars introducing pre-Tang anthologies, 
outlining various forms of anthologies in the Tang, and elucidating textual transmissions of 
earlier literature through anthologies in the Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynasties. 25 The inclusion of 
                                                            
25 See David R. Knechtges, “19. Pre-Tang Anthologies and Anthologization,” in The Oxford 
Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature, pp. 293-302; Paul W. Kroll, “20. Anthologies in the 
Tang,” in The Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature, pp. 303-315; Wai-yee Li, “22. 
Textual Transmission of Earlier Literature during the Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynaties,” in The 
Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature, pp. 325-341.   
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the three chapters on anthologies in an introductory book for general readers reflects the recent 
growing scholarly attention on premodern literary anthologies.  
Studies on anthologies during recent years have also offered a set of new insights for this 
dissertation. For example, a close look at anthologies might challenge our conventional 
understanding of the literature of a time. Paul Kroll’s examination of the rhymes and stanzaic 
forms for the Tang poems as selected in a renowned high Tang poetry anthology, Heyue yingling 
ji 河嶽英靈集 (A Collection of the Finest Souls of River and Mountain) “complicate(s) our 
conventional view of High Tang poetry,” suggesting that the dominance of a certain stanzaic 
pattern in Tang poems as previously thought may not be the case in the writings of some Tang 
poets who have “unusual formal inventiveness.” 26 Likewise, Anna Shields recently reveals that 
an influential Song dynasty anthology of Tang literature— Wen cui 文粹 (Literature’s Finest) — 
has offered a “more nuanced” understanding of the “finest” Tang literature, while at the same 
time, the anthologist, Yao Xuan 姚鉉 (968-1020) used the selections to “defend the necessity of 
literary composition” during his time.  27  Like Yao Xuan, in late imperial China, anthologists 
and other participants alike in the making of “communications circuits” of anthologies enjoyed 
much power in shaping reading tastes or modeling reading publics as shown in recent studies. He 
Yuming’s study on Ming commercially printed products such as Guwen zhenbao 古文真寶 
(True Treasures of Ancient-Style Writing) demonstrates the necessity of seeing late imperial 
                                                            
26 See Paul Kroll, “Heyue yingling ji and the Attributues of High Tang Poetry,” in Kroll ed., 
Reading Medieval Chinese Poetry: Text, Context, and Culture, p. 182, p. 187. The section that 
explores the tonal patterns and the stanzaic forms in the selected poems runs from page 182 to 
page 190, which has challenged the conventional view of Tang poetry.  
27 See Shields, “Defining the ‘Finest’: A Northern Song View of Tang Dynasty Literary Culture 
in the Wen cui,” Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture, 4.2 (2017): 306-335. 
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books regarding the “book conversancy.” 28 In He’s words, Guwen zhenbao “was emblematic of 
the literary culture of an age in which anthologists and commentators, as arbiters of taste and 
exegetes of compositional secrets, enjoyed prestige that could rival or even surpass that of the 
authors themselves.” 29 Most recently, Timothy Clifford’s comprehensive study on the long-
ignored ancient-style prose and xiaopin anthologies in the Ming dynasty reveals the modeling of 
the new reading publics by Ming-dynasty anthologies. 30 Therefore, these novel insights and 
perspectives on literary anthologies have informed my current study which hopes to engage in 
dialogue with current scholarship through studying ancient-style poetry anthology, a less-studied 
genre of books. 
 
Materials and Chapters 
This study examines two types of primary materials: anthologies and critical literary 
writings. As for anthology, although anthology-pieces inside each anthology remain essential for 
the study of the reception of literary works, the essential materials to this study on anthology are 
the “paratexts” of the anthologies, including both “peritext” and “epitext.” This study will read 
“peritexts,”—including the prefaces, postscripts, table of contents and other elements inside the 
anthologies—as well as the book catalogs and other related writings outside anthologies which 
are often considered “epitexts.” 31 In addition to anthologies, critical literary writings such as 
                                                            
28 See He Yuming, Home and the World: Editing the “Glorious Ming” in Woodblock-Printed 
Books of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, pp. 7-8. In her book, He discusses a wide 
variety of books while literary anthology such as Guwen zhenbao is only one of the many 
examples. 
29 Ibid., p. 41. 
30 See Timothy Clifford, “Abstract,” in Clifford, “In the Eye of the Selector: Ancient-style Prose 
Anthologies in Ming Dynasty (1368-1644),” p. vii. 
31 For the definition and explanation of “paratext,” “peritext,” and “epitext,” see “Introduction,” 
in Genette, Paxatexts, pp. 1-16. 
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shihua 詩話 (Remarks on Poetry) works are also frequently consulted. These writings, as the 
other essential type of materials to the studies of literature and literary thoughts, show the 
understanding of the past literary tradition and current literary fashion that might be similar to or 
different from literary anthologies.  
This study contains five chapters. Chapter 1 argues that late imperial China witnessed the 
rise of “ancient-style poetry anthology,” a genre native to Ming-Qing China. It is a unique genre 
of books neutered within and by late imperial society. Chapter 2 delineates the formats and forms 
for this genre of books, outlining the ways of producing and reading these books in the Ming and 
the Qing. It also identifies new inventions related to the late imperial practices of producing 
those books. Chapter 3 focuses on the production of pre-Tang poetry anthologies in the 1500s, 
examining the contributions of the anthologizing practices to the reinvention of a new all-
inclusive pre-Tang poetic tradition. By the end of the 1500s, a gushi corpus marked by the 
publication of Shi ji was available. Chapter 4 argues that various practices of commercially 
publishing the gushi corpus in the early 1600s have served the needs of contemporary readers 
and attracted new readers. More importantly, these practices have also transformedd the 
understanding of the term gushi. Chapter 5 focuses on commented anthologies produced by late 
Ming and early Qing literati after the 1620s, demonstrating that the late Ming and early Qing 
literary ways of interpreting gushi as presented in commented anthologies was in line with the 
understanding of gushi in contemporary shihua writings. This chapter also proposes that late 
Ming and early Qing gushi anthologies have presented two approaches for interpreting gushi—a 
holistic approach and an analytical approach. The concluding chapter addresses several poetry 
learners’ experience of reading ancient-style poetry anthologies in the 1700s and shows the use 
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of gushi anthologies as entry-level materials for learning poetry in the 1800s, thereby concluding 
the dissertation.  
To summarize, this dissertation concerns book history, literary studies, and reception 
history. It not only outlines the compilation and publication of ancient-style poetry anthologies in 
Ming and Qing dynasties, but also explores the significant roles of anthologies played in the 
process of remaking the early poetic tradition in late imperial China. It demonstates that the 
practices of compiling, publishing, and reading ancient-style poetry anthologies have 
transmitted, transformed, canonized, and popularized pre-Tang poetry, ancient-style poetry, and 






CHAPTER 1:   THE RISE OF ANCIENT-STYLE POETRY ANTHOLOGY IN MING-
QING CHINA 
 
This chapter argues that Ming-Qing China witnessed the rise of compiling, publishing, 
and reading “ancient-style poetry anthology,” a genre of books native to Ming-Qing society. It is 
a genre of anthologies that collects and selects past uncanonical poetic texts that do not have 
strict formal patterns. It is a genre largely absent before the 1500s yet extensively available since 
the 1500s. A quantitative analysis of this genre across dynasties demonstrates the rise and 
continuation of the practice of compiling this type of books from the 1510s to the 1820s, with a 
revival after the 1850s. This chapter, to summarize, defines “ancient-style poetry anthology” as a 
unique genre of books in late imperial China. 
 
“Ancient-Style Poetry Anthology”  
 
In the summer of 1719, the 58th year of the Kangxi reign 康熙 (1654-1722), when Shen 
Deqian 沈德潛 (1673-1769) finished compiling Gushi yuan 古詩源 (Sources of Ancient Poems), 
he clarified the coverage of his book in the preface: 
   
Tang poetry is the upper stream of Song and Yuan poetry, and gushi (古詩) is the 
beginning and origin of the Tang people’s [poems]. With Mr. Chen Shuzi [a.k.a. Chen 
Peimai 陳培脈 (zi or style name Shuzi) (fl. Kangxi reign)], I have previously collected 
Tang poems into a book, offering a glimpse of the bloom of Tang poems. Here, this 





Emperor’s time. [In this book,] literary works outside Three Hundred Poems and the 
Songs of the Chu ranging from music chapters for sacrifices in the court to children’s folk 
rhymes to popular idioms in the alley, are included. The book is now completed. I have 
14 volumes. I dare not to say that it has exhausted gushi, but elegant pieces of gushi are 






Gushi yuan, a poetry anthology well known to modern readers, 2 is a typical example of the 
anthologies this dissertation addresses. According to Shen’s preface, the poems selected in his 
anthology are works produced before the Tang. They are labeled “gushi.” These gushi works, 
according to Shen’s preface, are not collected in the canonized Shijing 詩經 (Book of Poetry) or 
Chuci 楚辭 (Songs of the Chu). Instead, they are poetic works covering a wide range of genres, 
including music lyrics used for court sacrifice, children’s folk songs, and popular short idioms 
widely circulated among commoners.  
                                                          
 
1 Shen Deqian, Gushi yuan, pp. 1-2.  
2 Also, modern scholars indicate that “Shen Deqian left an illustrious legacy in the anthologies he 
compiled”. See Kang-I Sun Chang and Stephen Owen eds., The Cambridge History of Chinese 
Literature, vol. 2, p. 257. Although recent scholarship has not paid sufficient attention to Shen 
Deqian and Shen’s poetics, in today’s China, Shen’s edited poetry anthologies are still very 
popular books available to general readers. See Zhang Jian, Qingdai shixue yanjiu 清代詩學研





Like Gushi yuan, in Ming-Qing China, there are many other anthologies produced before, 
during, and after Shen’s time carrying gushi in book titles. Some of them are devoted exclusively 
to pre-Tang rhymed works. These anthologies, with gushi in their titles and uncanonical pre-
Tang rhymed pieces collected, belong to the first group of books this dissertation examines.  By 
comparison, some anthologies that also carry gushi in the titles not only select pre-Tang poems, 
but cover works composed in the Tang and post-Tang dynasties. Usually, the coverage of a 
typical book of this kind extends into the Tang and stops at the Yuan dynasty 元 (1271-1368). 
Wang Shizhen’s 王士禎 (1634-1711) Gushi xuan 古詩選 is such an anthology.3 It was first 
printed and available to readers twenty years before Shen Deqian’s book. However, unlike 
Shen’s book, it selected not only poems from the pre-Tang dynasties but also ancient-style 
poems from the Tang throughout the Yuan. According to its table of contents, Wang’s anthology 
includes pentasyllabic poems from the Han dynasty to the Tang dynasty, as well as heptasyllabic 
poems from the Han to the Yuan dynasty. Therefore, although Wang’s book also carries gushi in 
the titles, it is indeed different from Shen’s book in terms of the historical coverage.  
Despite the difference regarding the historical coverage of the books, because of the use 
of gushi in the titles, both Wang’s and Shen’s anthologies could be labeled “gushi anthology.” In 
fact, in the preface, Shen mentions Wang’s book as a model for his anthologizing practice, 
establishing a linkage between the two, thereby showing his perception that the two books 
belong to a similar type of books. Indeed. In the eyes of many anthologists and readers in late 
imperial China, the two books belong to a similar group of anthologies, that is, gushi anthology, 
or using my term here, “ancient-style poetry anthology.” 
                                                          
 
3 This book was initially printed as Ruanting xuan gushi 阮亭選古詩 (Ancient Poems Selected 





Although a word-for-word translation for gushi is “ancient poem,” or “old poem,” or 
“poem of the past,” on various occasions, it denotes “ancient-style poem,” a literary genre not 
regulated by strict formal rules. 4  To many late imperial readers of anthologies, gushi is a term 
that could be interchangeable with other terms in use. In 1766, when Wenren Tan—an 
enthusiastic reader of Wang’s book— wrote the preface to his annotated edition of Wang’s 
anthology, he followed Wang by using gushi to denote the poems he was reading as a young 
man. However, at the same time, in the preface, Wenren used badai shi 八代詩 (Poems of Eight 
Dynasties) to label the poems he enjoyed reading as a teenager.5 To him, gushi and badai shi 
refer to those poems he enjoyed reading as a young adult even though the meanings of the two 
terms are remarkably different—badai shi refers to the poems produced in the eight dynasties 
before the Tang dynasty, while gushi in Wang and Wenren’s anthology refers to ancient-style 
poems composed by authors ranging from the pre-Tang era to the Yuan dynasty. In spite of the 
difference, in the eyes of Wenren Tan and readers alike, the terms are used often 
interchangeably, referring to a similar kind of poetry.  
In fact, in late imperial anthologies and critical literary writings, there are at least twenty 
literary terms related to gushi or badai shi (Table 2). These term could be found in book titles, 
tables of contents, and annotations inside anthologies. They also occasionally appeared in 
materials other than anthologies, such as literary proses, poems, and critical writings. All these 
terms have been used in different contexts to denote different clusters of poems. Nevertheless, a 
common group of poems can be found in every cluster each term denotes, that is, the poems that 
do not have strict formal patterns.  
                                                          
 
4 The denotation and connotation of gushi changes in different time periods. For details, see the 
discussion below. 






Table 2: A list of related literary terms as seen in late imperial materials. 
Original term in Chinese Literal translation 
gushi  古詩 Ancient poetry 
guti shi 古體詩 Ancient-style poetry 
guti 古體 Ancient-style 
gujin shi 古今詩 Poems of the ancient and present 
gujin ti shi 古今體詩 Poems of the ancient and recent styles 
Gushi shijiu shou 古詩十九首 “Nineteen Old Poems” 
Badai shi  八代詩 Poems of eight dynasties 
Han Wei Liu chao shi 漢魏六朝詩 Poems of Han dynasty, Wei dynasty, and Six Dynasties 
Han shi 漢詩 Poems of Han dynasty 
Han Wei shi  漢魏詩 Poems of Han-Wei dynasties 
Liu chao shi 六朝詩 Poems of Six dynasties 
Nan Bei chao shi 南北朝詩 Poems of Northern and Southern Dynasties 
Gu Tang shi 古唐詩 Poems of ancient era and Tang dynasty 
Gu yuefu 古樂府 Ancient poetry of Music Bureau 
Yuefu shi 樂府 (Poetry of) Music Bureau 
Wuyan 五言 Five characters (poetry) 





Table 2 (cont.) 
Original term in Chinese Literal translation 
Wuyan guti 五言古 Five-character ancient (-style) 
Qigu 七古 Five (-character) ancient (-style poems) 
Qiyan gushi 七言古 Seven-character ancient (-style) 
Qiyan gexing 七言歌行  Seven-character song style 
 
For the convenience of discussion, regardless of the variations of primary materials, here 
I label the type of books to be examined in this dissertation as “ancient-style poetry anthology.” 
As exemplified by Wang’s and Shen’s anthologies, two major groups of books to be examined in 
this dissertation are: (1) anthologies of pre-Tang rhymed pieces;6 (2) anthologies of ancient-style 
poems across dynasties that may extend well into the Yuan dynasty.  While the eighteenth-
century reader Wenren Tan probably believed that the two types of books are the same,7 the 
actual coverage and the nature of selected works in the two groups remain different. 
Nevertheless, here in this study, the two types of books are subsumed under the “ancient-style 
poetry anthology” genre, a genre of poetry anthologies marked by a shared similarity of the 
selected works.  
Instead of “gushi anthology,” here in this study, “ancient-style poetry anthology” could 
better address the nature of the materials. In “gushi anthology,” gushi is a reference to either pre-
                                                          
 
6 It should be noted that in this dissertation I use “poetry” (or “poem”) to refer to rhymed texts, 
now broadly considered “shi” or poetic texts. But I use “shi poetry” to refer exclusively to the shi 
genre in the pre-Tang period. I also refer to other poetic genres—for instance, yuefu 樂府 (music 
bureau)—by using their own specific terms. 





Tang rhymed works or ancient-style poems up to the Yuan. By comparison, the term “ancient-
style poetry anthology” has shed light on the nature of the selected poetic texts by highlighting 
the unregulated stylistic feature of the included works. Moreover, instead of “gushi anthology,” 
“ancient-style poetry anthology” could not only be used to address those anthologies carrying 
gushi in the titles, but could also be a label denoting other books that have selected similar works 
yet might not carry gushi in titles. By using this term, I therefore can highlight the shared feature 
in a variety of anthologies, and moreover include other books that might be easily ignored.  
Therefore, a working definition of “ancient-style poetry anthology” is: a genre of 
anthologies, and this type of books contains uncanonical poetic works written in unregulated 
style. To further clarify the denotation and connotation of “ancient-style poetry anthology,” an 
inquiry into the meanings of “ancient-style poetry,” “poetry anthology,” and gushi is needed. 
 
 “Ancient-Style Poetry,”  Guti shi, and Gushi 
The term “ancient-style poetry”, is always used as a word-for-word translation for the 
Chinese term guti shi 古體詩. It is a term invented in the Tang dynasty (618-907) to distinguish 
itself from “recent-style poetry” or “regulated verse”—in Chinese, jinti shi 近體詩 or jinti shi 今
體詩 or lüshi 律詩— a poetic genre with strict formal patterns. As opposed to a recent-style 
poem, an ancient-style poem needs to discount features that characterize a typical recent-style 
poem: tonal patterns, rhyme regulations, length restriction, and a requirement for parallel 
couplets.8 Poets of all times would write both genres. Theoretically speaking, all poems 
                                                          
 
8 For an introduction to formal features of “recent-style poetry,” see Cai, “Recent-Style Shi 
Poetry: Pentasyllabic Regulated Verse,” in Cai ed., How to Read Chinese Poetry: A Guided 





produced before the Tang dynasty can be broadly labeled guti shi since none demonstrates the 
formal features associated with recent-style poetry, a genre invented in the Tang.  9 
As shown in the book title of Wang’s anthology, gushi 古詩 (ancient poetry) appears an 
alternative term for guti shi. In theory, with ti 體 (style) added, guti shi denotes the poetic form 
that stands in contrast with the poems with strictly regulated formal features, while gushi 
highlights the temporal division between the present and the past. For an early Ming poet in the 
late fourteenth century, hypothetically, guti shi would refer to all poems written in the form of 
unregulated style whereas gushi would denote any poems composed in her/his relatively past. 
However, in practice, the usage of the two terms is not clear-cut. In both modern 
scholarly works and dictionaries, the statement equating gushi with guti shi is pervasive. For 
example, the twentieth-century scholarly works use the two terms without distinction. The 
renowned Chinese linguist, Wang Li 王力 (1900-1986) presents gushi as another term for 
ancient-style poetry in his introduction to classical poetry for Chinese readers. 10  Similarly, 
James J. Y. Liu’s English-language introduction to Chinese poetry for American readers simply 
uses “ancient verse,” another word-for-word translation of “gushi,” to refer to “ancient-style 
poetry.” 11 Moreover, the entry of gushi in Hanyu dacidian 漢語大詞典 (Comprehensive 
Chinese Word Dictionary) consists of two meanings: (1) a general term referring to poems of the 
past; (2) a short form of guti shi (ancient-style poetry). Since in this dictionary, “the diachronic 
changes in meaning are not indicated,” 12 the dates of the initial appearances of the two entries, 
                                                          
 
9 This is actually not the case in practice. Besides shi 詩 poetry, there are also other popular 
genres in the pre-Tang period. For instance, the yuefu 樂府 (poems of music bureau) is normally 
considered a genre different from shi poetry in the pre-Tang period. 
10 See Wang Li, Shici gelü, p. 13. 
11 See Liu, The Art of Chinese Poetry, p. 24. 





especially that of the latter meaning, are unknown. Of course the use of gushi as a term denoting 
poems of the past should occur earlier than the use of gushi as an alternative term for guti shi. 
Yet given the entries offered in the dictionary, since when gushi was used to denote the notion 
“ancient-style poetry” remains unknown.  
Then, what is gushi anyway? As Stephen Owen puts, “the history of the use of the term 
gushi and what it refers to is complex.” 13 Owen traces the uses of the term as generic labels in 
early literary history. According to Owen, in the Han dynasty, although gushi 古詩 and yuefu 樂
府 were two bodies of early texts, sometimes yuefu pieces were labeled gushi and vice versea. 
Therefore the formation of the generic distinction between the two bodies of texts “is a slow 
process,” which began “perhaps as early as the late third century and finally realized only in the 
Tang.” 14 This means, before the Tang, the distinction between the two genres was not as clear as 
today, and thus, in early and medieval China, gushi as a generic label may not have received its 
current meaning. In its earliest usage, the term gushi might refer to poems in Shijing 詩經 (Book 
of Poetry),15 while in the 5th century, it “had come to refer to a corpus of ‘classical poetry.’” 16 In 
literary anthologies, the earliest appearance of gushi is in Wenxuan 文選 (Selections of Refined 
Literature), where Xiao Tong 蕭統 (501-531) labels a group of 19 pentasyllabic poems “Gushi 
shijiu shou” 古詩十九首 (“Nineteen Old Poems”). This group of poems is attributed to a group 
of Han-dynasty authors. Gushi, therefore, as used by Xiao Tong in Wenxuan, is a reference to 
poems produced in Xiao Tong’s past. In other words, in the pre-Tang era, the rendering of gushi, 
                                                          
 
13 Owen, The Making of Early Chinese Classical Poetry, p. 23, footnote 2. 
14 Ibid., p. 32. 
15 See Owen’s brief explanation of the usage of gushi, in Owen, The Making of Early Chinese 
Classical Poetry, p. 23, footnote 2. 





on many occasions, would be “poems of the past” that indicates the temporal dimension of the 
poems.   
In the Tang dynasty when the term “ancient-style poetry” was invented, however, terms 
that denote “ancient-style poetry” were neither fixed nor unified. Guti 古體 or guti shi 古體詩 as 
a generic lable was in fact not very often used in Tang literary writings. For example, Tang 
manuals for poetry-writing (shige 詩格 or “Poetry Rules” in English) paid little attention to the 
composition of unregulated poems. When gushi appeared in Tang critical writings, it was still 
often used as a general term denoting “poems in the past,” or as a reference to the “Nineteen Old 
Poems.” 17 Moreover, a full-text search of the Quan Tang shi 全唐詩 (Complete Tang Poems) 
corpus reveals that Tang poets tended to use gufeng 古風 (ancient airs) or gudiao 古調 (ancient 
tune) more often in their poems to refer to the concept “ancient-style poetry.” 18 However, since 
the generic distinction between gushi and yuefu in the pre-Tang era was established in the Tang, 
when the Tang people were talking about pre-Tang poetry, gushi as a generic label would refer 
to the pre-Tang poetic genre remarkably different from the yuefu (Music Bureau) genre.  
By contrast, the blurred modern usage of gushi and guti shi seems to be a norm 
established in the Ming-Qing period that has extended into the modern era. 19 In works of literary 
criticism, Ming-Qing critics often applied gushi to refer to the concept “ancient-style poetry.” As 
                                                          
 
17 Skimming through current available Tang shige works, a great majority of them paid special 
attention to the composition of recent-style poetry by outlining the rules and regulations for 
regulated verses and quatrains. See Zhang Bowei ed., Quan Tang Wudai shige huikao 全唐五代
詩格彙考. 
18 Wang Yunxi’s 王運熙 research on the poetic genres in the Tang dynasty has revealed a fact 
that Tang people rarely used “gushi” (ancient poetry) to refer to the concept of “ancient-style 
poetry” (guti shi). See Wang, “Tangren de shiti fenlei” 唐人的詩體分類, p. 154. 





shown in figure 3 that visualizes the change of the average use of guti shi, gushi, and guti in 63 
works of literary criticism across time, the frequency of using gushi to refer to the notion 
“ancient-style poetry” suddenly increases in the Ming dynasty and continues to remain high in 
the Qing dynasty. As indicated in figure 3, such a norm first emerged in the Song dynasty, and 
became widespread in Ming and Qing literary critical writings.  
Therefore, since both gushi and guti shi could be used to denote the notion “ancient-style 
poetry” in Ming-Qing China, in this study, instead of choosing a fixed term, I loosely label the 
poems selected in the anthologies as “ancient-style poems” while would use specific terms when 
addressing particular poetic genres. As demonstrated in this dissertation, many late imperial 
anthology printers and publishers followed the norm of using gushi and guti shi interchangeably 
in naming their books or stating editorial principles, which thus, in turn, transformed the uses and 
meanings for the two literary terms as well as the perception of gushi.20 
“Poetry Anthology”  
Although my working definition of “poetry anthology” follows the general notion that 
considers a poetry anthology as a collection of poems composed by various authors, both 
Western and Chinese traditions have developed terms to denote the same notion in different 
historical contexts. In Europe, despite the fact that the origin of the word “anthology” could 
etymologically trace back to ancient Greek, not until the eighteenth-century did “anthology” 
begin to denote a collection of literary pieces of multiple authors. Both titles of the Greek 
Anthology and the Latin Anthology were eighteenth-century designations when publishing 
anthologies “became a fashion.”21 
                                                          
 
20 Detailed discussions on this issue can be found in chapters 3 and 4. 
21 For the definition and a brief history of anthology, see The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry 






Figure 3: The average frequency of the uses of three terms to denote the notion of “ancient-
style poetry” in critical literary writings across dynasties. Data is derived from the shiwen 
ping 詩文評 (Criticism on Poetry and Prose) section of Siku quanshu 四庫全書 (A 
Complete Library of Four Treasures) database, which includes 63 works of literary 
criticism. The x-axis shows the dynastic progression, with each label begins with the first 
year of each dynasty, for example, Ming dynasty is labeled “1368 Ming.” The y-axis shows 
the average number of the use of each term per book as a reference to today’s notion of 
“ancient-style poetry.” 
 
                                                          
 
anthology in the West, see Anne Ferry, “Anthologies as a kind,” in Tradition and the Individual 





By comparison, the corresponding term of “anthology” in China was invented much 
earlier. Often, xuanji 選集 (selected collection) remains to be the modern Chinese rendering of 
“anthology,”22 whereas zongji 總集 (general collection) ought to be the most appropriate 
traditional term denoting a collection of literary works written by different authors.23 The term 
zongji, as a bibliographical category referring to literary anthologies of multiple authors, was 
first invented by Ruan Xiaoxu 阮孝緒 (479-536) in his book catalog, and had been later 
subsumed by early Tang historians under the ji 集 (literature, or belles-lettres)24 category of the 
sibu 四部 (four sections) classification system in the “Jingji zhi” 經籍志 (Treatise on Classics 
and Other Writings) of Sui shu 隋書 (History of the Sui). 25 Since the Tang, government-issued 
and privately-compiled book catalogs that followed the sibu classification would place a literary 
collection of pieces by different authors under the zongji 總集 (general collections) category to 
                                                          
 
22 For instance, the Norton Anthology of English literature was translated into Nuodun yingguo 
wenxue xuanji 諾頓英國文學選集 if one searches for this book on the Chinese-language 
www.amazon.cn.   
23 English translation of zongji here is a word-for-word translation that follows Pauline Yu’s 
renderings in order to make the distinction between zongji and bieji clear. See Pauline Yu, 
“Poems in Their Place: Collections and Canons in Early Chinese Literature,” p. 171. Other 
translations of zongji included “literary anthologies”, “general anthologies.” Translation of bieji 
could be “collected works of individuals”. See Endymion Porter Wilkinson, Chinese History : A 
New Manual, p. 401, p. 404. 
24 The two English renderings follow Wilkinson’s choice in Chinese History: A Manual. The 
2000 version renders ji 集 as “belles-lettres” while the 2013 version translates it into “literature”. 
See Endymion Porter Wilkinson, Chinese History: A Manual, p. 269; Chinese History: A New 
Manual, p. 938. 
25 See Sui shu, pp. 1081-1091. The English rendering follows Wilkinson’s choice. See Endymion 





distinguish it from a collection by an individual author listed in the bieji 別集 (separate 
collections of individuals) group. 26  
Although “anthology” and “zongji” are applied to designate a similar kind of books in 
European and Chinese traditions, both rarely appear in actual book titles. In Europe, from the 
mid-sixteenth century to the early twentieth century, words frequently used in titles denoting the 
meaning of “anthology” include “miscellany,” “collection,” “treasury,” and “gem.” In America, 
the late eighteenth century had witnessed the appearance of “anthology” in only one literary 
collection’s book title, yet not until the late nineteenth century did “anthology” appear in several 
American book titles. 27  In China, unlike the appearance of “anthology” in titles of European 
and American anthologies, zongji remained a bibliographical category instead of a term used in 
book titles for long. Of the 328 pre-Sui and Sui literary anthologies listed in the earliest zongji 
category in the “Jingji zhi” section of Sui shu, 28 the word ji 集 (collection), along with other 
terms such as yuan 苑 (garden), xuan 選 (selection), appeared in a sizable amount of book titles. 
The variety of pre-Sui and Sui book titles may suggest the flexibility of labeling a book in the era 
of manuscript culture—during when, scribes might change the titles in the process of copying 
                                                          
 
26 The translation of bieji here is also a word-for-word translation that follows Pauline Yu’s 
rendering in order to make the distinction between zongji and bieji clear. See Pauline Yu, 
“Poems in Their Place: Collections and Canons in Early Chinese Literature,” p. 171. 
27 For a history of the terms used in Western anthology titles, see Ferry, “Anthologies as a kind,” 
in Tradition and the Individual Poem: An Inquiry into Anthologies, pp. 13-23. 
28 See Sui shu, pp. 1081-1091. The zongji category records 336 books in total, of which, 234 
were lost. According to current research, 8 entries are works of literary criticism, therefore, there 
are 328 anthologies in total as recorded in the zongji category of “Jingji zhi” section. For an 
accurate count of the recorded books (which is different from the Sui shu editors’ count), see 
Yao Zhenzong 姚振宗 (1842-1906), Sui shu jingji zhi kaozheng 隋書經籍志考證, p. 835; 
reprinted in Ershi wu shi bubian 二十五史補編, p. 5873. For the identification of 8 works of 
literary criticism from the zongji category, see Xu Yunhe 許雲和, “Jingdian jiangou: ‘Suishu 





books by hand. After one thousand years, when print culture flourished in late imperial China, 
the terms in anthology titles turned out to be more diverse. To name a few, ji 紀 (record), hui 匯 
(gathering), gui 歸 (repository), leiyuan 類苑 (categorized garden) are common phrases used in 
book titles. Subsequently, the diversity of book titles in late imperial China implies variations in 
the motivations of compiling, editing, and publishing such books. As to be discussed in 
following chapters, unlike the era of manuscript culture, book titles in Ming-Qing China were 
sometimes designated by anthologists or editors yet sometimes arbitrarily given by publishers or 
printers.29  
 
Anthology of the Past Tradition  
Despite a variety of terms used for both notions of “ancient-style poetry” and “poetry 
anthology” in late imperial China, here “ancient-style poetry anthology” is applied to label the 
core materials this dissertation examines. Books belong to “ancient-style poetry anthology” are 
varied in both selection scope and classification standard. Table 3 shows the scopes and 
classification standards for ten well-known anthologies. The scopes of the ten books differ from 
one to another. Most books cover at least seven centuries starting from the pre-Qin 先秦 era to 
the Sui dynasty 隋 (581-619), while some start their coverage in the Han dynasty 漢 (BCE 202-
220) and end at the Sui dynasty or extend to the Yuan dynasty. As seen in table 3, very often, an 
ancient-style poetry anthology in late imperial China consists of un-regulated poems from 
multiple dynasties, namely, the book is often a multi-dynasty (tongdai 通代) anthology of past 
                                                          
 
29 For the importance of title as a paratextual element, see “Titles”, in Genette, Paratexts: 





works rather than an anthology of works from one single dynasty (duandai 斷代). There are also 
exceptions, a brief skim through other lesser-known books yields that several Qing-dynasty 
anthologies are devoted exclusively to poems from a single dynasty such as Han Dynasty. As for 
the classification standard, most books listed in table 3 arrange and classify the selected poems in 
chronological order. However, some of them classify their selected works according to literary 
genres or literary themes. A diversity of anthologies therefore could offer late imperial readers a 
diversity of reading choices.  
 
 
Table 3: Scopes of selected works and classification standards in ten well-known ancient-
style poetry anthologies of late imperial China. 
 




Gushi ji 古詩紀 (A Record of Ancient 
Poetry) edited by Feng Weine 馮惟訥 
(1513-1572) 
Rhymed pieces from the 




Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑 (Categorized 
Garden of Ancient Poems) edited by 
Zhang Zhixiang 張之象 (1496-1577) 
Poems from the pre-Qin 








Table 3 (cont.)   
Book Title, with Editor’s Names Scope of Selected Works Classification 
Standard for 
Selected Works 
Gu shigui 古詩歸 (Repository of Ancient 
Poems) compiled by Zhong Xing 鍾惺 
(1574-1624) 
Poems from the pre-Qin 




Gushi jing 古詩鏡 (Mirror of Ancient 
Poetry) compiled by Lu Shiyong 陸時雍 
(fl. 1633) 
Poems from the pre-Qin 





Gushi pingxuan 古詩評選 
(Commentated Selection of Ancient 
Poetry) edited by Wang Fuzhi 王夫之 
(1619-1692) 
Poems from the pre-Qin 
ancient time to the Sui 
dynasty 
Genre 
Gushi xuan 古詩選 (Selection of Ancient 
Poems) selected by Wang Shizhen 王士
禎 (1634-1711) 
Pentasyllabic ancient-style 
poems from the Han 
dynasty to the Sui dynasty 
+ heptasyllabic ancient-
style poems from the 









Table 3 (cont.)   
Book Title, with Editor’s Names Scope of Selected Works Classification 
Standard for 
Selected Works 
Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 
(Selection of Ancient Poems from the 
Hall of Picking Beans) compiled by Chen 
Zuoming 陳祚明 (fl. 1665) 
Poems from the Han 
dynasty to the Sui dynasty 
Chronological 
order 
Gushi yuan 古詩源 (Sources of Ancient 
Poems) edited by Shen Deqian 沈德潛
(1673-1769) 
Poems from the pre-Qin 
era to the Sui dynasty 
Chronological 
order 
Wanlin shuwu gushi lu 宛鄰書屋古詩錄 
(Record of Ancient Poetry 
 from the Wanlin Library) compiled by 
Zhang Qi 張琦 (1765-1833) 
Poems from the Han 




To the Ming and Qing editors of the ten renowned books (table 3), a shared perception 
regarding the selection scope and classification standard is: they did not select any poems written 
by their contemporaries. In other words, this type of anthology is a collection of past works. It is 
an anthology of the past tradition. Not a single book in the “ancient-style poetry anthologies” 
group selects Ming or Qing works, indicating that a shared Ming-Qing perception regarding this 





The above observations further define and confine “ancient-style poetry anthology.” It is 
not only a type of books that collect unregulated poetic texts, but also a type of books that select 
past poems produced prior to the Ming. Therefore, in Ming-Qing China, “ancient-style poetry 
anthology” is a genre of anthologies of past poems. It is a genre of anthologies that collects and 
selects the past poetic tradition. However, ironically, it is a genre rarely seen in the past prior to 
the sixteenth century, rather, it is extensively available starting from the first decade of the 1500s 
to the first decade of the 1900s. 
 
The Rise of Pre-Tang Poetry Anthology in the Ming after the 1500s 
 
Compared with previous dynasties, the quantity of ancient-style poetry anthologies 
started to soar during late imperial China, demonstrating the rise of the practice of compiling 
ancient-style poetry anthologies. This trend started in the Ming, when the rise of the practice of 
making pre-Tang poetry anthologies occurred in the 1500s, though the initial practices of 
compiling pre-Tang poetry anthologies appeared in the Six Dynasties.  
Before the Tang, besides the two earliest poetry anthologies Shijing 詩經 (the Book of 
Songs) and Chuci 楚辭 (the Songs of Chu), according to the Sui book catalog, 110 literary 
anthologies were already produced in the era of Six Dynasties 六朝 (usually 220-589). Among 
these, Wenxuan 文選 (Selections of Refined Literature) and Yutai xinyong 玉臺新詠 (New 
Songs from A Jade Terrace) preserved a large number of literary works from the early times to 
the 6th century, thereby becoming essential sourcebooks for early Chinese literature. 30  
                                                          
 
30 A major source showing a list of literary anthologies in the Six Dynasties is the “Jingjizhi” 經





However, starting from the Tang dynasty, pre-Tang poetry seemed to lose appeal to 
anthologists. In the Tang dynasty, the focus shifted to contemporary poetry: the period saw the 
emergence of over 100 anthologies of Tang poems and only 10 new pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies. 31  After the Tang, even the development of print technology, making books easier 
and faster to produce and disseminate, failed to spur many new compilations of pre-Tang 
literature in the Song 宋 (960-1279) or Yuan 元 (1271-1368), when few anthologists appeared 
interested in compiling new anthologies of pre-Tang literary works.  
Figure 4 shows the gradually decreased number of newly-compiled pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies in the four historical periods from the pre-Tang era to the Yuan dynasty. According 
to the data collected, 10, 13, and 5 pre-Tang poetry anthologies were produced in the Tang, 
Song,  and the Yuan dynasties respectively, showing the sudden loss of interest in the pre-Tang 
poems in the three dynasties. 32 
                                                          
 
on book catalogs in the Liang and Sui dynasties. See the preface to “Jingjizhi”, in Suishu 隋書, 
pp. 903-909. For a discussion of literary anthologies in Suishu, see Owen, “Appendix C,” in The 
Making of Classical Chinese Poetry, pp. 313-318. Many anthologies produced during the Six-
Dynasty era were already lost in the Sui. For a study on the loss of books in medieval China, see 
Dudbridge, Lost Books of Medieval China. 
31 The number of pre-Tang literary anthologies compiled by the Tang people is calculated 
according to the data I collected.  See my explanation of the methodology in Appendix. For a 
brief list of the poetry anthologies produced in the Tang, see Chen Shangjun 陳尚君, “Tangren 
bianxuan shige zongji xulu” 唐人編選詩歌總集敘錄, in his Tang dai wenxue congkao 唐代文
學叢考, 184. For a list of contemporary Tang poetry anthologies compiled by Tang people, see 
Sun, Tangshi xuanben liubai zhong tiyao 唐詩選本六百種提要, 1-27. 






Figure 4: The quantity of pre-Tang poetry anthologies from the pre-Tang to the Yuan.  
 
By contrast, as shown in figure 5, the Ming dynasty had witnessed the sudden rise in the 
total number of newly-compiled pre-Tang poetry anthologies—the Ming dynasty saw the 
production of around 50 new pre-Tang poetry anthologies. While the increase in total number 
could demonstrate the rise of the attention paid to pre-Tang poetry in the Ming, if the life of a 
dynasty is longer than another dynasty, then the gradual accumulation of books would lead to the 
rise of the absolute total number of books. Thus, the average production rate of pre-Tang literary 
anthologies per year offers another perspective of quantifying the trend. As shown in figure 6 
(the solid line, in orange color), the average annual production rate of pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies also increases sharply in the Ming, further supporting the claim that the rise of the 
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Figure 5: The quantity of pre-Tang poetry anthologies produced by people from the pre-




Figure 6: Average annual production rate of pre-Tang literary anthologies and pre-Tang 
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Therefore, to summarize, unlike the previous three periods from the Tang to the Yuan, 
the Ming witnessed a rise in the practice of compiling new pre-Tang poetry anthologies. Both the 
total number and the average annual production rate in the Ming are relatively high. With a total 
of 50, the Ming’s average annual rate increases to 0.181, much higher than the annual production 
rates of 0.039, 0.040, and 0.056, in the Tang (including the Five Dynasties), Song, and Yuan. 
Theoretically, then, the lucky Ming reader might find a new pre-Tang poetry anthology on the 
market every 5.5 years, though of course, they appeared less regularly.  
It should be noted that the quantitative analysis here only attempts to reveal a rough 
historical change. Many books produced in the era of manuscript culture were already lost, 
therefore the quantity of books shown here is an estimate. Nevertheless, the visualization of the 
data would still offer a clear sense of the historical change over time from the Tang to the Ming. 
In fact, the Ming dynasty anthologists also paid more attention to the compilation of pre-
Tang literary anthologies that include not only poetry anthologies, but also prose anthologies. As 
listed in Tabel 4, three different types of the pre-Tang literary anthologies were produced by 
people in the Ming. The three types of literary anthologies are divided according to the genres of 
the selected works. In addition to the 50 poetry anthologies, around 35 books select unrhymed 
genres such as wen 文 (prose-alike), while 20 books contain a mixture of both rhymed poetic and 
unrhymed prose-alike works. As shown in the dashed blue line in figure 6, with a total of around 
105, the Ming’s average annual rate of pre-Tang literary anthologies increases to 0.38, much 
higher than the annual production rates of 0.123, 0.097, 0.090, in the Yuan, Song, Tang 
(including the Five Dynasties). Theoretically, then, the lucky Ming reader might find a new pre-







Table 4: Three groups of pre-Tang literary anthologies produced during the Ming dynasty. 
 
Groups Examples Number of 
books 
1. Exclusive Pre-Tang Poetry 
Anthologies 
Shiji 詩紀 (Record of Poetry) edited by Feng 
Weina 馮惟訥 (1513-1572) 
50 
2. Exclusive Pre-Tang Wen 
Anthologies 
Wenji 文紀 (Record of Prose) compiled by Mei 
Dingzuo 梅鼎祚 (1549-1615) 
Around 35 
3. Anthologies of pre-Tang shi 
and wen pieces (mixed) 
Guang wenxuan 廣文選 (Expansion of the 
Refined Selection of Literature) compiled by Liu 
Jie 劉節 (jinshi 1505); and Hanwei liuchao yibai 
sanjia ji 漢魏六朝一百三家集 (Collection of 
103 Authors of Han, Wei, and Six Dynasties) 
edited by Zhang Pu 張溥 (1602-1641) 
20 
 
The earliest pre-Tang poetry anthology compiled in the Ming dynasty carries a preface 
dated 1516, marking the 1510s, or the first decade of the sixteenth century, as the beginning of 
the entire Ming fashion of compiling ancient-style poetry anthologies. By changing the starting 
year from the starting year of the Ming dynasty (1368) to 1510, the average annual production 
rate of pre-Tang poetry anthology in the Ming dynasty becomes 0.37. It is still higher than all 





pre-Tang poetry anthologies stays at 0.19. This further supports the claim that the Ming dynasty 
is a dynasty when the rise of “ancient-style poetry anthologies” occurred. 
Therefore, the quantitative evidence demonstrates that the interest in the pre-Tang 
tradition increased among Ming anthologists.33 Similar to the practice of compiling pre-Tang 
poetry anthologies, the Ming dynasty becomes a period when anthologies devoted to pre-Tang 
literary works of all genres started to soar. In other words, as compared with the Tang, Song, and 
Yuan dynasties, Ming-dynasty anthologists now paid attention to the early pre-Tang poetic and 
literary tradition, and started to make new anthologies for pre-Tang poems and literary works.  
Such a rise of interest, resulting in the rise of the practices of compiling new pre-Tang 
literary anthologies, is deeply embedded in the flourishing print culture. In the 16th century, with 
the spread of print culture and the development of printing technology, making anthologies of all 
types of works became a widespread practice. For example, new anthologies devoted to Tang 
poems or examination essays were also published. In fact, the quantitative data of pre-Tang 
poetry anthologies as presented above does not mean that the number of newly produced pre-
Tang poetry anthologies would surpass the number of other popular anthologies such as Tang 
poetry anthologies or anthologies of examination essays. Rather, the data here only corroborates 
                                                          
 
33 It should be noted here that I have revised my previous statements after a more delicate 
filtering of data. The previous data pool as presented in my published Chinese-language paper 
entitled “Ming dai ‘gushi’ zongji de bianzuan, chuban, jieshou: Cong hongguan jiaodu de 
kaocha” 明代古詩總集的編纂、出版、接受：從宏觀角度的考察 might contain some books 
that should be excluded. See “Ming dai ‘gushi’ zongji de bianzhuan, chuban, jieshou: Cong 
hongguan jiaodu de kaocha” 明代「古詩」總集的編纂、出版、接受——從宏觀角度的考察 
(The Compilation, Publication, and Reception of the Ancient Poetry Anthologies in the Ming 
Dynasty: A Macroscopic Investigation). Lingnan Xuebao 嶺南學報 (Lingnan Journal of Chinese 
Studies), no. 6 (2016): 105-133. However, when I was drafting this Chinese-language article two 
years ago, I had no access to several books and thus included them in my data pool. Here, after 
further research, I have excluded several books. Here in this chapter I have been trying my best 





the following observation: as compared with previous dynasties, late imperial anthologists began 
to pay particular attention to the early pre-Tang poetry and started to make many more new pre-
Tang poetry anthologies. In other words, the quantitative analysis here only makes sense when 
data of different dynasties are put into comparison. This is also the case for anthologies selecting 
ancient-style poems across dynasties.  
 
From the Ming to the Qing 
 
Like pre-Tang poetry anthologies, anthologies of ancient-style poetry across dynasties 
never received anthologists’ attention before late imperial era. The Six Dynasties had witnessed 
the rise of interest in classifying and collecting shi and wen pieces, while the Tang anthologists 
were interested in discussing and collecting Tang poetry as well as recent-style poetry that 
include both regulated verse (lüshi 律詩) and quatrain (jueju 絕句). The Song-Yuan people were 
interested in discussing and collecting guwen 古文 (ancient prose) as well as shiwen 時文 
(contemporary prose, aka. examination essays or eight-legged essays). From the Tang to the 
Yuan, no attention had ever been paid to the pre-Tang poetry anthology, not to mention ancient-
style poetry anthology.  
By contrast, in Ming-Qing China, along with the rise of the fashion of compiling pre-
Tang poetry anthologies, anthologies selecting ancient-style poems across dynasties were 
compiled and printed. According to Lu Qinli 逯欽立, before the initial publication of Shi ji 詩紀 
(Record of Poetry) in 1560, there were less than ten pre-Tang poetry collections for the editor 
Feng Weine to consult. 34 However, after the publication of Shi ji, a large number of pre-Tang 
                                                          
 
34 See Lu Qinli, “Xianqin lianghan weijin nanbeichao shi houji《先秦兩漢魏晉南北朝詩》後





poetry anthologies was frequently published throughout the entire Ming-Qing period, with Shi ji 
as the corpus of pre-Tang poems. 35 Later, in the Qing dynasty, with the availability of the Shi ji 
corpus, as exemplified by Wang Shizhen’s anthology, new ancient-style poetry anthologies 
across dynasties were compiled, circulated, and read.36 
In total, around 94 Ming-Qing books could be labeled “ancient-style poetry anthologies” 
after I checked 134 Ming-Qing and modern book catalogs. 37 Of these books, 50 were compiled 
in the Ming, 44 were compiled in the Qing. They are either pre-Tang anthologies and ancient-
style poetry anthologies across dynasties. It should also be noted that the numbers here are all 
estimates rather than accurate numbers as some books might not have made their ways into the 
book catalogs I checked.  
The number here suggests an evident historical change from the Ming to the Qing. Not 
only the newly-compiled ancient-style poetry anthologies produced by the Qing people is fewer 
than the Ming, but also the average production rate per year remains lower. As shown in figure 7 
that indicates the average production rate per year for the “ancient-style poetry anthology” genre 
in five time periods from the Tang to the Qing, the Qing dynasty seems to be lower than the 
Ming dynasty.  
 
                                                          
 
Dynasties),” Jilin shida xuebao 吉林師大學報 (Bulletin of Jilin Normal University) (1964): 63-
66.  
35 For a detailed discussion of Shi ji, see Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.  
36 For a discussion on Wang’s book and its readers, see the concluding chapter. 






Figure 7: The average production rate per year of compiling ancient-style poetry 
anthologies from the Tang to the Qing. 
 
However, it should be noted that the number here only indicates the newly published 
anthologies in the Qing dynasty. In the Qing dynasty, since previous books were often printed 
and reprinted, the actual annual publication rate should be much higher than the estimates here. 
Compared with the Ming, the Qing people would republish and reprint Ming anthologies 
frequently. Therefore, if these reprinted anthologies are taken into account, then the average 
annual production rate of ancient-style poetry anthologies in the Qing would be very high.  
A closer look at the publication years of the Qing anthologies enables me to explore the 
data in an alternative manner. Although the annual production rate for the new production of 
these books in the Qing remains low at 0.16 (figure 7), if compared with the Yuan, Song, and 
Tang dynasty, it is still relatively high. While similar books were compiled and published even 
after the end of the Qing dynasty in 1911, a closer look at the Qing data betrays a rapid change in 
the 1800s. The first 176 years of the Qing from 1644 to 1820 saw the continuation of the Ming 
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end of Jiaqing reign 嘉庆 (1796-1820) in 1820, there was a sudden 30-year gap in the 
compilation of new anthologies. The next post-1820s new poetry anthology was compiled in the 
1850s and published in 1855. That means, during the entire Daoguang reign 道光 (1821-1850), 
according to the collected data, it seems that the Qing people did not compile or publish any new 
ancient-style poetry anthologies. Of the 44 Qing-dynasty ancient-style poetry anthologies, while 
38 Qing-dynasty books were produced in the first 176-year range from 1644 to 1820, only 6 new 
anthologies were compiled from the 1850s to 1911. 
The reason for the sudden change after the 1820s is surprisingly in parallel with the 
sudden social changes in the Daoguang reign. With the arrival of First Opium War, it is perhaps 
the Qing literati—who were also editors for ancient-style poetry anthologies—were forced to 
move their attention from the ancient tradition to the current affairs. However, due to the lack of 
sufficient supporting materials, here I am simply offering an educated guess, which may explain 
the sudden loss of interest in making new ancient-style poetry anthologies during the Daoguang 
reign.  
These observations concerning the quantity of new ancient-style poetry anthologies in the 
Ming-Qing era may serve as a guide for setting the starting and ending years of the late imperial 
fashion of making new “ancient-style poetry anthologies.” First, the trend began in the mid-Ming 
during the 1510s. Second, given the analysis of the Qing data, it might be more reasonable to 
consider 1820 as a date that marks the sudden conclusion of the fashion of compiling new 
anthologies. If so, then shall we consider the 1850s to 1911 as a period showing the revival of 
people’s interest in compiling new ancient-style poetry anthologies? 
Although the period from the 1850s to 1911 only saw the production of 6 new 





produced during this period. Some of the books produced in the late 1800s were very frequently 
reprinted in the 20th century, becoming popular reads in early Republican era. Wang Kaiyun’s
王闓運 (1833-1916) Badai shixuan 八代詩選 (Selection of Poems of Eight Dynasties) is one of 
them. It was finished in 1859 and reprinted for a few times throughout the Qing dynasty. In the 
1940s, it was still an anthology in circulation. Therefore, it is possible to label late Qing era from 
the 1850s to the 1910s as a “revival” period since the materials produced during this period have 
still played significant roles in shaping the new Republican China’s understanding of ancient 
poetic tradition. Like Wang Kaiyun’s book, many anthologies compiled by post-Daoguang 
editors were reprinted and circulated among Republican readers and therefore prescribed modern 
readers’ taste and understanding of classical poetry and the poetic tradition.  
To sum up, the period of 1510-1820 saw an unusual zeal for compiling and publishing 
new ancient-style poetry anthologies, while the period of 1850s-1911 witnessed a revival of 
people’s interest in making this type of books. The beginning, continuation, and revival of 
people’s interest in making “ancient-style poetry anthologies” therefore have lasted for over 300 
years throughout Ming-Qing China. Such a long-lasting cultural phenomenon is not a result of 
the official support from the imperial or local government; it is in fact heavily rooted in Ming 
and Qing cultural contexts.   
 
A Genre Nurtured by Ming-Qing 
 
Unlike previous dynasties, Ming-Qing period is unique. It witnessed the rise and 
development of the fashion of compiling ancient-style poetry anthologies against a social context 





First, ancient-style poetry was never shown to be useful for Ming-Qing civil service examination 
takers. As indicated in Wenren Tan’s story cited in the opening of this dissertation, Wenren’s 
teacher banned him from reading the poems as he thought those poems would harm Wenren’s 
preparation for the civil service examinations. This is because that throughout the Ming and 
during the early Qing period, writing a poem was no longer required for examinations takers, 38 
although the Ming and Qing examination-preparation, in fact, did not exclude the practice of 
reading poetry. All provincial and metropolitan examinations from 1384 to 1898 included essay 
questions citing one or several lines from the Shijing 詩經 (Book of Poetry). 39As a result, 
examination candidates would at least read several lines from Shijing before taking the 
examinations. Meanwhile, because writing eight-legged essays in examinations requires 
candidates to compose appropriate and fine paired phrases, regulated verses--known for its strict 
use of parallelism--were probably not excluded when young pupils prepared civil service 
examinations. Indeed, several lines from regulated verses are often included to illustrate 
parallelism in early education primers. 40 After 1757, with the return of poetry-writing question 
                                                          
 
38 In the Tang, the quality of a written poetic piece would determine whether the writer could 
successfully climb up the social ladder. Composing a recent-style poem was required in the civil 
service examinations for the jinshi degree, and presenting poems to high officials prior to 
examinations was not uncommon among examination candidates. Such a practice is called 
xingjuan 行卷 (Presenting Scrolls) or wenjuan 溫卷 (Circulating Scrolls). For details, see Cheng 
Qianfan 程千帆, Tangdai jinshi xingjuan yu wenxue; and Fu Xuanzong 傅璇琮, Tangdai keju yu 
wenxue. For Tang examination curriculum, see the Tang part of “Appendix 4: Timelines for 
Civil Examination Curriculum Change, 650-1905,” in Elman, A Cultural History of Civil 
Examinations in Late Imperial China, pp. 729-730. 
39 Elman, “Appendix 4: Timelines for Civil Examination Curriculum Change, 650-1905,” in 
Elman, A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial China, pp. 735-737. 
40 See Wang Hung-tai 王鴻泰, “Milu de shi: mingdai shiren de xishi qingyuan yu rensheng 
xuanze” 迷路的詩——明代士人的習詩情緣與人生選擇. Also see Zhang Jian’s 張健 
discussion of couplet composition in early education. Zhang Jian and Dandan Chen, “Primers 





that requires the writing of pentasyllabic regulated verses with eight rhymes (wuyan bayun lüshi 
五言八韻律詩) in examinations, 41 learning to write a regulated verse (a.k.a. recent-style poem) 
subsequently turned out necessary for all mid- and late-eighteenth century examination takers. 
As a result, Ming and Qing examination candidates before 1757 might learn some couplets from 
regulated verses even though they were discouraged from poetry-reading before passing 
examinations, while Qing-dynasty candidates after 1757 were required to learn how to compose 
regulated verses.  
Therefore, ancient-style poetry— a genre excluded from canonical Shijing corpus that 
does not have formal patterns— was of few practical value to Ming-Qing examination takers. 
Shijing poems remained as examination materials throughout the Ming and Qing periods, and 
regulated verses proved itself useful for either pre-1757 or post-1757 examination takers during 
examination preparations. However, ancient-style poetry neither offered potential testing 
materials like Shijing nor provided sources for learning parallelism as regulated verses did. 
Given the social context, by all means, for Wenren Tan’s teacher, reading badai shi did no good 
for civil service examinations. As a result, the behavior of reading them annoyed the teacher in 
the early eighteenth century. 42 
                                                          
 
41 Such a poem has 16 lines in total. See “xuanju zhi”選舉志, in Qingshi gao 清史稿, vol.12, p. 
3151. The original reads, “abandon discourse (lun), documentary style, judicial terms (pan), 
added pentasyllabic regulated verses with eight rhymes” 罷論表判，增五言八韻律詩. This 
type of poem is quite different from the poem required in Tang-dynasty civil service 
examination. In the Tang, the required poem in examinations is pentasyllabic regulated verses 
with six rhymes (wuyan bayun lüshi 五言六韻律詩) which has 12 lines in total.  
42 In the paragraph cited above, although the lack of subject makes it hard to know if it was 
Wenren’s choice of reading material that disturb Wenren’s teacher, it is highly plausible that his 





In spite of the lack of the practical value of ancient-style poetry for young examination 
takers, ancient-style poetry still belongs to the integral requirement for a Ming-Qing man to 
become an educated and literary man. From this perspective, ancient-style poetry would still be 
part of the curriculum for adults to learn the poetic tradition after the examination takers passed 
the examinations. This also explains why many anthologists of ancient-style poetry anthologies 
are renowned literati or leading poets in the society. Such a consideration of ancient-style poetry 
thus further determines how readers read and understood the anthologies of this poetic genre. As 
mentioned in later chapters, most often, the readers would read the anthologies in their free time, 
copied the poems by hand, and understood the poems as well as the poetic genres. The readers, 
as demonstrated n subsequent chapters, are mostly literary readers.  
Compared with its counterpart— ancient-style prose (guwen 古文)—ancient-style poetry 
received little favor or support from the government. In the Ming dynasty, many local 
governments tended to offer financial sponsorship for the projects of publishing ancient-style 
prose anthologies since these books are often used as teaching materials in government schools. 
As recorded in Gujin shuke 古今書刻 (Printed Books of the Past and the Present), a sixteenth-
century Ming catalog of printed books across provinces, 28 central and provincial government 
bureaus were publishers for ancient-style prose anthologies while only 15 official bureaus 
decided to print ancient-style poetry anthologies. 43 Coming to the Qing dynasty, neither Qing 
local government nor the imperial court showed interest in ancient-style poetry anthologies. 
                                                          
 
43 See Zhou Hongzu 周弘祖 (jinshi 1559), Gujin shuke 古今書刻, in Song Yuan Ming Qing 
shumu tiba congkan, vol. 6, 149-200.  For a comprehensive study on ancient-style prose 
anthologies in the Ming dynasty, see Timothy Clifford, “Chapter 1: Ming Anthologies of 
Ancient-Style Prose,” in “In the Eye of the Selector: Ancient-style Prose Anthologies in Ming 
Dynasty (1368-1644),” pp. 1-70. I would like to thank Dr. Clifford for generously sharing his 





Except for two or three books compiled and printed by government officials at their posts, very 
few ancient-style poetry anthologies show the traces of the sponsorship from local government 
bureaus. The Qing imperial court even participated in various projects of publishing new ancient-
style prose anthologies. The Kangxi 康熙 Emperor once selected, annotated, and prefaced an 
ancient-style prose anthology entitled Yuxuan Guwen Yuanjian 御選古文淵鑒 (The Imperial 
Selections of Exemplary Classical Prose). 44It is one of twelve literary anthologies selected and 
proofread by Kangxi and Qianlong emperors that bear yuxuan 御選 (imperially chosen), yuding 
御定 (imperially approved), or yuding 御訂 (imperially proofread) phrases in the titles. Of the 
twelve anthologies, none is devoted exclusively to ancient-style poetry although eight are 
dedicated to poems of one single dynasty or poems written by authors from several different 
dynasties.  45  
Contrary to the government’s lack of interest in producing ancient-style poetry 
anthologies, in late imperial society, the activities of publishing, reading, and discussing ancient-
style poetry were pervasive and persistent. The frequent republication of old ancient-style poetry 
anthologies and the continuous publication of new books during the Ming-Qing period show the 
lasting interest in those books. Meanwhile, ancient-style poetry and its anthologies were never 
short of readers. The availability of various late imperial critical writings on the stylistic features 
of ancient-style poetry suggests the practices of reading and discussing such poetic genre among 
                                                          
 
44 The preface was written in 1685. For a detailed discussion of Kangxi emperor’s preface and 
the production of this book, see Timothy Clifford, “Introduction,” in “In the Eye of the Selector: 
Ancient-style Prose Anthologies in Ming Dynasty (1368-1644),” pp. xiii-xvii. 
45 See WYGSKQS zongmu 四庫全書總目 for the titles of these twelve anthologies. Of the twelve 
anthologies, eight selected poems from one individual dynasty or several dynasties. Thus, 
although all the eight poetry anthologies contain portion of ancient-style poems, none is devoted 





literary readers. Except for literary readers, during the 1700s, the readers of ancient-style poetry 
anthologies range from young pupils residing in the countryside to Manchu bannerman staying 
in the capital. 46 Wenren Tan was one of them: as a native of Songjiang 松江, a small Jiangnan 
town in the Qing, the young Wenren Tan, read the poems with great passion in private despite 
his teacher’s ban; the older Wenren exhausted decades to annotate one anthology collecting 
poems that are of little use for climbing up the social ladder.47 
The contrast between the government’s lack of interest and the enthusiasm of compiling 
and reading these books in the society suggests the uniqueness of this genre of anthologies. This 
is a genre solely nurtured by the Ming-Qing society, a society that pays particular attention to 
antiquity. As current research on Ming-dynasty literature notes, throughout the Ming, fugu 復古 
movement (Return to the Antiquity) was a dominant literary idea. A simplistic understanding of 
fugu movement is: the leaders considered the best model for prose as Qin-Han prose while the 
perfect model for poetry as High Tang poetry (文必秦漢詩必盛唐). But a recent study has 
revealed that the movement has gone through a long process that includes the rise and fall of 
different leaders as well as schools whose literary ideals and valued literary models varied.  48 In 
the Qing, fugu was not dominant. Nevertheless, the attention to antiquity continued in the Qing 
and never waned. Thus, the long-lasting production and reception of the genre “ancient-style 
poetry anthology” in late imperial China might be considered as a result of the Ming-Qing 
literary and cultural fashion that paid particular attention to the idea of antiquity.  
                                                          
 
46 For details regarding the readership of those anthologies, see chapter 4-5.  
47 For discussions regarding the readership of ancient-style poetry anthologies, see chapters 4-5. 
48 For a detailed discussion and historical overview of the fugu movement throughout the Ming 





At the same time, by contrast, the continuous practices of compiling, publishing, and 
reading ancient-style poetry anthologies were always against the grain. Compiling such an 
anthology in Ming-Qing often demonstrates the anthologist’s departure from the popular literary 
thought. In the Ming dynasty, high Tang poetry—a genre that has been canonized in the early 
Ming—was extremely popular. Being not satisfied with the reverence for Tang poetry, the 16th-
century literati compiled pre-Tang poetry anthologies to show their betrayal from the mainstream 
poetics. Similarly, in the Qing dynasty, while influential Qing literati valued Song poetry and 
regulated verse, the 18th-century anthologists continued to compile new ancient-style poetry 
anthologies, with the hope of promoting and reviving ancient poetic style.  
 
To summarize, this chapter demonstrates that the fashion of compiling, publishing, and 
reading the genre “ancient-style poetry anthology” occurred in the first decade of the sixteenth 
century, continued into the nineteenth century, and revived in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. This genre of books is a genre native to the Ming and Qing societies despite the 
scarcities of its practical value to ordinary readers and the absence of the official support from 
the government. It is indeed a genre by and for the Ming-Qing people. It is also a genre informed 
by popular contemporary Ming-Qing perceptions of poetry, while its compilation shows the 
departure from the dominant popular literary culture. Therefore, as an informant and informer of 
literary tradition, ancient-style poetry anthology bridges the present and the past literary 
tradition. Making such a book in late imperial China reveals the convergence as well as the 
divergence from the contemporary dominant literary fashion. This type of anthologies, therefore, 





CHAPTER 2:  FORMS AND FORMATS OF ANCIENT-STYLE POETRY 
ANTHOLOGIES 
 
This chapter introduces forms and formats of ancient-style poetry anthologies in late 
imperial China. Compared with other late imperial literary anthologies that were often available 
as printed books, ancient-style poetry anthologies were available in two forms: printed book and 
manuscript. Due to the varied motivations in the compiling and publishing stages, the formats of 
ancient-style poetry anthologies vary from one to another. Through the delineation of the forms 
and formats of ancient-style poetry anthologies, this chapter summarizes and identifies some new 
ways of compiling and publishing this genre of books in Ming-Qing China.  
 
Two Goals and Three Principles 
When siku editors wrote a bibliographic note for the zongji 總集 (anthology) section that 
includes a total of 67 anthologies, they introduced the term zongji with a short paragraph, 
elucidating two goals and three editorial principles for anthology-making practices in traditional 
China:  
 
Literary writings flourished day by day. They are scattered, and [we] do not have a 
standard to unite them, therefore literary anthology is compiled— one [goal] is to catch 
the uncollected and the lost, making short chapters and fragmented pieces to have a 
place; one [goal] is to delete and eliminate the unnecessary and the disordered, making ill 
weeds all removed and essence all revealed.  Therefore, literary anthology is certainly the 
standard for textual writings, the source of literary works. Since the “three hundred 
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pieces” (aka. Shijing) has been listed as a classic (jing 經), and what Wang Yi collected is 
only Chuci 楚辭 (Verses of the Chu), the established style and standard [for a literary 
anthology] thus begins with Zhi Yu’s [Wenzhang] Liubie ji (Collection of Writings 
Arranged by Genre). Although Zhi Yu’s book was lost, his critical writings [inside the 
book] are still found here and there in Yiwen leiju 藝文類聚 (Collection of Literature 
Arranged by Categories)— [from which we find] the book as actually a work edited and 
recorded according to the division of literary genres (ti 體). After Wenxuan 文選 
(Selections of Refined Literature), each [anthology] has its advantage and shortcoming. 
When it comes to Zhen Dexiu’s Wenzhang zhengzong 文章正宗 (Correct Pedigree of 
Writing) in the Song dynasty, a type [of books] that discusses reasoning (tanli 談理) 
emerged, and thus literary anthologies are divided into two groups. Nevertheless, as 
literary text (wen 文) and its quality (zhi 质) support each other, reasoning does not 
emphasize one at the expense of the other, [each of the two groups] reveals a meaning, 
and does not harm each other, [instead] they share a similar goal…. After the Wanli 
period of the Ming dynasty, masters of merchants sought for profits, making the 
commercial printed [books] gradually increased. The publishers kept coping and 
plagiarizing over and over again, and they easily produced huge volumes. Their 
[practices] do not have any doorway (method) to say. Here we just keep the entries for 











In this insightful note, the Qing-dynasty siku editors summarized two goals for compiling 
literary anthologies: “one is to catch the uncollected and the lost, … one is to delete and 
eliminate the unnecessary and the disordered” 一則網羅放佚；……一則刪汰繁蕪. In other 
words, the primary purpose of making an anthology could be collective or selective, or both. 
Consequently, as noted by the siku editors, an anthology could serve as a standard or a source or 
both a standard and a source for literary writings.  
The two goals—selective and collective— are also two different yet coexisting editorial 
strategies in making premodern literary anthologies. The canonized Shijing 詩經 (The Book of 
Poetry), as the earliest poetry anthology, exemplifies the editor’s practice of collecting past 
works while it also illustrates the editor’s attempt to select three hundred works from a collection 
of over three thousand pieces if Confucius were the editor as Sima Qian 司馬遷 (145-86 BCE) 
believed. 1  Chuci 楚辭 (Songs of the Chu), a collection labeled as “the ancestor of literary 
anthologies” 總集之祖 yet was excluded from the zongji category in book catalogs,  2 shows the 
Han scholars’ attempts to collect and select a particular type of writing, a.k.a., works in Chuci 
                         
1 Sima Qian, Shiji 史記 (Records of the Grand Historian), juan 47, reprinted in Shiji, modern 
reprinted edition, pp. 1936-1937. 
2 Though Chuci was traditionally excluded from the literary anthologies (zongji 总集) category, 
it was lauded by the siku editors as the ancestor of literary anthologies. See Siku quanshu 
zongmu, WYGSKQS database. 
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style that thus contain not only literary works from the Chu state from the Warring States Period 
戰國 (475-221 BCE) but also later writings of the similar Chuci style. 3 During the Six dynasties, 
in response to the availability of an increased number of literary works, a boom in producing 
literary anthologies occurred. Of the 110 literary anthologies produced during this period, two 
are worth noting for their influences upon later generations. Wenxuan 文選 (Selections of 
Refined Literature), the most renowned and influential pre-Tang literary anthology, illustrates 
the editor, Xiao Tong’s 蕭統 (501-531) practices of collecting both wen 文 (prose) and shi 詩 
(poetry) works from the ancient past to his present, while Yutai xinyong 玉臺新詠 (New Songs 
from a Jade Terrace), an anthology compiled by Xu Ling 徐陵 (507-583), collected only shi 
works from the editor’s past to his present. Both editors deliberately made their choices: Xiao 
Tong limited his selection to those that he considers “literature” (wen 文) while Xu Ling selected 
palace-style poems with the aim of targeting at court readers. 4 
In contrast to the earlier anthologies that often collected and selected past and present 
wen and shi works simutaneously, the Tang dynasty witnessed the rise of compiling poetry 
anthologies of the Tang. Tang people might have compiled more than 100 poetry anthologies for 
Tang poems. 5  Two of those books demonstrate the editors’ practices of selecting poems 
                         
3 Half of the chapters in currently extant Chuci are works written by authors from the Chu state 
during the Warring States Period (475-221 BCE), whereas the other half contains works written 
by later authors who emulated the Chuci style, including early authors as well as the Han-
dynasty writers. 
4 See Xiao Tong’s preface, in Wenxuan, pp. 1-2; and Xu Ling’s preface, in Yutai xinyong 
jianzhu, pp. 11-13. 
5 For a list of Tang poetry anthologies compiled by Tang people, see Sun Qin’an 孫琴安, 
Tangshi xuanben liubai zhong tiyao 唐詩選本六百種提要, pp. 1-27. Chen Shangjun has cross-
checked a variety of materials and compiled a list for poetry anthologies compiled by Tang 
people. For the part on the Tang poetry anthologies compiled by Tang people, see “Tangren 
bianxuan shige zongji xulu,”唐人編選詩歌總集敘錄 (A Narrative Record of the Poetry 
Anthologies Compiled by Tang people), in his Tang dai wenxue congkao 唐代文學叢考, p. 184.  
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authored by either famous or unknown poets: Yin Fan 殷璠 (fl.756) selected poems by twenty-
five best-known Tang poets during his time to make Heyun yingling ji 河嶽英靈集 (A 
Collection of the Finest Souls of River and Mountain) while Yuan Jie 元結 (723-772)  selected 
poems authored by seven Tang authors who were unknown to their contemporaries yet 
befriended with him into Qiezhong ji 篋中集 (The Collection in a Satchel). 6 All these examples 
in the era of manuscript culture show the co-existence of the seemingly contradictory collective 
and selective goals in all anthologies. This is also the case for those anthologies produced in the 
era of print culture.  
At the same time, drawing on materials from both eras of manuscript culture and print 
culture, the siku scholars have summarized three standards or editorial principles: (1) dividing 
literary genres (fenti 分體) since Zhi Yu’s 摯虞 (?-311) time, (2) exploring the principles (tanli 
談理) starting from the Song dynasty, and (3) post-Wanli commercial compilations that do not 
have any standard (wu menjing zhi keyan 無門徑之可言).  
The former two editorial principles could be found in almost all literary anthologies in 
traditional China. For instance, two famous six-dynasty anthologies classify literary works by 
genre. Wenzhang liubie ji 文章流別集 (Collection of Writings Arranged by Genre), a long-lost 
collection often being considered as the beginning of the literary anthology tradition, classifies 
works into eleven literary genres; likewise, Wenxuan classifies literary works into thirty-seven 
                         
For a modern printed collection of 16 Tang poetry anthologies compiled by Tang people, see Fu 
Xuancong 傅璇琮, Chen Shangjun 陳尚君, and Xu Jun 徐俊 eds., Tangren xuan Tang shi 
xinbian 唐人選唐詩新編 (A New Collection of Tang Poetry Anthologies Compiled by Tang 
People), Beijing: Zhonghuashuju, 2014. 
6 For the brief introduction to the two famous anthologies, see Sun Qin’an, Tangshi xuanben 
liubai zhong tiyao, 6-10. Also see Stephen Owen, “The cultural Tang (650-1020),” in The 
Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, vol.1, pp. 304-317. 
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genres. 7 In contrast, the second editorial principle that focuses on tanli 談理 established by Zhen 
Dexiu 真德秀 (1178-1235), according to modern research, may point to the principle that divides 
literary writings by the practical uses. It “privileges moral premises over formal perfection,” 8 
and is contradictory to the emphasis on the aesthetic and literary values highlighted by the first 
principle. 9 Zhen Dexiu’s Wenzhang zhengzong 文章正宗 (Correct Pedigree of Writing), with 
the purpose of “primarily clarifying meaning and principles, to fit the worldly uses” 以明義理切
世用為主, classifies prose and poetry works into four categories— ciming 辭命 (mandates), 
yilun 議論 (discussion), xushi 敘事 (narrative), and shifu 詩賦 (poetic genre). Indeed, his 
classification accords with the practical uses of each genre. Even under the category of shifu 詩
賦, the editor claims that the goal of his selection is still for the “clarification of meaning and 
principles” (ming yili 明義理) that follows a practical understanding of literature. 10  
By contrast, by claiming that the post-Wanli commercially published anthologies do not 
have any standard, siku editors despised the late Ming commercial products that are extremely 
varied in formats. As the Qing scholars always uphold similar condemnatory attitude toward 
Ming books, their understanding of the commercially published Ming-dynasty anthologies is 
                         
7 For a brief overview of the influence of Zhi Yu’s book, see Wendy Swartz, “Classifying the 
Literary Tradition,” in Early Medieval China: A Sourcebook, pp. 274-276. For the calculation 
and listing of genres in Wenxuan, see Hightower, “The Wen Hsüan and Genre Theory,” footnote 
94, p. 531. 
8 See Wai-yee Li’s summary of Zhen Dexiu’s Wenzhang zhengzong, in “22. Textual 
Transmission of Earlier Literature during the Yuan, Ming, and Qing Dynaties,” The Oxford 
Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature, p. 337. 
9 See Wu Chengxue 吳承學, “Songdai wenzhang zongji de wenti xue yiyi” 宋代文章總集的文
體學意義 (The meanings regarding the study of literary genres for Song-dynasty literary 
anthologies), in his Zhongguo gudai wenti xue yanjiu, p. 339. 
10 See Zhen Dexiu, Wenzhang zhengzong gangmu 文章正宗綱目 (Outlines for Correct Pedigree 
of Writing), in Wenzhang zhengzong 文章正宗, WYGSKQS edition. 
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therefore biased, and is a result of their general scorn of Ming book culture. He Yuming once 
notes “Ming books and Ming editions were criticized, … for sloppy editing and failure to 
properly cite sources, and for their crass commercial orientation, … a generally critical or 
dismissive attitude toward Ming books was to become rather prevalent during the Qing, and to 
some extent, afterward.” 11  Therefore, it is entirely possible that the Ming commercial products 
are so varied that each has its own editorial and classification principle, which had already 
baffled siku editors when they attempted to summarize an editorial principle shared by such 
literary anthologies.  
The siku editors’ remark on literary anthologies could partially apply to the genre 
“ancient-style poetry anthology.” Like other literary anthologies, both selective and collective 
goals are seen in ancient-style poetry anthologies, while not all the three editorial principles are 
visible for this genre of books. First, not all anthologists who compiled ancient-style poetry 
anthologies consider the classification of genres as their primary concern. Literary works 
collected in ancient-style poetry anthologies often cover a wide diversity of texts written in 
unregulated form. Editors of some ancient-style poetry anthologies may compile books with the 
aim of highlighting the stylistic feature of a poetic genre, while some may not. Thus, the first 
editorial principle as summarized by siku editors is not dominating in all ancient-style poetry 
anthologies produced in the Ming-Qing period. Second, the selected genre— ancient-style 
poetry— is of little practical values in late imperial China, an anthology of this type of poems 
produced in late imperial China is thus absent of the second editorial principle that divides 
literary works according to their practical uses. Third, as many of such anthologies in late 
                         
11 He Yuming examines the Qing scholars’ attitude toward Ming book culture, contending that 
siku editors always hold a general attitude toward “a particular sort of ‘worthless’ book that 
seemed to them to be closely associated with… the book culture of the preceding dynasty, the 
Ming.” See He, Home and the World, pp. 1-2. 
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imperial China were commercial products, the siku editor’s criticism regarding the lack of a 
shared editorial principle in commercially printed books could, in fact, apply to many ancient-
style poetry anthologies, especially to those books edited and printed by late Ming commercial 
publishers.  
In other words, an ancient-style poetry anthology could be selective, or collective, or 
both. Its primary editorial principle could be “dividing literary genre” (fenti 分體). It could also 
be a purely commercial product without any primary editorial concern. Given the variety of both 
goals and principles, unsurprisingly forms and formats of this type of anthologies would be thus 
very diverse. Indeed. According to currently available materials, the forms and formats of 
ancient-style poetry anthologies in Ming-Qing China vary from one to another. Nevertheless, in 
Ming-Qing China, ancient-style poetry anthologies were often available in two primary forms: 
printed book and manuscript. 
Printed Book and Manuscript 
Identities of Printers 
In the Ming-Qing period, with the rapidly developing print technology, most ancient-
style poetry anthologies were published by a diversity of printers, including government printers, 
commercial printers, and private printers. During the Song-Yuan period when print culture 
emerged, famous anthologies such as the canonized Wenxuan 文選 (Selections of Refined 
Literature) and the renowned Song-dynasty Yuefu shiji 樂府詩集 (Collection of Music Bureau 
Poems), were already frequently reprinted by the government and commercial printers. 12  When 
                         
12 As seen in the book catalogs from the Song and the Yuan Dynasties. For a comprehensive 
summary of Wenxuan’s editions, see Fu Gang, Wenxuan banben yanjiu 文選版本研究, pp. 151-
182. According to Fu’s summary, the printers are either government printers or commercial 
printers.   
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it comes to the Ming and the Qing dynasties, new anthologies were now printed by all three 
types of printers. Although it is difficult to categorize the printed ancient-style poetry anthologies 
into three groups according to the identities of printers, a rough historical change as to the 
printers’ identities from the mid-Ming to the Qing is palpable. 
According to extant information extracted from books’ title pages and prefaces, it is 
possible to detect a rough line of change across time concerning the identities of printers. First, 
during the 1500s, namely, the mid-Ming period, very likely, many pre-Tang poetry anthologies 
were published by government printers that were geographically scattered. As seen in figure 8 
that maps out the printing sites for 15 copies of anthologies recorded in a sixteenth-century Ming 
printing catalog— Gujin shuke 古今書刻 (Printed Books of the Past and the Present)—the 
printing sites of the government-printed pre-Tang poetry anthologies are scattered, ranging from 
places in the north and the south, to provinces in the western part and the eastern area.  
Moreover, in these books printed by local governments, the power or reputation of the 
editors who were often local government officials may precede other factors for the successful 
production of these books. Those sixteenth-century government-printed new anthologies were 
compiled by local officials who stayed at their posts. For example, 5 copies of 2 anthologies 
compiled by Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559) were printed in Yunnan and Sichuan provinces, 
which was not accidental since Yang Shen remained an influential figure in the two provinces 
during the sixteenth century— he was exiled to Yunnan during the mid-1520s and stayed back 
and forth in Yunnan and Sichuan during his later years until his death in 1559. 13 
 
                         
13 For a detailed biography of Yang Shen, see his biography in Ming shi, juan 192, in Ming shi 




Figure 8: The geographical distribution of the printing sites for books printed by local 
governments in the mid-Ming period. Data source: Gujin shuke 古今書刻 (Printed Books of 
the Past and the Present), compiled by Zhou Hongzu 周弘祖 (jinshi 1559). The 
identification of local prefectures is from CHGIS data. CHGIS, Version: 6. (c) Fairbank 
Center for Chinese Studies of Harvard University and the Center for Historical 
Geographical Studies at Fudan University, 2016. 
 
Second, along with the rise of commercial publication as well as the active participation 
of literati in the endeavor of commercial publishing, 14 it appears that starting from the late Ming 
                         
14 For the study on how late Ming literati participated in commercial publishing, see Chow, 
“Commodification of Writing, Examinations, and Publishing,” in Publishing, Culture, and 
Power in Early Modern China, 90-148. 
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onward, 15 gradually, more and more commercial printers located at the Lower Yangtze region 
(a.k.a. Jiangnan area) took an active role in publishing new ancient-style poetry anthologies. As 
early as the Jingtai 景泰 reign (1450-1456), a Jianyang 建陽 commercial publisher has already 
printed one Yuan-dynasty anthology of pre-Tang poetry. In the late sixteenth century, during the 
Wanli reign 萬曆 (1573-1620), more commercial publishers in Jiangnan produced a great 
diversity of those anthologies. 16  In Jiangsu, the renowned late Ming publisher, Jigu Hall 汲古閣 
of the Changshu 常熟 county once printed the canonical Wenxuan and Guo Maoqian’s 郭茂倩 
(1041-1099) yuefu anthology, 17 while  many other commercial publishers who did not enjoy 
very long-lasting fame as Jigu Hall also printed anthologies newly compiled by late Ming literati. 
For example, the most popular edition of Feng Weine’s 馮惟訥 (1513-1572) Shi ji 詩紀 was 
printed in the city of Jinling 金陵 by Wu Guan 吳琯 (jinshi 1571) during the mid-Wanli period; 
and the popular three-color edition of Gushi gui 古詩歸 was printed by the Min family 闵氏 of 
the Jiangnan area.  
The commercial publication of ancient-style poetry anthologies began in late Ming and 
extended into the Qing dynasty. In the Qing, during the 1700s, Li Yu’s 李漁 (1610-1680) 
famous commercial publishing house, Mustard Seed Garden (jiezi yuan 芥子園) located in the 
city of Jinling 金陵, once printed an early version of the later-influential Gushi yuan 古詩源. 18  
                         
15 In literary history, the traditionally labeled “late Ming” starts from the beginning of the Wanli 
reign, namely, a period ranging from the late sixteenth century to the mid seventeenth century. 
See Chang and Owen eds., The Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, vol. 2, p. 1. 
16 See Jingtai jianyang shufang shumu 景泰建陽書坊書目 (Book Catalog in the Jianyang Book 
Shop of the Jingtai Era), in Song Yuan Ming Qing shumu tiba congkan, vol.6, p. 209. 
17 See Jigu ge keban cunwang kao 汲古閣刻板存亡考 (An Investigation Of the Loss and Extant 
Printing Plates in Jigu Hall), in Song Yuan Ming Qing shumu tiba congkan, vol.6, p. 237. 
18 See Zhongguo guji zongmu, vol. 6, p. 2916. 
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Third, in the Qing dynasty, compared with the Ming, in addition to the participation of 
government and commercial publishers, more and more Qing anthologies carry labels indicating 
“private printers” (sike 私刻). However, it should be noted that, at the same time the distinction 
between “private printer” and “commercial printer” is not always clear-cut in the Qing dynasty. 
Some private publishers are also commercial publishers. Li Yu, who owned Mustard Seed 
Garden, is a private printer and a commercial publisher. This is because that since the late Ming, 
the line between the identity of literati and that of commercial publishers became blurred. 
Therefore, it is always impossible to distinguish commercial publishers from private 
publishers. 19  For an ancient-style poetry anthology, sometimes, both the commercially printed 
edition and privately printed edition were available in the market. For instance, in addition to the 
commercial edition printed by Li Yu’s Mustard Seed Garden, the other early edition of Gushi 
yuan was printed by the editor Shen Deqian 沈德潛 (1673-1769) himself, carrying a label 
indicating Shen’s study room’s name “Zhuxiao xuan” 竹嘯軒 (Laughing Bamboo Studio). 20  
Sometimes, whether the privately-printed anthology is also aimed to be sold for profit 
remains a question. If someone familiar with the editor instead of the editor himself printed the 
anthology via the hand of a “private publisher,” then it is possible and reasonable to infer that 
this anthology is probably published due to its abundance of commercial value as well as its 
potential of becoming a best-seller. For example, it was Wang Shizhen’s student Jiang Jingqi 蔣
景祁 (1646-1695) first decided to print Wang Shizhen’s Gushi xuan 古詩選. The book was 
                         
19 For detailed discussion regarding the blurred distinction between literati and and commercial 
publishers in late Ming, see Chow, “Commodification of Writing, Examinations, and 
Publishing,” in Publishing, Culture, and Power in Early Modern China, pp. 90-148. By late 
Ming, many literati were also commercial publishers. 
20 See Zhongguo guji zongmu, vol. 6, p. 2916. 
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published by Jiang in Jiangnan by Tianli ge 天藜阁 (Heavenly Weed Hall), a publishing house 
that appears to have only published books compiled by Jiang Jingqi and his close friends. While 
it is hard to determine if Wang’s anthology was originally published for profit, given the wide 
availability of Wang’s anthology, the circulation of the Tianli ge 天藜阁 edition of Wang’s 
anthology is definitely not limited to the literary community, further suggesting the commercial 
value of Wang’s book.  21 
Jiang Jingqi’s publication of Wang Shizhen’s anthology suggests that in the Qing 
dynasty, often it is not the editor who published the book. Namely, the editor is not always the 
publisher. Instead, the publisher or printer could be someone familiar with the editor. This fact 
suggests the early circulation of an anthology in the form of the manuscript within a limited 
circle of readers prior to the formal publication. For example, the story related to the publication 
process of Hanshi yinzhu 漢詩音注 (Annotated Pronunciation of Han-dynasty Poems) shows the 
early circulation of an anthology as a manuscript. It is a commentated poetry anthology compiled 
by Li Yindu 李因篤 (1631-?) in the seventeenth century, yet it was printed in the Xiaochang 
county 孝昌 by Wang Zi 王梓, a man from Li’s hometown who befriended with Li in 1688. 
Wang received the draft of the book from Li in 1690, read the book when he was travelling for 
an official post at Xiaochang. After arriving at Xiaochang County, several years later, at his post, 
                         
21 For the editions of Wang Shizhen’s book, see Zhongguo guji zongmu, vol. 6, 2915. For the 
process of printing Wang’s book, see Jiang’s preface. In Wang Shizhen 王士禎, Ruanting 
xuangushi 阮亭選古詩 (Selection of Ancient-style poetry by Ruanting), in Sikuquanshu congmu 
bubian 四庫全書存目補編, vol. 42, p. 194. For a list of extant materials printed by Tianli ge, see 
http://worldcat.org/identities/nc-tian%20li%20ge/. Given currently available materials, it appears 
that in addition to Wang Shizhen’s poetry anthologies, this publishing house only printed books 
authored by Jiang Jingqi and books by his close friend Chen Weisong 陳維崧 (1625-1682).   
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in 1696, Wang printed Li’s book. 22 With this example showing the transformation of Li’s book 
from a manuscript to a printed book, it also suggests that prior to the formal publication, an 
ancient-style poetry anthology might be circulated and read within a limited community of 
readers as a manuscript.  
 
Manuscript and “Copying by Hand” 
While a manuscript sometimes serves as the pre-printed edition for a printed book, in the 
Qing dynasty, due to various reasons, some poetry anthologies never made their ways into the 
publication stage and remained as manuscripts. The manuscript of Li Yindu’s Hanshi yinzhu 
served as the first circulated copy prior to the production of the printed edition. In contrast, 
unfortunately, many ancient-style poetry anthologies compiled in the Qing were never printed 
throughout the entire dynasty. For example, Wang Fuzhi’s 王夫之 Gushi pingxuan 古詩評選 
was never published in the Qing, and its first printed edition appeared in 1916, five years after 
the fall of the Qing dynasty.   
Unlike Wang Fuzhi’s anthology that was finally printed in the 20th century, many other 
books stayed as manuscripts until today. In Zhongguo guji zongmu 中國古籍總目 (Complete 
Catalog of Chinese Ancient Books), the most comprehensive book catalog of extant premodern 
Chinese books, at least 10 Qing-dynasty gushi anthologies were recorded as gaoben 稿本 
(manuscript) or chaoben 抄本 (hand copied copy). 23 By comparison, all Ming-dynasty “ancient-
                         
22 See “Ke Hanshi yinzhu xu” 刻漢詩音注序 (Preface to the Printed Annotated Pronunciation of 
Han-dynasty Poems), in Hanshi yinzhu 漢詩音注, 1696 edition, collected in Siku quanshu 
cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 401, pp. 690-691. 
23 See Zhongguo guji zongmu jibu 中國古籍總目集部, vol. 6, pp. 2915-2917. 
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style poetry anthologies” found in the same book catalog were printed anthologies,  24 and almost 
all anthologies of ancient-style prose (guwen 古文) and Tang poems produced in the Qing 
dynasty are printed books.  
Indeed. The fact that a manuscript circulated before a printed edition for an ancient-style 
poetry anthology, therefore, suggests a blurred line between manuscript culture and print culture 
among Qing literati. Although printed books were produced throughout the Ming and the Qing 
dynasties, still, “the continued production and use of manuscripts… long after the imprint had 
come to dominate its literati book world” suggests that “no sharp or absolute distinction can be 
drawn between manuscript and imprint in late imperial Chinese culture.” 25  
However, it is also highly possible that the manuscript is not published because of the 
lack of practical value of the “ancient-style” poems that may lead to a new way of reading and 
producing anthologies. Because of the lack of practical value of the selected poems, readers 
would read the available anthologies in private as a way of personal entertainment or enjoyment. 
Then as a way of taking notes, they would copy poems or materials from the original book. Such 
a personalized private mode of reading ancient-style poems would lead to the making of a new 
anthology based on the copied materials from the previous book. As a result, because of the 
reader’s private reading practice, the new product would remain as the manuscript since the 
reader would not intend to print his private reading notes. 
A close look at the publication process of some Qing-dynasty printed anthologies shows 
that “hand copying” is indeed a prevalent way of making new ancient-style poetry anthologies 
                         
24 It is entirely possible that the Ming-dynasty manuscripts were lost and thus we cannot get 
access to these books today. 
25 See McDermott, A Social History of the Chinese Book, p. 76, p. 79. McDermott also highlights 
that the “ascendance of the imprint… did not end the influence or the use of manuscripts in late 
imperial China.” see A Social History of the Chinese Book, p. 74. 
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among Qing literati. In 1712, after finishing Badai shikui 八代詩揆 (Estimate of Poems from 
Eight Dynasties), the editor Lu Kuixun 陸奎勳 (1663-1738) reflected upon his experience of 
compiling the new anthology. After commenting on previous canonical anthologies, he said, 
“according to what was selected inside the book (referring to the canonical anthology), I copied 
the poems by hand, getting 300 pieces. [So I] divided them into five volumes” 因隨所選，手錄
之，適得三百之數，釐為五卷. 26 Apparently, Lu’s statement demonstrates his practices of 
“hand-copying” poems in the process of reading old anthologies. Hand-copying poems thus later 
resulted in the compilation of his new book. 8 
Sometimes the publication of the anthology was delayed. As seen in the early Kangxi 
edition, the original title for Chen Zuoming’s renowned Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 
is Hanwei liuchao shi chao 漢魏六朝詩鈔 (Hand-Copied Poems from the Han, Wei and Six 
Dynasties) (figure 9). With “chao” 鈔 (copied manuscript) in the book title, it again implies the 
editor’s practice of copying poems from available books. Chen Zuoming, therefore, may not 
intend to publish or print his anthology. This is further demonstrated by the fact that it was Chen 
Zuoming’s students instead of Chen published this gushi anthology after Chen’s death.  27   
The publication processes of both Lu’s and Chen’s anthologies thus illustrate a distinct 
Qing-dynasty manner of compiling an ancient-style poetry anthology, which is different from the 
widespread Ming practice of compiling and publishing similar genre. In the Qing dynasty, the 
new manner of compiling and producing an ancient-style poetry anthology is marked by the 
predominance of “copying by hand” as a mode of reading old anthologies and making new 
                         
26 “Badai shikui xu,” 1a, in Badai shiku 八代詩揆, 5 volumes, 1753 print edition. Preserved in 
Nanjing Library. 
27 For a detailed discussion on Qing-dynasty practices of interpreting ancient-style poems, see 
later chapters.   
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anthologies. This mode is rarely seen in the Ming-dynasty practices, which may be due to the 
lack of source materials for reading. Only after the availability of the comprehensive Shi ji in the 




Figure 9: Title page of 
Caishu tang gushi xuan 采
菽堂古詩選 (Selection of 
Ancient Poems from the 
Hall of Picking Beans) by 
Chen Zuoming’s 陳祚明 (fl. 
1665). Original copy 
preserved in Tianjin 
Library. Reprinted in 
Xuxiu siku quanshu 續修四
庫全書 (Books of Four 
Treasures, Continued), vol. 








Manuscript vs. Printed Book 
To summarize, two forms of ancient-style poetry anthologies produced in late imperial 
China are 1) printed book, and 2) manuscript. Of those books, most Ming-Qing books are printed 
books while some Qing books are manuscripts, according to currently available materials. As a 
unique genre, ancient-style poetry anthology thus consists of two types of communications 
circuits that either include or exclude publishers/printers (figure 10). In both circuits, readers 
played important roles. Some of the readers participated in the production of new books through 
the mode of “hand-copying.” In the first communications circuit, after an anthology was 
published and printed, the printed book would potentially have an impact upon other readers or 
later anthologists. However, in the second communications circuit, when the book was retained 
as a manuscript, although it would be still circulated among a group of readers, its impact upon 
an extensive body of the audience would be comparatively limited. Therefore, it is entirely 
possible that a printed ancient-style poetry anthology would serve as a model for the making of 















Figure 10: Two types of communications circuits for an ancient-style poetry anthology as a 
printed book or a manuscript.  
 
However, as a recent study has noted, in the 17th century and the 18th century, Qing 
literati intentionally used manuscript to confine the circulation of the texts and limit the readers 
to a community of literati, thereby enhancing their “cultural monopoly on the text.” 28 Is it also 
the case for the compilation and publication of Qing-dynasty ancient-style poetry anthologies? 
Let’s see how a Qing anthologist thinks. Below is a conversation taking place between the 
publisher Wang Zi and the editor Li Yindu in 1690: 
 
                         
28 See the circulation of Jin Ping Mei as summarized in Suyoung Son, “Publishing as a Coterie 
Enterprise: Zhang Chao and the Making of Printed Texts in Early Qing China,” 100. Son also 
proposed that when the texts were published by early Qing literati, for example, in Zhang Chao’s 
張潮 (1650-ca. 1707) case, he “carefully controlled publishing process magnified the cultural 




Mr. Hongnong [a.k.a. Li Yindu]spoke to me and said: “I spent forty years trying my best 
and focusing on providing commentaries and annotations for this book. I have revised my 
manuscript for a couple of times, and I feel that I have my own understandings [of the 
poems.] Now the book is finished, and there are many people who asked to read it. 
Finally, I did not give it to them. I dare not to say that I will be serious and keep it to 
myself, but I am just thinking of finding someone for the book, [a.k.a, someone who 
could understand it]. You are a gentleman of tianxia 天下 (everything under the heaven), 
here I hold the book and return (gui 歸) it to you, please be modest and consider the book 






Apparently, this conversation indicates that the editor Li Yindu has deliberated chosen 
readers for his completed anthology. According to Li, although many people hoped to read the 
book and asked him for the book, Li kept it to himself in order to find someone who could 
understand the book. Li hoped to “find someone for the book” 思得其人, indicating that he 
wished to find an appropriate reader. By using “someone for the book” (de qiren 得其人), Li 
Yindu has personified the book, transforming the relationship between a book and a reader into 
                         
29 “Ke Han shi yinzhu xu” 刻漢詩音注序 (Preface to the Printed Annotated Pronunciation of 
Han-dynasty Poems), pp. 2a-2b, in Han shi yinzhu, 1696 edition, collected in Siku quanshu 
cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 401, p. 690. 
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an ideal rule-minister relationship marked by the zhiji 知己 (one who knows oneself) friendship 
that emphasizes the state of “being known or being understood.” By using “return” (gui 歸) 
when he gave the book as a gift, Li again personified the relationship between a reader and a 
book into an ideal Confucian husband-wife relationship in which the wife “returns” (gui 歸) to 
the husband’s house after the performance of the appropriate marriage ritual. As a matter of fact, 
Li Yindu was an unknown literary man while the publisher Wang Zi (“I” in the conversation) 
was widely known as an official in Li’s hometown, therefore, by giving the book to Wang as a 
gift, Li has successfully found a reader for the book, who could also be a possible patron for the 
future publication of the book. A few years after Li’s death, Wang published the anthology. 
This story thus further corroborates the claim that Qing literati intentionally used a 
manuscript to claim their cultural monopoly. As noted by Suyoung Son, “by integrating select 
coterie circulation and broad market distribution, peer recognition and widespread fame, and gift 
exchange embedded in reciprocal sociability and impersonal economic transaction,” the editors 
“appropriated print to secure the textual authority that was increasingly eroded by the rapidly 
changing socioeconomic situation in the late imperial period.”30 Therefore, while printed book 
and manuscript are two major forms of Ming-Qing ancient-style poetry anthologies, during the 
process of compiling and publishing those books in the Qing dynasty, the division between print 
and manuscript culture is not as clear-cut as we previously thought. As a result, some printed 
books would first go through the communications circuit of a manuscript and then enter the 
communications circuit of a printed book (figure 10).  Subsequently, the mixed modes of 
                         
30 Suyoung Son, Writing for Print: Publishing and the Making of Textual Authority in Late 
Imperial China, p. 6. 
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compiling and publishing manuscripts and printed books would lead to the production of a great 
variety of formats for ancient-style poetry anthologies.  
 
A Spectrum of Formats 
Following the division between the two communications circuits of printed books and 
manuscripts, the format of an “ancient-style poetry anthology,” therefore, falls into a spectrum 
consisting of two extremes marked by two examples: (1) a book compiled solely for the editor’s 
need of private reading, with rare trace indicating the editor’s intentional editorial concerns, and 
(2) an anthology compiled solely for the general public with heavily loaded concerns. Within the 
spectrum, the format varies from one to another. The concerns or motivations for editing and 
compiling such an anthology, thus, swing from “no specific editorial concern” to “a mixture of a 
variety of specific and clearly-stated editorial concerns,” thereby explaining the varied formats of 
paratextual and textual elements as contained inside ancient-style poetry anthologies. 
Usually, for a literary anthology, the essential paratextual and textual elements consist of 
(1) prefaces, commentaries, editorial notes, and other paratextual elements; (2) selected 
anthology pieces arranged by a set of rules. However, how the materials inside each category are 
arranged as well as how the paratextual elements are arranged against the selected works are 
subject to change per the editorial concerns and publication motivations. Therefore, within the 
spectrum of Ming-Qing ancient-style poetry anthologies, at one end, all paratextual elements are 
missing, with only the selected anthology pieces included; whereas at the other end, not only 
many paratextual elements are included, but every paratextual and textual element inside a book 
is deliberately designed and arranged. 
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At one end of the spectrum, an anthology is compiled out of the editor’s private reading 
needs, and it remains as a manuscript, with no indicators of editorial concerns. The format of 
such a poetry anthology is: a collection of poems arranged randomly, while in most cases, the 
poems are arranged by chronological order. Figure 11 shows a page from Gushi zhengzong 古詩
正宗 (Orthodoxy of Ancient Poems), an anonymous Qing-dynasty collection of pre-Tang poems 
traditionally attributed to Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716-1797). It is currently preserved as a gaoben 稿
本 (manuscript) in Central Library of Taiwan. As indicated on the first page, Yuan Mei is the 
editor who copied these poems by hand, and according to the bibliographical information given 
by the library, Wu Xizai 吳熙載 (1799-1870), a renowned Qing-dynasty literary critic, is the 
commentator who added circles as punctuation indicators to some of the poems. 31  The poems 
are arranged in chronological order, while the collection does not contain any preface or 
postscript, thereby disallowing modern scholars to determine the actual editor. Some scholars, 
therefore, consider it as a forgery (weishu 偽書). The textual evidence as seen in the currently 
available edition only yields that it is a collection of poems copied by someone in the Qing 
dynasty. Given the text and the order of arrangement, the poems inside this anthology appear to 
come from another anthology. It is thus entirely possible that this anthology is just a collection of 
someone’s reading notes.  
 
                         















Figure 11: A page from Gushi zhengzong 古詩正宗 (Orthodoxy of Ancient Poetry) 
attributed to Yuan Mei 袁枚 (1716-1797). Preserved in National Central Library, Taipei. A 
photocopy of the microfilm.  
 
While manuscripts such as Gushi zhengzong is placed at one end of the spectrum given 
its lack of many paratextual elements, many other manuscripts would contain indicators of 
editorial motivations. For example, another Qing-dynasty manuscript entitled Gushi lize 古詩麗
則 (Elegant Regulation of Ancient Poetry) selected by an unknown literary man, Wang Zhan 王
湛 (style name, Jishang 濟上), contains a hand-written preface (dated 1675, the 14th year of the 
Kangxi 康熙 reign) by Li Dongji 李棟吉—Wang’s friend and the proofreader for the anthology. 
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This preface obviously indicates the two editors’ concern about their contemporary literary 
fashion: 
 
Master Wang [a.k.a. the editor Wang Zhan] said: “Today, people treat poetry easily, [so] 
in the world, all are poets. All are poets, then the world does not have poetry. When the 




Inside the same book, another preface by Song Cao 宋曹 (1620-1701) written in the same 
year (1675) expressed an almost similar understanding of the contrast between the past and 
present poetic fashion. Both prefaces are handwritten, with the first one written in regular script 
(kaishu 楷書) and the other written in cursive script (xingshu 行書). The intended uses of two 
scripts for the two prefaces might indicate that this anthology was initially designed for 
publication, and the current extant edition might serve as a carefully designed preprinted edition 
for future publication. This book is different from Gushi zhengzong, for it shows a mixture of 
both ends of the spectrum. In the spectrum of formats, it could be placed somewhere in the 
middle with a much closer distance to the end represented by Gushi zhengzong.  
At the other end of the spectrum, an anthology is compiled for the general public 
motivated by a mixture of editorial concerns and publication motivations. Due to the 
anthologist’s clear editorial concerns as well as the publisher’s varied publication motivations, 
the paratextual and textual elements inside such an anthology are many and diverse. Then it is 
                         
32 Gushi lize, preface dated 1675, unpaged, manuscript. Preserved in Nanjing Library. 
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possible that Ming-Qing anthologists and publishers have attempted to invent new formats for 
ancient-style poetry anthologies. Here I would like to single out and elaborate on three new 
inventions concerning the mode of compiling and publishing anthologies. These inventions are 
not only native to late imperial China but also unique to this genre of books. As responses to new 
reading needs in late imperial China, the three new late imperial practices of compiling and 
printing anthologies lead to the production of new formats for ancient-style poetry anthologies.  
First, while most ancient-style poetry anthologies cover several dynasties ranging from 
the very ancient time up to the Sui dynasty, very often, one section or several sections could be 
an independently printed book in circulation along with the comprehensive anthology. 
Sometimes, late imperial printers would publish each section separately prior to the completion 
of the whole project, and therefore different sections of the completed anthology would 
subsequently get into circulation before the completion of the entire book. More often, although 
the anthologist has already finished compiling and editing the book, at the production stage, due 
to a variety of unpredictable factors such as the lack of financial support and the deliberate 
choice of readers, publishers may choose to publish the book section by section. Later, same 
publishers may also choose to combine published and unpublished sections together and publish 
the new book as a new anthology.  
The influential and comprehensive pre-Tang poetry anthology in the sixteenth century, 
Shi ji 詩紀 (A Record of Poetry) is published section by section, enabling the circulation of 
different sections, namely, poems of different dynasties prior to the circulation of the complete 
book. 33 After a section becomes an individual book, each book would attract a group of readers, 
creating new, different readership as compared to the readership of the complete anthology. 
                         
33 For a detailed discussion on Shi ji, see Chapter 3.   
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After each book enters the circulation stage, each book would then generate a new 
“communications circuit,” therefore would have a different impact upon readers’ perception of 
the poetic tradition. 
Second, starting from the 17th century, or the second half of the late Ming, one type of 
ancient-style poetry anthologies— pre-Tang poetry anthology— is occasionally placed and 
printed together with its counterpart, Tang poetry anthology. In other words, now Ming-Qing 
anthologists would place the section of pre-Tang poems before the section of Tang poems, 
making a new “Gu Tang” 古唐 (ancient and Tang) poetry anthology. It is a late imperial 
invention as the format is never seen before. The final product would contain both pre-Tang and 
Tang poems, consisting of both ancient-style and recent-style poems. 34 As a new format of 
anthologies invented in the era of print culture, the emergence of such anthologies echoes the 
Ming-Qing perception of Chinese poetic tradition that attempts to establish a distinct division 35 
yet a noticeable continuation between the pre-Tang and the Tang poetic traditions.  
At the production stage, sometimes publishers would print the pre-Tang and Tang 
simultaneously as one anthology. Sometimes, they would print the two sections one after the 
other by following the previous practice. Sometimes, they would even choose to print the two 
sections as two separate books simultaneously. After the book enters the circulation stage, given 
the popularity of the anthology, publishers sometimes would ignore one section while they 
would frequently reprint the other section—unfortunately pre-Tang section would be the one 
                         
34 Of course, in late imperial China, in addition to anthology of this type, anthology covering 
various dynasties is also extant. For instance, Shicang lidai shixuan 石倉十二代詩選 (Selection 
of Poems of Twelve Dynasties by Mr. Shicang) by Cao Xuequan 曹学佺 (1574-1646) includes 
not only a 13-volume gushi section, a 100-volume Tang poetry, but also hundreds of poems from 
the Song, Jin, Yuan, and Ming dynasties. 
35 For the details regarding the making of pre-Tang as a distinct tradition different from the Tang, 
see chapter 3. 
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removed on such an occasion. For example, the pre-Tang part of a popular eighteenth-century 
anthology— Gu Tang shi hejie 古唐诗合解 (A Combined Interpretation of Ancient and Tang 
Poetry, first printed in 1732), was thus removed in several reprinted editions and thus was often 
ignored by current scholars studying this book. 36 
Third, another late Ming invention for the publication of pre-Tang and ancient-style 
poetry anthologies that is worthy of note is the invention of the congshu 叢書 (compendia) 
format. It is a new way of printing literary works in the era of print culture as a congshu often 
includes a series of collected writings authored by different authors. Often, an anthology in the 
format of congshu often contains both wen (unrhymed, prose-like writing) and shi (rhymed, 
poetry) works. These works are collected in each author’s section. Each individual author’s 
section is thus a complete collection of different literary genres. 37 As an extremely popular and 
widespread method of publishing literary works in late Ming, congshu format is often used in the 
late Ming publishing practices of pre-Tang authors’ works. For instance, beginning with the 
Wanli 萬曆 period up to the end of Chongzhen 崇禎 reign, three late Ming editors— Wang 
Shixian 汪時賢, Zhang Xie 張燮 (1574-1640), and Zhang Pu 張溥 (1602-1641) have compiled 
three different compendia of pre-Tang literary works. The three compedia include literary works 
written by 22 authors, 72 authors, and 103 authors respectively. While not until the Xuantong 宣
統 reign (1909-1912) in the late Qing did a new similar type of pre-Tang literary compendium 
appear, throughout the Qing, Zhang Xie and Zhang Pu’s compilations were reprinted for several 
times and were copied by hand once. To reprint Zhang Xie’s compilation that collects 72 
                         
36 For a detailed discussion of this anthology, see subsequent chapters.   
37 For a general discussion of congshu, see Elman, “Collecting and Classifying: Ming Dynasty 
Compendia and Encyclopedias (Leishu)”, Extrême orient, Extrême occident (hors serie 2007): 
131-157.   
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authors’ writings in over 100 volumes and to hire someone to copy Zhang Pu’s anthology that 
contains 103 authors’ works in more than 100 volumes would still cost a considerable amount of 
labor and money. The appearance of these editions in the Qing dynasty thus may suggest the 
popularity of the three compendia in the Qing dynasty.38 
Therefore, new inventions regarding an anthology’s format always result from the new 
practices of compiling and publishing this type of anthologies. For a manuscript, the compiling 
practices conditioned the format, while as for a printed book, both compiling and publishing 
practices influenced the format of the final product. Thus a great diversity of these compiling and 
publishing practices finally led to the invention of ancient-style poetry anthologies as a unique 
genre of books characterized by a great diversity of forms and formats.  
 
To sum, manuscript and printed book are two primary basic forms of the genre “ancient-
style poetry anthology.” Yet the format of this genre varies. The variations of forms and formats 
are the results of a variety of compiling and publishing practices. In the Qing dynasty, “copying 
by hand” becomes a pervasive mode of reading old books and compiling new anthologies. All 
extant Ming anthologies are printed books while the extant Qing books consist of both printed 
books and manuscripts. Throughout the Ming-Qing period, the identity of publishers of ancient-
style poetry anthologies gradually transformed from government printers to commercial and 
private printers. Before the publication of printed books, some ancient-style poetry anthologies 
were circuited and read as manuscripts within a limited community of readers. Some of them 
remained as manuscripts until today.  
                         
38 For current extant editions of the three congshu 叢書, see Zhongguo guji zongmu jibu 中國古
籍總目集部, vol. 6, pp. 2778-2782.    
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Compared with the Tang poetry anthologies and ancient-style prose anthologies produced 
by Ming-Qing people, the rise of compiling and publishing pre-Tang and ancient-style poetry 
anthologies arrived much later. Practices of reprinting old Tang poetry anthologies, compiling 
new Tang poetry anthologies, and compiling ancient-style prose anthologies began in the early 
Ming, while by contrast, the practices of compiling new pre-Tang and ancient-style poetry 
anthologies started in the mid-Ming, namely, the sixteenth century. It is thus during the 1500s 
that the entire late imperial fashion of compiling and publishing new ancient-style poetry 
anthologies began. It is also during the 1500s that we saw the reinvention of the pre-Tang poetic 





CHAPTER 3: REINVENTING THE PRE-TANG TRADITION IN THE SIXTEENTH 
CENTURY 
 
This chapter examines how the making of pre-Tang poetry anthologies in sixteenth-
century Ming China led to a reinvention of the pre-Tang poetic tradition. From the Zhengde 
period 正德 (1506-21) well into the Wanli reign 萬曆 (1573-1620), the compilation and 
publication of new pre-Tang poetry anthologies saw a dramatic increase, making the 
anthologizing practices in the 1500s crucial to understanding the pre-Tang poetic tradition. 
Through a study of paratextual elements (book titles, tables of contents, prefaces, postscripts, 
etc.) in twenty-two pre-Tang poetry anthologies compiled in the 1500s, this chapter identifies 
three types of anthologizing practices. By employing quantitative and network analysis, this 
chapter hopes to historicize these practices, investigate the motivations for the anthologies, and 
explore their citation networks. These sixteenth-century anthologizing practices, as I conclude in 
this chapter, gradually transformed the classification principles of previous anthologies, 
expanded the scope of canonized anthologies, and established as well as reinvented a distinct 
pre-Tang poetic tradition by the end of the sixteenth century.  
 
The Unique Sixteenth Century 
As discussed in previous chapters, the late imperial fashion of anthologizing pre-Tang 
poems began in the Ming dynasty, or to be specific, in the first decade of the sixteenth century, 
aka., in the 1510s, as the earliest pre-Tang poetry anthology compiled in the Ming— the printing 
date is unknown— contains a preface dated 1516, the 11th year of the Zhengde reign. A year 




Chengde 劉成德 (fl. 1517), was printed. These two pre-Tang poetry anthologies thus mark the 
second decade of the sixteenth century as the beginning of the whole late imperial trend. 
Compared with the last forty-four years (1601-44) of the Ming dynasty when commercial 
publication flourished, the quantity of new pre-Tang poetry anthologies in the 1500s remains 
slight, yet the quality of these sixteenth-century pre-Tang poetry anthologies is indisputable— 
for most of these books were meticulously compiled and edited by enthusiastic literati. At least 
twenty-two such anthologies were produced in the sixteenth century,  1 most bearing the names 
of renowned poets, literary scholars, or government officials, who acted as anthologists, editors, 
proofreaders, publishers, or sponsors. For example, Yang Shen 楊慎 (1488-1559), a prominent 
mid-Ming poet and official, compiled at least four pre-Tang poetry anthologies, and He Jingming 
何景明 (1483-1521), one of the Former Seven Masters (qian qizi 前七子), not only edited one 
anthology, but also proofread and wrote a preface for another. 
Along with the gradual spread of the fugu 復古 (return to antiquity) movement in the mid 
and late Ming periods, the pre-Tang poetry anthologies of the 1500s soon became models for 
later anthologists. For instance, Yang Shen’s edited anthologies compiled in the first half of the 
1500s served as models for the making of at least two new anthologies in the late 1500s and 
early 1600s, whereas Feng Weine’s Shi ji initially printed in 1560 served as the “foundational 
copy” (lanben 藍本) for at least three commercially published pre-Tang poetry anthologies in the 
                         
1 It is entirely possible that the actual number of pre-Tang poetry anthologies is higher as some 
materials might not have made their way into book catalogs or historical records, the primary 
sources for my data. I have also excluded some famous anthologies of combined pre-Tang and 
Tang poems, such as Li Panlong’s Gujin shishan 古今詩刪 (Selected Anthology of Past and 
Present Poems). Though influential and renowned, since only 9 of the 34 juan in Gujin shishan 




1600s.2 The fame of the participants in this era’s anthologizing practice, and the impact of their 
work on later compilations, point to the uniqueness and significance of the sixteenth century in 




Figure 12: The quantity of pre-Tang poetry anthologies from 1511 to 1600. 
 
However, taking dates into consideration, the production rate per decade throughout the 
sixteenth century is not balanced. As seen in figure 12, the unbalanced anthology production 
through the 1500s suggests the effect of an especially important book. Clearly, the number of 
new pre-Tang poetry anthologies suddenly dropped in the sixth decade: while 17 books were 
compiled from 1511 to 1560, only 5 appeared in the last four decades of the century, therefore 
making the annual rate fall from 0.347 for the first sixty years to 0.125 for the last forty years of 
                         




the sixteenth century. 3 As Feng Weine’s influential Shi ji initially appeared in 1560, it is highly 
possible that many readers thereafter would turn to Shi ji for a comprehensive collection of pre-
Tang poems, just as editors would consult it before embarking on new anthologies.  
In the 1580s, Mei Dingzuo, a native of Anhui, indicated his editorial motivation in 
compiling an anthology of Han-Wei poems titled Han Wei shi cheng 漢魏詩乘 (A Vehicle of 
Poems in the Han and Wei Dynasties). 4 Prior to the completion of Shi ji, Feng Weine had 
published the section of Han-Wei poems of Shi ji separately—this was the anthology read by 
Mei. As a result of his unpleasant reading experience of that book, Mei decided to compile a new 
anthology of Han and Wei poems: 5 
 
Feng Ruyan (aka. Feng Weine) …compiled Shiji, which is a comprehensive collection. 
But the book is published in the region of Guanzhong (aka. today’s Shaanxi province), 
which is thus rarely seen in south of the [Yangtze] River (aka. Jiangnan area). His Han 
Wei shi ji (A Record of Han-Wei Poems) was once printed in Luozhong. 6 Yet it has been 
a long time and [the characters] are difficult to recognize, making even the conventional 
practice of adding correct characters during my reading hard to do. 7 I… thus slightly 
                         
3 It is easy to identify the publication year for most of the books which carry specific dates in the 
prefaces or postscripts. However, it is still hard to date some books since the information is either 
unknown or missing or scarce. For those books, I attach the death year of the editor to get as 
accurate a year as possible. 
4 Mei Dingzuo completed his Badai shi cheng 八代詩乘 (A Vehicle of Poems from the Eight 
Dynasties) in the early 1600s, and included Han Wei shi cheng as one section of Badai shicheng. 
5 For a detailed discussion of Mei Dingzuo’s anthology, see Yang Xun, Mingren bianxuan 
hanwei liuchao shige zongji yanjiu, 83-90. 
6 Han Wei shi ji was printed prior to the completion of Feng’s Shi ji, yet later was included as a 
section in Shi ji. 
7 The character yi 乙 in the original paragraph refers to the conventional activity of identifying 




adjusted the arrangement and displayed the poems in good order. I also discussed the 
historical background of the poems. As to those poems that carry comments or 
annotations of allusions, I consulted other sources to rectify them, placing all of them in 






Although Feng’s book was clearly a presence in the post-1560 era, Mei’s complaint indicates its 
limited circulation and sometimes ambiguous influence. First published in Shaanxi 陝西 
Province, Shi ji was not easily accessible to readers in the Jiangnan region until its second edition 
was published there during the mid-Wanli reign.9  
The imbalance in anthology production over the course of the century, established by 
data on compilation and publication dates, could overstate the significance of Shi ji in the 1500s, 
while underestimating the contributions of other books. For an analysis of the larger picture, we 
need to explore actual editorial practices through the anthologies’ paratexts, “thresholds of 
interpretation.” 10  
 
                         
8 See Mei Dingzuo’s own preface, dated 1583, in Han Wei shi cheng, 1a-1b, preserved in Siku 
quanshu cunmu chongshu bubian, vol. 34, p. 522. 
9 For the study on Shi ji’s editions, see Lu Qinli, “Gu shi ji buzheng xuli.” For details regarding 
the second commercially-published edition of Shi ji, see the next chapter.  




Three Editorial Practices 
 
The editorial concerns and motivations expressed in book titles, prefaces, and postscripts 
allow us to see patterns of intention. I have divided the twenty-two pre-Tang poetry anthologies 
of the sixteenth century into three groups according to these patterns. Whereas the first two types 
of practices show Ming anthologists reformulating traditions, the last group reveals the editorial 
intention in the transformation of contemporary poetic fashion.  
 
(a) Re-anthologize previous canons by revising the arrangement of the literary works: 5 
books. 
(b) Expand existing canons by adding previously unselected works: 9 books. 
(c) Make new anthologies of pre-Tang poetic works from some selected pre-Tang 
dynasties, or all the pre-Tang dynasties up to the Sui, with the aim of challenging the 
status of Tang poetry: 8 books. 
  
Taking the compilation and publication dates of these anthologies into account, a gradual 
transformation from the first to the third type of editorial practice is plausible. As seen in figure 
13, the five books in the first group were either compiled or published between 1520 and 1550, 
while nearly all the books in the latter two groups appeared after 1540 (only two in the second 
and one in the third group predate 1540). Thus, although it is not quite a consistent, progressive 
development from one type to another, the temporal pattern of anthologizing practices can still 
be summarized as a shift from the re-anthologizing of previous canons in the first half of the 




include the expansion of the canon and the making of new pre-Tang anthologies that sought to 
challenge the major contemporary literary fashion that venerated Tang poetry. 
 
 





The first two types of editorial practice demonstrate how Ming anthologists reformulated 
literary traditions through re-anthologizing or expanding canons. The first reveals the Ming 
editors’ dissatisfaction with the previous classification principles and new efforts to re-classify 




canon. Both types reveal the editors’ attempts to modify and transform the canonized anthologies 
and the literary tradition.   
To better illustrate this changing literary tradition, I have visualized the “citation 
network” of the 14 anthologies in the first two groups (figure 14). The citation network analysis, 
first used in research on the history of science to exhibit the flow and exchange of scientific 
knowledge in modern society, will allow us to visualize relationships among sixteenth-century 
Ming anthologies.  Because the emergence of a “fully evolved commercial print culture” 11 in the 
fifteenth century made possible an unprecedented flow of knowledge in the 1500s, the 
application of the citation network analysis here is appropriate—it can not only shed light on the 
multiple levels of knowledge exchange, but also allow for an in-depth understanding of the 
unexplored network of knowledge in late imperial China. 12 Since all the editors of the first two 
groups’ fourteen anthologies identify specific canons as their source texts in their book titles or 
prefaces, the citation network analysis is a perfect tool for exploring the relationships between 
the old and the new anthologies.  
As shown in figure 14, these anthologies form a small citation network with four clusters. 
In this network, each “node” indicates a book. Each line— or to borrow the term used in network 
analysis, the “edge” — refers to the connection between the source text and the target text. The 
nodes are connected by the editorial practice of re-selecting the original book, or making a sequel 
                         
11 Chang and Owen eds., The Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, vol. 2, p. 1. 
12 The method of citation network analysis was first proposed by Eugene Garfield to study the 
history of science. See Garfield et al., The Use of Citation Data in Writing the History of 
Science; and Garfield, “Citation Analysis as a Method of Historical Research into Science,” in 
Citation Indexing: Its Theory and Application in Science, Technology, and Humanities, pp. 81-
96. Recently, with the increasing use of digital tools in the visualization of network analysis, this 
method has been applied to networks of cited works in Western sociology and philosophy. See 
Caren, “A Sociology Citation Network,” http://nealcaren.web.unc.edu/a-sociology-citation-





to the original book in this specific citation network. The arrows of the edges indicate the 
direction from the source text to the target material. Since the size and degree of shading of all 
nodes are determined by the “out-degree”—a term in the field that refers to the number of the 
outward directed connections from one node to other nodes—the five nodes that connect to more 
than one node in this network represent the five literary canons those editors heavily relied upon. 
Consequently the four grouped clusters refer to the four literary traditions embodied in the five 
canons.  
Of the five canons, Wenxuan clearly received the most attention while Yutai xinyong did 
not attract much interest among mid-Ming editors. As illustrated in figure 14, the poetic 
traditions and poetry anthologies Ming editors were most concerned to re-classify or expand can 
be ranked as follows:  
 
No. 1: Wenxuan, with 9 connected nodes. 
No. 2: Yuefu 樂府 (music bureau) poetry anthologies, including Guo Maoqian’s 郭茂倩 
(1041-1099) Yuefu shiji 樂府詩集 (Collection of yuefu poems), and Zuo Keming’s 左克
明 (fl. 1346) Gu yuefu 古樂府 (Ancient Music Bureau), with 3; 
No. 3: Shijing, with 2; 
No. 4: Yutai xinyong, with only 1. 
 
To the Ming anthologists, these anthologies are the carriers of the four literary traditions and 






Figure 14: The citation network of fourteen anthologies in the 1500s. Data retrieved from 







Re-anthologizing the Canons: Classification Principles Transformed 
All the editors who re-anthologized previous canons in the 1500s chose to cut a small 
portion of the literary works from the originals. One book contains a small portion of Zuo 
Keming’s Gu yuefu, whereas the other four are devoted exclusively to the shi 詩 works in 
Wenxuan—the four editors cut the “shi” section from Wenxuan and labeled this section “xuan 
shi” 選詩 (lit. selected poems) in their book titles to refer specifically to the “Wenxuan 
poetry.” 13 
Yet the arrangement of these poems did not follow the originals. He Jingming, for 
instance, re-anthologized Zuo Keming’s Gu yuefu, selecting 93 poems from Zuo Keming’s book 
and dividing them into three volumes according to the texts of the poems, rejecting Zuo’s 
principle of classifying the yuefu poems by musical tunes: 
 
I once read Zuo’s Gu yuefu— a comprehensive anthology that collects pieces from the 
lost poems in the earliest Tang and Yu Emperors’ times to the words in the Six 
Dynasties… However, Zuo’s selection cannot avoid the shortcoming of 
miscellaneousness (za). A brief summary [of this book] is exhaustive and cannot be 
completed. I thus selected the pieces that are archaic in style and elegant in meaning from 
Zuo’s book. There are 93 pieces in total. …Zuo grouped poems according to the tunes of 
the sounds. As to the Way of the sound, I have not done any research since I am afraid 
that the sounds may have already been mistaken, unfaithful to the truth. The Book of 
Documents says, “Singing is the prolonged utterance of that expression; the notes 
                         
13 The term “xuan shi” began to be used widely to refer specifically to the poems in Wenxuan 
since the Song dynasty. For a review of the study of “xuan shi” genre, see Hu Dalei, Wenxuan 




accompany that utterance.” So for now I classified the words [of the poems]. If the words 






Similarly, the other four Ming editors who selected Wenxuan poems in this group 
abandoned Xiao Tong’s classification system, and chose to classify the poems in chronological 
order, consequently transforming the organizing principle for Wenxuan poems from genre-
centered to period-oriented. Whereas Xiao Tong had classified the 14 juan of shi poems into 24 
sections of 24 sub-genres, 15 the Ming anthologist of Wenxuan’s poetry “collected the poems 
selected by Prince Zhaoming and arranged these poems according to the order of generations” 集
昭明太子所選，以世代序次之. 16 Yang Shen, who compiled an anthology of Wenxuan poems 
in the 1520s, divided them into three juan according to dynasties — each juan contains poems 
                         
14 He Jingming, “Gu yuefu xuli”古樂府敘例 (On Principles of Gu Yuefu), collected in He’s Dafu 
ji, juan 34. The original anthology is preserved in the Sichuan University library in China. 
English translation is mine, while the quotation from the Book of Documents uses James Legge’s 
translation. For a more detailed discussion of He’s anthology, see Yang Xun, Mingren bianxuan 
hanwei liuchao shige zongji yanjiu, pp. 20-22. 
15 For studies on genre-classification and anthology-making, see Hightower, “The Wen Hsuan 
and Genre Theory;” and Wang Yao, “Wenti bianxi yu zongji de chengli” 文體辨析與總集的成
立 (The Distinction of Literary Genres and the Establishment of Literary Anthologies), in 
Zhonggu wenxue shilun, pp. 84-101. 
16 See Gao Ru’s 高儒 (fl. 1540) introduction to a Ming anthology entitled Xuanshi 選詩 (Poems 
from Wenxuan). In Gao’s Baichuan shuzhi 百川書志 (Catalogs of Books of One Hundred 




from two to three dynasties. Han, Wei 魏 (220-266), and some Jin 晉 (266-420) poems are 
placed in the first juan, a large portion of Jin and Xie Lingyun’s 謝靈運 (385-433) poems from 
the Liu Song Dynasty 劉宋 (420-479) fill the second, while the remaining Liu Song, Qi 齊 (479-
502), and Liang 梁 (502-557) poems are included in the last volume. 17 About twenty years later, 
in the 1540s, when Feng Weine compiled an annotated anthology of Wenxuan poems based on 
the extant Tang edition, he not only followed a similar period-oriented principle in classifying 
the poems, but arranged the commentaries on the poems in chronological order as well. 18  
This dynasty-oriented classification of Wenxuan poetry is not, in fact, the invention of 
mid-Ming editors. Liu Lü 劉履 (1317-1379), a literary man in the late Yuan and early Ming era, 
was probably the first to intentionally arrange the poems in chronological order when compiling 
an extended anthology of the Wenxuan poems. In a 1361 preface to Liu’s anthology, clearly to 
justify Liu’s re-working, another Yuan scholar, Xie Su 謝肅 (fl.1386) criticized the original: “the 
compilation of Wenxuan is not in fine order, and the decision about the selection of literary 
works is not refined” 編次無序而抉擇不精.19 Reflecting Yuan literary opinion about 
classification principles for the Wenxuan, Liu indeed adopted the dynasty-oriented principle, re-
classified the canonical poems along with some additional poems excluded from Wenxuan. As 
Liu’s anthology was reprinted at least five times from the early 1400s to the 1520s, gaining 
                         
17 See Xuanshi, preface dated 1522. Copy in the Library of Congress. Digital Edition, accessed 
via the National Central Library Rare Books & Special Collections Database.   
18 See “Xuanshi yuezhu xu” 選詩約注敘 (Preface to A Brief Commentary on the Wenxuan 
Poems), dated 1542, in Feng’s Xuanshi yuezhu, preface dated 1542, 1581 edition. Original copy 
preserved in the National Library of China. Reprinted in Wenxuan yanjiu wenxian jikan, vol. 6, 
p. 126.   
19 Xie Su 謝肅 (fl. 1386), “Xuanshi buzhu xu” 選詩補注序 (Preface to A Supplemented 
Commentary on the Wenxuan Poems), dated 1361, in Liu Lü ed., Xuanshi buzhu, 1434 edition. 




popularity in the early and middle Ming periods, its classification principles may have served as 
the model for the anthologizing practices of Wenxuan poems in the 16th century.  20 
 Re-classification of previous literary canons demonstrates the changing perceptions of 
previous canons in late imperial China. For He Jingming, the classification of yuefu poems by 
musical tunes in Zuo Keming’s anthology is unconvincing as the sounds have long been lost. 
Such a shift from sound to text in He Jingming’s yuefu anthology might better serve the actual 
needs of writers seeking to emulate the ancient style in writing during the early 1500s, when the 
first wave of the Ming fugu literary movement occurred. 21 For anthologists arranging Wenxuan 
poems chronologically, the dynasty-oriented classification principle became both an established 
custom and a natural choice, for the late imperial anthologists no longer needed to worry about 
classification of rapidly growing literary genres as Xiao Tong had in the early medieval period. 
Instead, they concentrated on the periodization of the poems, and successfully constructed a 
system for Wenxuan poetry after abandoning the genre-centered classification. As the practice of 
re-anthologizing literary canons persisted into the sixteenth century, it looked forward to further 
changes in editorial revisioning that would reformulate poetic traditions.  
  
Expanding the Canon: Un-anthologized Works Collected 
In contrast to the anthologists who re-classified established canons, editors of nine new 
anthologies collected previously-unselected works to expand the corpus. As shown in table 5, at 
least eight titles contain characters indicating additions: 
 
                         
20 For editions of Liu’s anthologies, see Zhongguo guji zongmu, vol. 6, p. 2899. 
21 For a detailed discussion of He Jingming and the Ming fugu literary movement, see Liao, 




Table 5: Words found in book titles to indicate “supplement” or “expansion.” 
Chinese phrases English translations 
逸篇 lost pieces 
續 sequel 
外編 the outer addition 
拾遺 [“picking-up”] the left 
廣逸 expanded, the lost 
廣 expanded 
補逸 supplemented, the lost 
補 supplementary 
 
Specific anthologies—Wenxuan, Yutai xinyong, yuefu, and Shijing—to be supplemented 
appeared in titles and prefaces too. According to the titles, six of this group would “supplement” 
(bu 補) “Xuan shi,” one book offered a sequel to (xu 續) Yutai xinyong, and two anthologies 
would expand “fengya” 風雅 (Airs and Odes)— a conventional reference to the Shijing tradition. 
Similarly, as seen from its preface, the only yuefu anthology in this group expands the previously 
canonized Guo Maoqian and Zuo Keming’s yuefu anthologies.  
Even before the 1500s, anthologists had attempted to collect previously ignored works 
into new collections to expand different canons. As mentioned before, Liu Lü compiled a series 
of three anthologies for Wenxuan: Xuanshi buzhu 選詩補注 (Supplemented Commentary for 
Poems from Wenxuan), Xuanshi buyi 選詩補遺 (Addendum to Poems from Wenxuan), and 




only re-classified the 212 poems in the Wenxuan, but also included 34 previously-unselected 
poems attributed to Tao Qian 陶潛 (365?-427), Cao Zhi 曹植 (192-232), Li Yan 酈炎 (150-177), 
and Ruan Ji 阮籍 (210-263) respectively. The second collection includes 42 additional ancient 
works, whereas the third includes selected poems from the Tang and Song dynasties with the 
purpose of continuing Wenxuan poems. Liu’s practice of collecting outside literary works was 
thus followed by Ming anthologists in the 16th century when his anthologies were frequently 
reprinted and widely accessible. 
Guided by the principles of supplementing and expanding previous canons, Ming 
anthologists incorporated previously ignored works into the scope of Shijing, Wenxuan, or yuefu, 
thereby extending their temporal coverage, eliminating boundaries between selected and 
unselected works, and blurring the lines that had separated poetic genres—as demonstrated 
below. Their new anthologies thus in effect deconstructed and dismantled poetic traditions as 
defined by canonized anthologies, revealing the more generalized perception of the poetic 
tradition among Ming anthologists.  
 
Expanding Shi Poetry: Scope Extended 
When expanding or continuing Wenxuan and Yutai xinyong, the two shi poetry 
anthologies produced in the Six Dynasties, Ming editors collected previously excluded works as 
well as previously unreachable works.  In the 1520s, Yang Shen summarized the scope of his 
Xuanshi waibian 選詩外編 (The Outer Section of Wenxuan Poetry): “in this anthology, [the 
sections that] start from the Han dynasty to the Liang are all works not selected and left out by 
[Wen]xuan. The [poems of] the Northern Dynasties 北朝 (439-581), the Chen dynasty 陳 (557-




餘。北朝、陳、隋則《選》所未及. 22 Yang’s new anthology thus contains not only 
unselected poems in Wenxuan, but also poems from the Northern Dynasties, the Chen, and the 
Sui Dynasties unavailable to Xiao Tong, who did not live into the Sui.  
This practice became a convention as well for anthologists attempting to expand Yutai 
xinyong. The five juan section that continues Yutai xinyong includes not only unselected Chen 
dynasty poems, but also the Sui poems not accessible to Xu Ling, editor of the Yutai xinyong in 
the Chen dynasty.  23 Printed along with the original Yutai xinyong in 1540, the new book as a 
whole thus offers a comprehensive collection of erotic poems (yanshi 艷詩) from the Eastern 
Zhou up to the Sui dynasty.  
By collecting previously ignored or previously inaccessible poems, these shi anthologies 
thus expanded the scope and temporal coverage of Wenxuan and Yutai xinyong, extending the 
poetic tradition from the Six Dynasties to the Sui, and formulating a continuous shi tradition up 
to the end of the Sui dynasty, that is, the early 7th century.   
 
Collecting Ancient Rhymed Works: Boundaries Blurred 
 
Before turning his attention to the expansion of Wenxuan in the 1520s, Yang Shen in 
1516 compiled Fengya yipian 風雅逸篇 (Lost Pieces of Airs and Odes), the first Ming anthology 
to expand Shijing, with the purpose of collecting the “lost” (yi 逸) works. According to Yang, the 
“lost” are the works outside Shijing: “[those] outside the three hundred poems are all lost 
                         
22 See Yang Shen, “Xuanshi waibian xu” 選詩外編序 (Preface to Xuanshi waibian), collected in 
Yang Shen, Sheng’an ji 升菴集, juan 3. 




[pieces]” 外三百篇皆逸也. 24 He believed Sima Qian’s account that Confucius selected 300 
poems from 3000 literary works, and thus “the currently available works are only 1 out of 10 or 
100 out of 1000” 今所存什一千百耳. 25  Yang therefore equated these unselected works to the 
canonized Shijing poems, proposing that although these poems have long been lost, they should 
be collected since they can “sufficiently serve as the numerous pieces for chanting” 足為更僕之
誦哉. 26  
An interesting twist at the end of Yang’s preface further reveals his editorial concern. 
After highlighting the value of the selected works, Yang Shen quotes a conversation between “a 
passerby who asked a question” (guo er wen zhe 過而問者) and himself. The person asked Yang 
why he insists on collecting works that are “dregs” (zaopo 糟粕). Not offering a direct answer, 
Yang instead agrees and says: “Yes. [But] my endeavor is already completed and I could not 
give it up. As to your words, I dare not forget.” 然。業已成。予不忍廢也。子之言。予不敢
忘. 27 On the surface, Yang Shen’s response denies the importance of the works he collected, but 
given the context, this unusual ending might be understood as a form of self-defense. By 
explicitly acknowledging the impossibility of abandoning his endeavor, Yang implicitly refutes 
the skepticism of his contemporaries who derided his endeavor and doubted the value of his 
additions. He thus subtly expresses his intention of elevating the status of these ancient 
unselected works so long marginalized and forgotten.   
                         
24 See Yang Shen, “Fengya yipian xu” 風雅逸篇序 (Preface to Fengya yipian), in Yang Shen 
ed., Fengya yipian, modern punctuated edition, p. 3.  
25 Ibid..  
26 Ibid..   




And what are the works collected in Yang Shen’s Fengya yipian? The following list, 
derived from his chapters and preface, shows a variety of poems: 
 
Juan 1: Several songs chanted from the era of the Yellow Emperor to the era of Boyi 伯
夷 (17th-11th cent. BCE); 
Juan 2: 31 songs, lyrics, music of a lute (qincao 琴操); 
Juan 3: 10 Stone Drum Poems (shigu shi 石鼓詩); 
Juan 4: 10 fragmented shi pieces with the title of the work extant, 44 fragmented 
sentences with the title of the work lost; 
Juan 5: 22 songs recorded in the canons authored by Confucius and preserved in the 
anecdotes related to Confucius;  
Juan 6-7: Songs by the kings, ministers, populace, and women during the Warring States 
Period; 
Juan 8: 150 ancient idioms and unrefined words or phrases; 
Juan 9: Xunzi’s 荀子 miscellaneous words in the chapter “Chengxiang” 成相, Xunzi’s 
"Poem on Anomalies” (guishi 佹詩), and Su Qin’s 蘇秦 (?- 284 BCE) poem 
presented to the King of the Qin State;  
Juan 10: Getian 葛天 tribe’s eight pieces and Shiyan’s 師延 music.   28  
 
These works, including songs, idioms, phrases, words, sentences, are not necessarily shi 
poems. Extracted from a great variety of materials and attributed to a range of authors from 
                         




anonymous commoners to kings, yet, in spite of the variety, 1) all are rhymed works produced in 
the pre-Han era; 2) all were preserved in materials other than the traditional shi anthologies. For 
instance, some poems collected in the first juan of Yang Shen’s anthology initially appeared in 
Guo Maoqian’s Yuefu shiji, while some rhymed sentences or songs were found in early historical 
or philosophical materials. Finally, 3) nearly all of them were later incorporated into Feng 
Weine’s Shi ji and subsequently Lu Qinli’s collection.  
As Bruce Rusk writes in his study on the reception of the Book of Poetry and secular pre-
Qin poetry, the anthologies of pre-Han pieces “from the Yuan period on… extended the 
equivalence between the Poems and secular poetry and the ambiguity of Shi and shi.” 29 The 
Ming anthologies of ancient poems that incorporate pieces outside Shijing have thus blurred the 
boundary between poetic works outside and inside Shijing. The other pre-Tang poetry anthology 
with fengya in the title, Feng Weine’s Fengya guangyi 風雅廣逸 (Expanded Lost Pieces of Airs 
and Odes), offered a sequel to Yang’s anthology by collecting more lost ancient poetic works. 
Both Yang and Feng’s collections thus eliminated the boundary between poetic works included 
and excluded in Shijing, and revealed mid-Ming perceptions of the ancient poetic corpus: Shijing 
is not a complete anthology of ancient poetic works because the rhymed pre-Han pieces outside 
it— with their great variety of ancient poems, songs, idioms, phrases, or sentences— should be 




                         




Merging Yuefu Anthologies: Genres Mixed 
 
Of the nine anthologies that expanded earlier anthologies, the only yuefu anthology— 
Mei Dingzuo’s Gu yue yuan 古樂苑 (A Garden of Ancient Music) — shows the post-1560 
editor’s attempt to reformulate the yuefu tradition in a way quite different from the others. The 
yuefu poems grouped by musical tunes in Guo and Zuo’s anthologies were classified according 
to their textual features in the 1520s when He Jingming re-anthologized Zuo Keming’s work. In 
other words, the Song-Yuan principle that highlights musicality gave way to a focus on textuality 
in He’s anthology. More than sixty years later, in the 1590s, Mei decided to retain the 
classification principle that places musicality at the core, and only expand the original yuefu 
corpus through inclusion of more works. 
According to the editors of the siku quanshu 四庫全書 (A Full Imperial Library of the 
Four Treasures), Mei Dingzuo’s anthology was “based upon Guo Maoqian’s Yuefu shiji yet 
increased the number of the poems. Guo’s anthology stopped at the end of the Tang dynasty, 
while this anthology stopped at the Southern and Northern dynasties, which in fact followed the 
principle in Zuo Keming’s Gu Yuefu” 因郭茂倩樂府詩集而增輯之。郭本止於唐末。此本止
於南北朝。則用左克明古樂府例也. 30 In other words, Mei increased the number of selected 
works in Guo’s anthology, but at the same time, reduced the historical coverage in Guo 
Maoqian’s Yuefu shiji by selecting only pre-Tang pieces. Although Mei followed the historical 
coverage in Zuo’s book, Mei’s anthology indeed included more poems than Zuo’s.   
Gu yue yuan, as a pre-Tang poetry anthology illustrating the combination of the two 
yuefu canons, therefore became more “focused than Guo’s, comprehensive than Zuo’s, expanded 
                         




than Yang’s, and verified than Feng’s” 密于郭、張于左、拓于楊、核于馮 as Wang Daokun 
汪道昆 (1525-1593) acclaims in the book’s preface. 31 To Wang, the two yuefu canons by Guo 
and Zuo are either too broad or too brief, while the anthologies compiled by Yang Shen, 32 did 
not include enough pieces that could be chanted or used along with music. Though Feng Weine’s 
Shi ji included almost all poems in the pre-Tang era, Wang criticized Feng’s lack of 
distinguishing poetic genres related to music.  33 Wang Daokun, further acknowledged Mei 
Dingzuo’s extraordinary abilities of discrimination by comparing Mei with Yi Ya 易牙, a 
famous chef of the Qi state in the Spring and Autumn Period (770 BCE–476 BCE), who could 
differentiate the taste of Zi River from the Mian River.34 
Ironically, later in the Qing dynasty 清 (1644-1911), the siku editors disagreed with 
Wang. They condemned Mei’s selections, complaining that he occasionally included pieces that 
could not be considered yuefu yet were “forcefully labeled as yuefu” 強名之曰樂府. 35 Siku 
editors criticized Mei’s practice of including, for instance, some pentasyllabic shi poems, short 
poems written as word games by Liang dynasty authors, and poems that bear “shi” in titles. Such 
critiques illustrate the absence of sharp lines separating yuefu and shi poetry, an ambiguity in the 
definition of the yuefu poetic genre Mei Dingzuo and perhaps his contemporaries preferred.  
When Mei included even pentasyllabic shi poems in his supposedly pure pre-Tang yuefu 
anthology, he on the one hand expanded and merged the two canonized yuefu anthologies, yet on 
                         
31 Wang Daokun, “Gu yueyuan xu,” 8a, in Xuxiu siku quanshu, vol. 1347, p. 109.   
32 Here Wang Daokui is probably mistaking Liu Lü’s Feng ya yi for the poetry anthologies 
expanding Wenxuan and Shijing edited by Yang Shen (discussed above). 
33 See Wang Daokun, “Gu yueyuan xu.”   
34 Ibid..    





the other, slightly erased the boundaries of the two major poetic genres— shi and yuefu— of pre-
Tang poetry, suggesting a more generalized understanding of pre-Tang poetic genres in the late 
16th century. As discussed below, when Mei Dingzuo compiled and printed Gu yue yuan in the 
1590s, a general concept of “pre-Tang poems” had already been constructed via the practices of 
re-packaging a variety of pre-Tang works.   
  
Making Pre-Tang Different 
 
Countering the Tang Tradition 
 
As mentioned above, during the 1500s, at least eight pre-Tang poetry anthologies were 
compiled to challenge the fashion of venerating Tang poetry. From their titles and prefaces, we 
quickly discern differences of scope in their selections. Apart from the famous Shi ji that collects 
all pre-Tang pieces from the very ancient time to the Sui, three anthologies select shi poems from 
the Han and Wei dynasties, while four books claim to collect shi poems of the Six Dynasties. A 
thorough investigation of the table of contents, however, reveals discrepancies between the 
references to dynasties and the actual selections. Two Han-Wei anthologies have a small section 
of Wu dynasty poems after the Wei poems. All four Six Dynasties poetry anthologies include Sui 
poems as well as poems from the Northern Dynasties—and one book even selects a small 
number of Wei poems. The variation of the selected works inside these anthologies thus suggests 
a loose and broad definition of “Six Dynasties poems” or “Han and Wei poems” in the sixteenth 
century.  
Yet the practice of anthologizing these poems illustrates the pervasive collective attention 




prefaces, many editors highlighted the lack of interest in these poems during the early and middle 
Ming, clearly aiming to challenge or transform contemporary literary fashion through presenting 
new pre-Tang anthologies to their readers. In a preface dated 1558 for the 1560 edition of Feng 
Weine’s Shi ji, Zhang Siwei 張四維 (1526-1585), sponsor of the publication of Shi ji and a 
compiler (bianxiu 編修) at the Hanlin Academy,36 expressed hope that Feng’s book might rescue 
society from its obsession with Tang poetry: 
 
During the Hongzhi period (1488-1505), in the North, Mr. Li Xianji (aka. Li Mengyang) 
proposed the veneration of the Tang style for all people under heaven. People at that time 
considered him a master. The style of literary writing was thus refreshed. However, the 
downside of this idea lies in its strict emulation of [the writings of] famous authors. Just 
like the person studying steps [in Handan], this approach imitates others’ steps [thereby 
losing one’s own originality], and considers the broom as the gold. This is because of the 
failure to read more distant works. Thus, I say, this collection compiled by Mr. Feng 





                         
36 Zhang Siwei later served as the Chief Grand Secretary (shoufu 首輔) for the Wanli emperor in 
1582, succeeding Zhang Juzheng 張居正 (1525-1582). 
37 See Zhang Siwei’s preface in Shi ji, 1560 edition, 6a-6b.  Reprinted in Kaseihon Koshiki, vol. 




During the sixteenth century, with the veneration of the Tang poetry by Li Mengyang 李夢陽 
(1472-1529) and his followers, the reprinting of many renowned Tang poetry anthologies, 38 and 
the increasing fame of Gao Bing’s 高棅 (1350-1432) Tangshi pinhui 唐詩品匯 (Graded 
Collection of Tang Poetry), Tang poetry was canonized and achieved unprecedented 
popularity. 39 To Zhang, this fashion as well as the subsequent practices of imitating Tang poetry 
resulted in the loss of one’s originality in poetry composition. The source of the problem was the 
lack of access to “distant works.” Zhang thus predicted that by presenting these early pieces to 
readers, Feng’s pre-Tang anthology would substantially contribute to the Way (Dao) of 
literature.  
Likewise, as shown in prefaces to the other seven anthologies devoted to either Han and 
Wei or the Six Dynasties poems listed in table 6, contemporary literary fashion was always 
mentioned and criticized by sixteenth-century anthologists and editors. As early as 1517, when 
writing a preface for the earliest collection of Han-Wei poems in the Ming dynasty, He Jingming 
already noted the lack of interest in these poems due to the difficulties in understanding them. 
He, therefore, applauded the editor Liu Chengde for endeavoring to locate and collect forgotten 
Han-Wei poems as a benefit to later generations.  40  Twenty-five years later, in a postscript to 
Yang Shen’s Six Dynasties anthology dated 1542, Zhang Yingtai 張應台 sighed, noting that 
“when today’s people learn poetry, they know only poems after Du Zimei (Du Fu 杜甫 [712-
                         
38 According to the data I collected, the Tang poetry anthologies compiled in the Tang dynasty 
were reprinted frequently in the early and mid-Ming. At the same time, Tang yin 唐音 (The 
Sound of the Tang), an anthology compiled by a Yuan editor, was also very popular during the 
early Ming period. See Chen Guoqiu, Mingdai fugu pai tangshi lun yanjiu, pp. 169-191.   
39 For a discussion on Gao Bing’s anthology, see Yu, “Canon Formations in Late Imperial 
China.” Also see Chan, 192-207. 
40 See He Jingming, “Han Wei shi ji xu” 漢魏詩集序 (Preface to Han Wei shi ji), in Liu 




770]), but do not know poems before Du Zimei” 今之學詩，徒知杜子美以後詩，不知子美以
前詩.  41 And still forty years later, as late as the 1580s, Mei Dingzuo in his Han-Wei 
anthology’s preface could still complain about the pervasive fashion of honoring the high Tang 
poems, specifically those before the Dali 大曆 reign (766-779) of the Tang. He even proposed an 
explanation for the lack of attention to Han Wei poetry: to imitate Han-Wei poetic style is 
difficult--much easier to imitate pre-Dali Tang style due to “the distinction between the absence 
of method and the presence of method” 無方與有方異. In other words, the high Tang pre-Dali 
poems provide more rules for Ming poetry-learners to follow than earlier poems do. Mei 
condemned his contemporaries for their attachment to rules, only learning the steps without 
paying attention to the “basic method” (dafang 大方), a likely reference to the poetic style 
embodied in the Han-Wei poems he selected. 42  
Such criticism of the contemporary fashion of esteeming Tang poetry was common 
throughout these sixteenth-century anthologies. Dissatisfaction with Ming literary fashion 
motivated editors to compile new anthologies of pre-Tang poems, thereby establishing the pre-
Tang poetic tradition as a distinctly separate tradition. In other words, this type of anthologizing 
practice, triggered by frustration with the fashion so favoring Tang poetry, successfully drew a 
line between pre-Tang and Tang poems, establishing the pre-Tang as the “other” to the Tang 
tradition. 
 
                         
41 See Zhang Yingtai 張應台, “Wuyan lüzu ba” 五言律祖跋 (Postscript for Wuyan lüzu), in 
Wuyan lüzu, preface dated 1542, pp. 1a-1b. In Yuan guoli beiping tushuguan jiaku shanben 
congshu, vol. 941, p.1471. 
42 See Mei Dingzuo, “Han Wei shi cheng xu” 漢魏詩乘序 (Preface to A Vehicle of Han Wei 
Poems), preface dated 1583, in Han Wei chi cheng, pp. 1a-4b. In Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 




Table 6: Literary traditions mentioned (marked as v) or not mentioned (marked as x) in 
the paratexts of seven 16th-century pre-Tang poetry anthologies.  















1517 Han Wei shi ji 漢魏詩
集 (Collection of Han 
Wei poetry) 43 
v v x x 
1559 Han Wei shi ji 漢魏詩
紀(Record of Han Wei 
Poetry) 44 
v v x v 
1583 Han Wei shi cheng 漢魏
詩乘(Vehicle of Han 
Wei Poetry)45 









v v v v 
                         
43 See Liu Chengde 劉成德, “Han Wei shi ji xu” 漢魏詩集序, in Han Wei shi ji, pp. 1a-5a. 
44 Xu Nanjin徐南金, “Han Wei shi ji xu” 漢魏詩紀序; Huang Zhen黃禎, “Han Wei shi ji xu” 漢
魏詩紀序; Qiao Shining 喬世寧, “Han Wei shi ji xu” 漢魏詩紀敘, in Han Wei shi ji 漢魏詩紀, 
1559 edition, pp. 1a-9a. Original copy in the National Library of China. 
45 Mei Dingzuo, “Han Wei shi cheng xu” 漢魏詩乘序, preface dated 1583, in Han Wei chi 
cheng, pp. 1a-4b. Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu bubian, vol. 34, pp. 522-524. 
46 Yang Shen, “Wuyan lüzu xu” 五言律祖序, in Wuyan lüzu, pp. 1a-1b; and Zhang Yingtai 張應
台, “Wuyan lüzu ba” 五言律祖跋, in Wuyan lüzu, pp. 1a-1b. The two articles are also collected 




Table 6 (cont.) 













1543 Liuchao shi ji 六朝詩集
(Collection of Poems of 
Six Dynasties)47 
v x v v 
 
1545? Liuchao sheng’ou ji 六
朝聲偶集 (Collection of 
Sound and Paralleled in 
the Six Dynasties ) 48 
v v v v 
 1552 Liuchao shi hui 六朝詩
彙 (Collection of Poems 
in the Six Dynasties ) 49 
x v v v 
 
It should be noted that the anthologists attempting to challenge the status of Tang poetry 
should still be considered the Ming Revivalist who participated in the fugu movement. The 
sixteenth century—different from the 1400s when Li Mengyang proposed the emulation of high 
Tang poetry—appears to witness a counter-reaction against the promotion of the Tang poetry by 
the Ming Revivalists. However, as fugu movement itself is a long and evolving movement from 
                         
47 Xue Yingqi 薛應旂, “Liuchao shiji xu” 六朝詩集序, preface dated 1543. Liuchao shiji, Ming 
Jiajing edition, p. 2a.  In Xuxiu siku quanshu, vol. 1589, p. 2. 
48 Shen Kai 沈愷, “Liuchao sheng’ou ji xu” 六朝聲偶集敘, undated. In Xu Xianzhong, Liuchao 
sheng’ou ji, pp. 1a-2b. Reprinted in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 304, pp. 1-2. 
49 Jin Cheng 金城, “Liuchao shihui xu” 六朝詩彙序 (Preface to A Collection of Six Dynasties 




early Ming to the end of the Ming, the anthologizing practices of pre-Tang poems discussed 
above on the one hand, illustrate these anthologists’ betrayal from the mainstream understanding 
of poetic tradition, on the other hand, clearly indicate the anthologists’ collective attention to the 
past ancient literature, allowing us to label them as Revivalists in the fugu movement. The 
anthologizing practices of pre-Tang poetry thus indicate the complexity of fugu movement, 
challenging a very often simplified understanding of Ming fugu movement as a movement that 




At the same time, in order to justify their selections, the anthologists employed two 
different practical strategies to connect their selected works to the canonized traditions, including 
the Shijing and the esteemed Tang tradition. By tracing the origins of the selected poems to the 
Shijing or extending their influence to the Tang, the editors can claim their endeavors, though 
deviating from current fashion, still hold great value as they continue the “Shi san bai” 詩三百 
(three hundred poems, a.k.a., Shijing) and provide the origins of Tang regulated verse. 
Seizing on the temporal proximity of the Shijing and the Han-Wei dynasties, the editors 
of Han-Wei anthologies argued that the Han-Wei poetic style should be very close to the Shijing: 
 
The Han dynasty is not far from the end of the Zhou dynasty while the Wei dynasty is 
next to the Han.  
                         
50 For a detailed discussion and historical overview of the fugu movement throughout the Ming 










On the other end, the editor of pre-Tang poems could also claim their continuity with the 
esteemed Tang tradition. As shown in table 6, the Tang tradition is mentioned in the prefaces to 
all four anthologies of the Six Dynasties poems. Even the title of Wuyan lüzu 五言律祖 
(Ancestors of Pentasyllabic Regulated Verses) — a collection of poems from the Liu Song to the 
Sui compiled by Yang Shen— insists that the shi poems of the Six Dynasties are the “zu” 祖 
(precursors, ancestors) of Tang pentasyllabic regulated verse. Similar statements pervade these 
anthology prefaces: 
 
[These are] the lingering ripples of the Western and Eastern Han dynasties, the beginning 
of the early Tang poetry.  
兩漢之餘波，初唐之濫觴也。53 
 
                         
51 Liu Chengde 劉成德, “Han Wei shi ji xu,” in Han Wei shi ji 漢魏詩集 (A Collection of Han 
and Wei Poems), dated 1517, pp. 3a-3b.   
52 Xu Nanjin 徐南金, “Han Wei shi ji xu,” in Han Wei shi ji 漢魏詩紀 (A Record of Han and 
Wei Poetry), dated 1559, p. 2b.   
53  Xue Yingqi 薛應旂, “Liuchao shiji xu” 六朝詩集序 (Preface to A Collection of Six Dynasties 





The Tang regulated poems are the rules and models for later generations, while the Six-
dynasties poems are where Tang poetry came from.  
唐律者後人之軌範也，而六朝者尤唐之所自出也。54 
 
Thus, when justifying their selections, these anthologists established two strong sets of 
relationships between the canonized traditions and their own selections: one ties Han-Wei poetry 
closely to the Shijing tradition due to temporal closeness, and the other considers poems 
produced from the post-Wei to the Sui the origins of Tang regulated verse.  
By contrast, the anthologists did not seek to build another strong link between the Han-
Wei and the Six Dynasties poetic traditions. Although as mentioned above, one anthology of Six 
Dynasties poems also included some Wei poems, suggesting an ambiguous distinction between 
the two traditions, the inclusion of Wei poems was not common practice in the 1500s. Most 
16th-century editors tended to disconnect the Han-Wei and the Six Dynasties poems through the 
practice of anthologizing the two traditions separately, unlike 17th century anthologists who 
tended to combine poems from the Han-Wei and Six Dynasties in an anthology with a title like 
“Han Wei Liu Chao shi” 漢魏六朝詩 (Poems of the Han, Wei, and the Six Dynasties).  Such 
disconnection between the Han-Wei and Six Dynasties poetic traditions in sixteenth-century 
anthologizing practices may be due to divided perceptions regarding two sets of relationship: 1) a 
very distant, unrelated, often opposed relation between the Han-Wei and the Tang; versus 2) an 
“ancestor-descendant” connection between the Six Dynasties and the Tang regulated verse. This 
                         
54 Shen Kai 沈愷, “Liuchao sheng’ou ji xu” 六朝聲偶集敘 (Statement for A Collection of the 
Sounds in the Six Dynasties) undated. In Xu Xianzhong, Liuchao sheng’ou ji, p. 2a. Collected in 
Siku quanshu cunmu congshu, vol. 304, p. 2. Although the book lacks a publication date, its 




divide is also echoed in the split between the two subgroups (promoters of Six Dynasties vs. 
Han-Wei poetry) among the Ming Revivalists of the 1500s. 55 
In spite of the tendency to disconnect Han-Wei and the Six-Dynasty poetry in 
anthologizing practices, editors of Six Dynasties anthologies did acknowledge the temporal 
continuity between the Han-Wei and the Six Dynasties by mentioning the Han-Wei tradition in 
their prefaces (see table 6). As we’ve seen, Xue Yingqi in 1543 claimed the Six Dynasties poetry 
as “lingering ripples” (yubo 餘波) of Han poetry, implying a regressive model to understand the 
relation between the Han-Wei and Six Dynasties traditions. Yang Shen, in an undated preface to 
Wuyan lüzu printed in 1542, traced Tang regulated verse back to the Han dynasty: “the paralleled 
regulated verse originated in the Western Han” 儷律本于西漢也, hinting at the connection 
between the Han and Six Dynasties even though his central claim is to consider the Six 
Dynasties as the ancestor of Tang regulated verse. 56  Also in Wuyan lüzu, another preface by 
Zhang Yingtai (dated 1542),  defended Yang’s anthologizing practice by reiterating the temporal 
links: “the Six Dynasties are still close to the Han and Wei dynasties, while Han and Wei are still 
close to the fengya tradition” 六朝猶近漢魏，漢魏猶近風雅. 57  
Through a variety of strategies, then, these anthologists established a lineage that 
connected the ancient Shijing tradition, Han-Wei, Six Dynasties, and the esteemed Tang poetic 
traditions primarily based upon the temporal continuity. This temporal model established 
                         
55 For instance, Professor Kang-I Sun noted that Yang Shen’s understanding of the Six Dynasties 
poems as shown in his Wuyan lüzu was different from the major Revivalists in the 16th century. 
See The Cambridge History of Chinese Literature, vol. 2, p. 60. Liao Kebing has also believed 
Yang Shen diverged from the major group of Archivists who esteemed Qin-Han prose and Tang 
poetry. See Liao, Mingdai wenxue fugu yundong yanjiu, pp. 82-84.   
56 See Yang Shen, “Wuyan lüzu xu” 五言律祖序 (Preface to Wuyan lüzu), in Wuyan lüzu, 1a. 
57 See Zhang Yingtai 張應台, “Wuyan lüzu ba” 五言律祖跋 (Postscript for Wuyan lüzu), in 
Wuyan lüzu, preface dated 1542, p. 1b. Reprinted in Yuan guoli beiping tushuguan jiaku shanben 




continuity from the canonized Shijing to the esteemed Tang and thus linked all the pre-Tang 
poetic traditions. Construction of such a model potentially justified the packaging of poems from 
all pre-Tang dynasties into one anthology—a practice pervasive after 1600 yet appearing only 
once in the 1500s, in Feng Weine’s Shi ji.  
 
Re-Packaging the Pre-Tang 
 
Shi ji, the anthology first printed in 1560 (39th year of the Jiajing reign) and reprinted 
twice during the Wanli reign, was compiled according to the editor Feng Weine’s practice of 
consulting nearly all the literary anthologies available to him in the mid-1500s. The “cited 
works” (yinyong zhushu 引用諸書) section of the 1560 edition reveals that Feng checked an 
enormous amount of material when anthologizing 7665 pre-Tang poems into the first 144 juan, 
and collecting pre-Ming and Ming critical writings on pre-Tang poetry into the last 12 juan. As 
shown in table 7, the first 144 juan of Shi ji is based on 132 sources. These materials include 83 
non-literary historical and philosophical works, 34 literary anthologies, and 14 individual 
collections. According to Lu Qinli’s study, only six of the fourteen individual collections were 
originally compiled in the pre-Song with eight collected by later Song and Ming editors.58 
Significantly, though, only 10% of the cited works are the individual collections (bieji 別集), 
while 25.76% were the literary anthologies (zongji 總集)--in other words, apart from non-literary 
materials, the pre-Tang literary anthologies were undoubtedly crucial to Feng Weine’s endeavor.  
 
 
                         




Table 7: The cited works for the first 144 juan of Shi ji. 
Types of Cited Works Number of Cited Works for the 
first 144 juan of Shiji 
Percentage 
non-literary works 83 62.88% 
books of literary criticism 1 0.76% 
literary anthologies (zongji 總集) 34 25.76% 
individual collections (bieji 別集) 14 10.61% 
 
So which anthologies did Feng consult? Listed in his “cited works,” they range from pre-
Tang canons to Ming materials and demonstrate Feng’s exhaustive search through all the literary 
anthologies available in his time. Figure 15 illustrates the Shi ji’s “citation network” vis-à-vis 
other pre-Tang poetry anthologies--it is based on the data I compiled from the Shi ji itself as well 
as records preserved in the paratexts of other extant materials I was able to locate. The number of 
arrowed lines pointing to the central node representing Shi ji—or its “in-degree”—demonstrates 
how Shi ji emerged as the preeminent pre-Tang poetry anthology of the sixteenth century, resting 
as it does on so wide a base: it cited the highest number of available literary anthologies in the 
sixteenth century. While other sixteenth-century pre-Tang anthologies consulted the traditional 
canonical works such as Wenxuan, Yuefu shiji, and Shijing, Shi ji incorporated nearly all extant 
and contemporary pre-Tang poetry anthologies, in this way establishing itself as a new canon--
not only a comprehensive source book of pre-Tang poems, but the anthology of anthologies. 
As an anthology of anthologies, Shi ji was recognized for its comprehensiveness. 
Applauded by the siku editors, Shi ji “included poems up to the beginning of the ancient, down to 




of poetry cannot find it in any book but this” 上薄古初。下迄六代。有韻之作。無不兼收。
溯詩家之淵源者。不能外是書而別求. 59 Unlike other 16th-century pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies focused on ancient uncollected works outside Shijing, the poems from the Han-Wei, 
or the works of the Six Dynasties, Shi ji combines all of these pre-Tang poetic works into one 
anthology. With 7665 poems, it contains the greatest number of pre-Tang poetic works since the 
sixteenth century. Even in the eighteenth century, siku editors still acknowledged its 
comprehensiveness. As the most comprehensive pre-Tang anthology in late imperial China, it 
remained the “model for the poets” (shijia zhi guinie 詩家之圭臬) 60  during the high Qing 
period, and even served as Lu Qinli’s model when he compiled his pre-Tang anthology in the 
1960s.  
For his classification system, Feng borrowed from both his predecessors and his 
contemporaries. Shi ji is thus organized according to a mix of classification principles depending 
on the dynasties of selected works. As shown in table 8, the pre-Han section followed the genre-
oriented principle used in Yang Shen’s Fengya yipian and Feng’s own Fengya guangyi. He 
divided the 594 ancient rhymed pieces into 13 genres ranging from the ge 歌 (song) to the guyan 
古諺 (ancient idioms). Of these genres, the Shi poetry occupies only one volume of the pre-Han 
section—this volume followed models set by Yang Shen in the third and ninth chapters of his 
Fengya yipian, including the 10 Stone Drum Poems (Shigu shi 石鼓詩) as well as 11 shi poems 
collected from philosophical and historical writings.  
 
 









Figure 15: The citation network of pre-Tang literary anthologies in the 1500s. Data derived 





By contrast, the classification of works from the Han to the Sui followed the dynasty-
oriented principle widely accepted in anthologies aiming to expand Wenxuan poems. Within 
each dynasty’s section, individual poems were arranged according to the rank of the author, 
beginning with those of the emperor. When arranging yuefu pieces, Feng borrowed Guo 
Maoqian’s classification system, namely, according to the musical tunes, while simultaneously 
organizing them by dynasty. Feng placed these yuefu pieces after the shi poems by known 
authors into individual sections by dynasty, thereby merging a dynasty’s shi and yuefu poetry in 
a section of generalized “poems.” 
 
Table 8: Volume titles, number of selected pieces, and the classification principles in the 
first 144 juan of Shi ji (1560 Edition). 
 
Volume Titles Number 
of 
Volumes 





Collection (qian ji 
前集) 
10 The Ancient Lost 
(gu yi 古逸) 
594 13 pre-Han genres 
The Record of 
Poems (shi ji 詩紀) 
10 Han 漢 388 59 known authors; 
9 yuefu genres; 
anonymous works. 





Table 8 (cont.)     
Volume Titles Number 
of 
Volumes 




The Record of 
Poems (shi ji 詩紀) 
1 Wu 吳 28 4 known authors; 
anonymous works. 
 24 Jin 晉 1256 108 known authors;  
1 poetry collection;  
7 yuefu genres;  
idioms(yanyu 諺語) 
 11 Song 宋 733 49 known authors;  
5 yuefu genres 
 8 Qi 齊 389 25 known authors;  
4 yuefu genres 
 34 Liang 梁 2061 145 known authors;  
8 yuefu genres 
 10 Chen 陳 533 60 known authors 
 2 Northern Wei 北
魏 
71 31 known authors;  
2 yuefu genres 
 2 Northern Qi 北齊 162 24 known authors;  
4 yuefu genres 




Table 8 (cont.) 
 8 Northern Zhou 北
周 
399 15 known authors; 
3 yuefu genres 
11 Sui 隋 450 89 known authors; 




Collection (wai ji 外
集) 
 
3 Immortal Poems 
(xian shi 仙詩) 
149 No classification 
1 Ghost Poems (gui 
shi 鬼詩) 






include 594 pieces, 13 
genres. 
Han-Sui works 
include 6900 pieces 
composed by 639 
known authors, 8 
volumes of yuefu 
lyrics; a volume of 








Though heavily criticized by later scholars,61 Feng Weine’s decision to mix classification 
principles allowed him to re-package all previous and contemporary pre-Tang poetry anthologies 
into one work. Feng did not leave any records of his editorial motivations, however, his naming 
strategies of the book itself and individual sections inside the book reveals his particular attention 
to the historical development of pre-Tang poetry. Unlike the later edition retitled Gu shi ji 古詩
紀 (Record of the Ancient Poems) to distinguish the pre-Tang “gu”古 (ancient), from the Tang, 
the first edition in 1560 was titled simply Shi ji 詩紀 (Record of the Poems), which did not imply 
a distinct separation from the Tang. Similarly, reprinted later editions did not label each section 
individually, whereas the initially printed Jiajing edition used “the former collection” (qianji 前
集) to label the pre-Han section, “the record of poems” (shi ji 詩紀) for the Han-Sui, and “the 
outer collection” (waiji 外集) for the undated poems collected from non-literary sources 
purportedly attributed to immortals and ghosts. These category choices suggest Feng’s concerns 
with literary history in a subtle manner: it is possible that he considered the works from the Han 
to the Sui authentic poems to be historicized while the pre-Han poems figured more as pioneers 
to the later bona fide poetic tradition. 
 Feng’s anthologizing practice thus manifests the establishment of a new all-inclusive 
pre-Tang poetic tradition. Through his practice of re-packaging traditionally anthologized shi and 
yuefu poems as well as other ancient rhymed pieces, Feng successfully established a history of 
the pre-Tang poetic tradition— a tradition anticipated by pre-Han rhymed pieces, developed in 
the Han, and extending into the Sui. As shown in Shi ji, the corpus of pre-Tang poems 
established in the mid- to late-sixteenth century includes not only gushi and yuefu pieces, but 
                         




also songs, idioms, and any rhymed works found in literary and non-literary sources from ancient 
times to the Sui Dynasty. 
 
A Reinvented Pre-Tang Poetic Tradition 
 
As demonstrated above, the three types of anthology-making practices in the 1500s 
revised, reformulated, and re-packaged the pre-Tang tradition. As the beginning of a fashion of 
compiling and publishing pre-Tang poetry anthologies in the Ming-Qing, the sixteenth century 
witnessed the process of the reinvention of a pre-Tang poetic tradition by the anthologists in the 
often varied anthology-making practices. Three kinds of editorial practices are remarkable in the 
1500s: 1) re-anthologizing previous canons by revising the classification principles of literary 
works in canons, a common practice emerged repetitively during the years from 1520 to 1550; 2) 
expanding canons by including previously-ignored works, roughly from 1520 to 1600; 3) making 
new anthologies of poetic works from the Han-Wei Dynasties, the Six Dynasties (Sui included), 
or all the pre-Tang dynasties up to the Sui, a practice that emerged after 1540. Although no 
precise, causal development can be proved, the rough evolution from the first to the third is 
observable over the course of the sixteenth century.  
The exploration of citation network analysis as employed in this chapter enables me to 
delve into the three practices easily and thoroughly. Serving as an extremely useful tool in 
presenting the complicated relations among a great number of books that include both pre-Ming 
and Ming poetry anthologies, the visualization of citation networks shed light on the literary 
traditions that Ming people targeted to reform, and illustrated how and why Shi ji became a new 
canon. Such approach helps me unravel the previously observed yet unexplored influences of 




illustrating how the Ming anthologies were shaped by previous canons, also transformed 
previous canons, or became new canons through a variety of anthologizing practices. 
Together, these daring anthologizing practices transformed the widely acknowledged, 
canonized poetic traditions of the pre-Tang period. New classification principles shifted 
emphases, allowing for a re-vision of the whole period, while the incorporation of previously 
excluded works expanded the tradition by eliminating the boundary between canonical and 
uncanonical. Through new Han-Wei, Six Dynasties or all-inclusive pre-Tang anthologies, 
sixteenth century editors re-cast the pre-Tang poetic tradition, directly challenging the Ming 
obsession with Tang poetry. They have thus established the pre-Tang as the predecessor and 
viable “other” to the Tang tradition.  
The wide circulation and popularity of Feng Weine’ Shi ji further suggest the acceptance 
of a new pre-Tang poetic tradition by the last decade of the sixteenth century. After its first 
publication in 1560, Shi ji was soon circulated within a limited Ming literary circle. In 1589, 
Wang Shizhen 王世貞 (1526-1900) listed Shi ji as one of his daily readings and it was the only 
literary anthology stored with the Confucian, Daoist, and Buddhist canons in Wang’s study. 62  
Yet at the same time, although Mei Dingzuo had heard of Feng’s book, and even compiled his 
new Han-Wei anthology based on Feng’s selections, his access to an original copy of Shi ji was 
restricted.  However, after the production of the commercially printed second edition of Shi ji in 
the city of Nanjing during the mid-Wanli reign, Shi ji was widely circulated outside the literati 
circle. While the second edition includes two prefaces by two extremely renowned scholars and 
                         
62 See Wang, “Shu bailian zhao zhu Fangsu xuan ji” 疏白蓮沼築芳素軒記 (An Annotation for 
the Record of the Building Process of the Fangsu Room near the White Lotus Pond), collected in 
Yanzhou xugao, juan 65. WYGSKQS database edition. The year of this essay’s composition was 
not indicated by Wang, but can be inferred from his account of the construction process of the 




officials— Wang Shizhen 王世貞 (1526-1590) and Wang Daokun 汪道昆 (1525-1593), who all 
indicate Shi ji’s established status as a highly regarded pre-Tang anthology in Ming literary 
circles, the inclusion of such endorsement by renowned scholars, in turn, no doubt increased this 
book’s status and circulation among the wider Ming society. 63 
To summarize, through the compilation and publication of more than twenty pre-Tang 
poetry anthologies in the sixteenth century, Ming anthologists ultimately reinvented a distinct 
pre-Tang poetic tradition for later generations. Here I have demonstrated how this tradition arose 
as a product of several anthologizing practices repeated across time and region throughout the 
sixteenth century. Unlike the canonized Shijing, Wenxuan, and yuefu traditions, the new pre-
Tang tradition established by the end of the 1500s is marked by an expanded collection including 
all rhymed pieces from the pre-Han era, the use of a period-oriented classification system for shi 
poems from the Han to the Sui, and the merging of yuefu and shi poetry within each dynasty. The 
tradition was consciously reinvented, for the participants of these anthology-making endeavors, 
from the anthologists and editors to the proofreaders and printers, sought to “inculcate certain 
values and norms” through the transformation of contemporary fashions, and simultaneously 
establish a “continuity with a… historic past.” 64 
                         
63 For discussions regarding Shi ji’s circulation, see the next chapter. 
64 See the definition of “invented tradition.” In Hobsbawm, The Invention of Tradition, p. 1. 
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CHAPTER 4: PRODUCING GUSHI ANTHOLOGIES IN THE SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURY 
 
With the aim of exploring the relationship between the late Ming anthologizing practices 
and the understanding of gushi as a genre and a term, this chapter investigates ancient-style 
poetry anthologies produced in the seventeenth century. This chapter argues that the continuous 
production of a variety of new gushi anthologies based on Feng Weine’s Shi ji in the 1600s has 
constructed Feng Weine’s book as a commonly-acknowledged corpus of gushi works. The 
editorial strategies used in the publication processes have not only served the contemporary 
reading needs, but also transformed “gushi” into a general reference to pre-Tang poetry for 17th-
century readers. 
 
 “The Power of an Anthologist” 
In 1617, when Zhong Xing 鍾惺 (1581-1624) wrote a preface to his commercially 
published Shigui 詩歸 (Repository of Poetry), 1  he deliberately correlated the power of 
anthologists with the loss of meanings for the term gushi 古詩:  
 
Prince Zhaoming anthologized poems of the past. People thus considered what he 
selected as “gushi,” therefore named “gushi” as the “style of the Selections of Refined 
Literature,” the “gushi” (ancient-style poems) [composed] by Tang people as the “style 
of the Selections of Refined Literature by Tang.” Alas! Not only poems of the past 
                         
1 The exact writing date of the preface is August 1st of the year 1617 (lunar calendar), the 45th 
year of the Wanli reign.  
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disappeared, but the name of “gushi” nearly disappeared at the same time. Why? People 
tend to follow [that]. The power of an anthologist could set a trend for people to follow, 
and could also make both name and essence of gushi sacrifice [for it], then how dare I 





Here Zhong lamented the loss of the name and essence of gushi, and attributed such a loss to the 
power of anthologists. Therefore, he said “how dare I speak of anthologizing [practice] as so 
easy!” showing his realization that making anthologies is not an easy task. According to Zhong 
Xing, the famous and canonical anthology Wenxuan compiled by Xiao Tong 蕭統 (a.k.a. Prince 
Zhaoming) has transformed people’s perception of gushi as people now labeled gushi “the style 
of the Xuan (aka. Wenxuan)” (xuanti 選體). Subsequently, following this line of thinking, people 
considered the ancient-style poems written by Tang people as “Tang xuan” 唐選. This, 
according to Zhong, demonstrates the loss of the “name and essence” (ming yu shi 名與實) of 
gushi. Based on his observation, Zhong thus highlighted the power of an anthologist (xuanzhe zhi 
quanli 選者之權力) that is powerful enough to transform people’s perception of gushi as a genre 
and a term.  
                         
2 Zhong Xing, “Shigui xu” 詩歸序 (Preface to Depository of Poetry), in Shigui 詩歸, 1617 
edition, 1a-1b. Copy in National Central Library, Taiwan. Digital Edition, accessed via the 
National Central Library Rare Books & Special Collection Database. 
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It is evident that Zhong Xing is fully aware of the fact that through the making of a 
popular anthology, an anthologist could shape the perception of gushi among “people” (ren 人), 
or “common people,” or in other words, readers. His statement, therefore, hints at his intention to 
use the anthology as a tool to convey his thoughts to the common people, namely, his targeted 
readers.  
If Prince Zhaoming is powerful enough to transform people’s understanding of gushi 
through the canonical and popular Wenxuan, then likewise, the power held by Zhong Xing and 
his contemporaries who produced and published a number of popular anthologies of gushi in the 
late Ming, could transform a generation’s understanding of gushi. With the boom in commercial 
publication during Zhong’s time, most of the newly published ancient-style poetry anthologies in 
late Ming are commercial products. Although the beginning of the Wanli 萬曆 reign saw the rise 
of commercial publication, the gushi anthologies were not immediately commercially published 
until the second half of the Wanli reign, namely, the beginning of the 17th century. Starting from 
the early 1600s, a large number of ancient-style poetry anthologies were printed and reprinted by 
commercial publishers. As commercial publication helped disseminate books quickly and 
effectively, the commercially published anthologies soon became widely available. With the 
wide circulation of these books, these ancient-style poetry anthologies thus helped make the 
anthologists’ thoughts on gushi widely known. 
Compared with the 16th century, anthologists in the 17th century engaged in the 
publication of pre-Tang poetry anthologies in a different vein. The last 44 years of the Ming 
dynasty from 1600 to 1644 saw the extensive uses of gushi in titles of the printed anthologies. 
Also, anthologies frequently referred to Shi ji in prefaces, “general principles” (fanli 凡例) and 
postscripts. By applying gushi to the titles of new anthologies and by mentioning Shi ji as the 
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sourcebook or reference book, the 17th-century anthologists departed from their 16th-century 
precursors.  
 When the new anthologists apply gushi to the titles, they have undoubtedly shown their 
understandings of gushi as both a genre and term. When these books were circulated and read, 
they influenced the readers’ perception of gushi.  Ancient-style poetry anthologies of this period, 
therefore, were not only embodiment of the editors’ literary ideas as the anthologies in the 16th 
century, but also were also active actors that could influence the perception of literature and 
literary tradition among the 17th-century readers. The commercial publication became the 
catalyst for the circulation of the literary ideas and thoughts. After commercial publishers 
published these anthologies, the potential readership expanded, and the reading mode probably 
also changed. Scholars have noted that in Europe, with the rise of commercial publishing, 
literary anthology “possesses a characteristic form and requires… a ‘dip, sip, and skip’ 
reading.” 3 This statement could aptly apply to the commercially published anthologies produced 
in the late Ming, when the boom in commercial publication occurred. “Ancient-style poetry 
anthology” produced in late Ming, therefore, is also a genre invited and witnessed the “dip, sip, 
and skip” reading.  
 
Shi ji as a Gushi Corpus 
 
Unlike the sixteenth century when the anthologizing and publishing practices varied from 
one to another,4 the anthologists in the 1600s seem to use gushi in the book titles frequently. In 
the 16th century, none of the 22 pre-Tang poetry anthologies carries gushi in the titles, while in 
                         
3 Benedict, “The Paradox of the Anthology,” 232.   
4 See Chapter 3. 
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the 17th century, after Shi ji, more and more gushi anthologies were produced. Taking a second 
look at the ten well-known anthologies mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, except for 
Wang Fuzhi’s 王夫之 (1619-1692) Gushi pingxuan 古詩評選 (Commented Selection of Ancient 
Poetry) that were unpublished throughout Ming-Qing period, all the other nine famous 
anthologies carry gushi in their titles. If their publication dates are added, as shown in table 9, 
apparently, except for Shi ji which was initially published in 1560, all the other eight printed 
gushi anthologies were initially printed in the 1600s or the 1700s. Since Gushi ji did not gain its 
current name until after the publication of its second commercially-printed edition in the late 
1500s, it is reasonable to suspect that the practices of applying gushi to anthology titles started to 
appear in the late sixteenth century and became a common practice in the seventeenth century. 
  
Table 9. Nine renowned Ming-Qing gushi anthologies, with initial printing years added.  
Initial Printing Year Book Titles 
1560 Gushi ji 古詩紀 (A Record of Ancient Poetry) edited by Feng 
Weine 馮惟訥  (1513-1572); 
1602 Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑 (Categorized Garden of Ancient Poems) 
edited by Zhang Zhixiang 張之象 (1496-1577) 
Prefaced 1603 Gushi suo 古詩所 (Place of Ancient Poetry) compiled by Zang 








Similarly, a rough look at the list of late imperial poetry anthologies in book catalogs 
reveals that the anthologies carrying gushi in their titles emerged more often after the mid-Wanli 
period of the Ming dynasty. According to my exploration of book catalogs, before the Ming 
dynasty, only 1 Song-dynasty and 1 Yuan-dynasty anthologies bear the word gushi in the book 
titles while the selected poems in the two anthologies are unknown due to the loss of the books.5 
By comparison, many of the extant gushi anthologies carry a publication date in the late Ming 
                         
5 For the methodology of collecting materials, see chapter 2. The title of the Song-dynasty book 
is Gushi xuan 古詩選 (Selection of gushi). In the book catalog, it is placed before the entries of 
Tang poetry anthology. Given its location, it is possible that it’s a selection of pre-Tang poems. 
This entry is located in You Mao 尤袤, Suichu tang shumu 遂初堂書目, reprinted and collected 
in Congshu jicheng chubian 叢書集成初編, p. 33. The title of the Yuan-dynasty anthology also 
contains gushi, which refers to poems from the Han-Wei period to the Sui dynasty according to 
modern research. See Huang Rensheng 黃仁生, “Shilun Yuan mo gu yeufu yundong” 試論元末
古樂府運動, Wenxue pinglun 文學評論, no. 6 (2002), p. 150. 
Table 9 (cont.) 
Initial Printing Year Book Titles 
1697 Gushi xuan 古詩選 (Selection of Ancient Poems) compiled by 
Wang Shizhen 王士禎 (1634-1711) 
1706 Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 (Selection of Ancient 
Poems from the Hall of Picking Beans) compiled by Chen 
Zuoming 陳祚明 (fl. 1665) 
1719 Gushi yuan 古詩源 (Sources of Ancient Poems) edited by Shen 
Deqian 沈德潛 (1673-1769) 
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period, further underlining the impression that the practice of applying gushi to titles of poetry 
anthologies may begin in the second half of the Wanli reign, namely, the first half of the 
seventeenth century. 
Moreover, the mode of the compiling practices in the 1600s shows a departure from and a 
continuation of the practices in the 1500s. As demonstrated in chapter 3, by the late 1500s, the 
practices of compiling Tang poetry anthologies and pre-Tang poetry anthologies were distinctly 
different from the anthology-making practices in the early or mid-1500s. Throughout the 
sixteenth century, the practices of anthologizing pre-Tang poems have gradually evolved from 
the practice of compiling books to continue or revise previous canonical works to the practice of 
compiling new anthologies for Six-Dynasty poems and Han-Wei poems. Coming to the late 
1500s, old anthologies and materials were abundant as reference books for compiling new books. 
Thanks to the sixteenth-century anthologists, in the early seventeenth century, the reading public 
has not only access to a great variety of anthologies devoted to either Han-Wei poems or Six 
Dynasties poems, but also Shi ji 詩紀—the most comprehensive anthology of all pre-Tang 
rhymed works that became widely circulated and well known.  
In 1613, when Feng Weine’s grandson, Feng Xun 馮珣 produced the third version of Shi 
ji, he offered a brief account of the first and second editions’ circulation: 
 
[This anthology] was widely circulated to the four directions, causing the rise of the price 
of the paper. For those who did not hold an official post in the publication area, it was 
still very hard to obtain a copy. Later Wu Mengbai [aka. Wu Guan 吳琯] reprinted it in 
the city of Nanjing. The carving was much better. [After that,] without exception, each 






According to this account, the commercially printed second edition of Shi ji produced in 
the city of Nanjing during the mid-Wanli reign was pivotal to the wide circulation of Shi ji 
outside the literati circle. This edition by Wu Guan 吳琯 (jinshi 1571), Feng Xun observes, is 
also much better than the first regarding visual presentation and carving technique. Moreover, it 
included prefaces by two extremely renowned scholars and officials— Wang Shizhen 王世貞 
(1526-1590) and Wang Daokun 汪道昆 (1525-1593). Both attest to Shi ji’s established status as 
a highly regarded pre-Tang anthology in Ming literary circles. The inclusion of such 
endorsement by renowned scholars, in turn, further boosted its status and circulation among the 
broader Ming society.  
When Shi ji was first published in the Jiajing 嘉靖 reign, it was named Shi ji, but it was 
often recorded as Gushi ji in Ming-Qing book catalogs. The change from Shi ji to Gushi ji 
perhaps occurred in the early 1600s. It probably happened after Wu Guan, the printer of the 
second edition, followed Feng’s model to compile and commercially print a new Tang poetry 
anthology entitled Tang shi ji 唐詩紀 (A Record of Tang Poems). Wu adapted Feng’s naming 
strategy by using ji 紀 (record) in the book title. Possibly in order to distinguish the new Tang 
poetry anthology from the original book that did not identify dynasty in the title, Wu himself or 
someone else changed the title from Shi ji to Gushi ji. While Tang shi ji 唐詩紀 carries a preface 
                         
6 Feng Xun 馮珣 (fl. 1613), “Shi ji ba yu”詩紀跋語 (Postscript for A Record of Poetry), in Feng, 
Shi ji, 1613 edition, p. 1a. Copy in the National Library of China. 
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written in 1585, the second edition of Shi ji was probably published in the late 1580s as it carries 
a preface written by Wang Daokun 汪道昆 (1525-1593) in 1587. Considering the gap between 
actual publication and circulation, Shi ji was probably renamed Gushi ji during the 1590s or the 
early 1600s.   
As a book that “each learner of poetry held a copy at hand,” Shi ji undoubtedly has 
achieved and remained its popularity in the 1600s. It not only served as a guide book for poetry 
learners, it also remained the most popular sourcebook for 17th-century Ming literary critics and 
anthologists who frequently turned to it for reading pre-Tang poems or embarking on a new 
endeavor of making a new anthology. For example, it served as a sourcebook for literary critics. 
Xu Xueyi  許學夷 (1563–1633), the author of Shiyuan bianti 詩源辯體 (Origins of Poetry and 
the Distinction of Styles) who distinguished poetic styles and trace poetic origins, noted in his 
“General Principles” (fanli 凡例) that all pre-Tang poems included in his book for comment and 
critique are cited from Shi ji:  
 
In this compilation, all poems from the Han dynasty, Wei dynasty, and Six dynasties are 
cited and copied from Shi ji. [Poems by] Tang people and other later generations are 
collected and copied from the authors’ individual collections.”  
此編漢、魏、六朝詩，悉從《詩紀》纂錄，唐人而下各從本集采取。7 
 
At the same time, Shi ji served as a widely circulated and available corpus for the 
practices of making new poetry anthologies in the early 1600s. As noted by the siku editors, three 
                         
7 Xu Xueyi, “General Principles” 凡例, in Shiyuan bianti, 3. 
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seventeenth-century commercially printed anthologies compiled by Zang Maoxun 臧懋循 
(1550–1620), Mei Dingzuo 梅鼎祚 (1549-1615), and Zhang Zhixiang 張之象 (1496-1577) used 
Gushi ji as their lanben 藍本 (foundation copy):   
 
Later, Zang Maoxun’s Place of Ancient Poetry, Zhang Zhixiang’s Categorized Garden of 
Ancient Poetry, Mei Dingzuo’s A Vehicle of Eight-dynasty Poetry, appeared one after 




Printed in 1602, 1603, and 1606, the three new pre-Tang poetry anthologies are compiled based 
on materials from Shi ji, marking the beginning of a new collective practice of re-anthologizing 
Shi ji in the seventeenth century. 9 
Such a practice leads to the production of a great variety of seventeenth-century pre-Tang 
anthologies that selected the materials in the Shi ji corpus. These books are mostly commercially 
published, and are either fully or partially devoted to pre-Tang poems. Many seventeenth-century 
editors of those anthologies mentioned Shi ji as their sourcebook in their prefaces or general 
principles. However, some editors intentionally or unintentionally ignored the influence of Shi ji 
                         
8 See Siku quanshu zongmu, WYGSKQS database edition.    
9 However, it should be noted that although Zhang’s anthology was printed later in the 17th 
century, it was finished earlier before Zhang’s death in 1577. Zhang has participated in the 
project of compiling the first edition of Shi ji as a proofreader for one volume. For a detailed 
discussion of the relationship of the two anthologies, see Lei Zhibo 雷之波 (Zeb Raft), 




though they apparently copied not only the poems but also the arrangement and the order of the 
poems from Shi ji.  
Figure 16 shows a “lineage,” or a “reference network” of 13 late Ming poetry anthologies 
produced in the 1600s. Shi ji served as the original sourcebook, or the ultimate “ancestor” of the 
lineage for 11 of the 13 anthologies. Of the 11 anthologies, 5 books are directly linked to Shi ji as 
they all mention Shi ji in their paratexts. By comparison, the remaining 6 anthologies inherited 
materials from Shi ji and could be labeled as “grandchildren” of Shi ji. However, at the same 
time, given the availability of extant materials, it should be noted here this figure does not 
include those poetry anthologies that did not mention Shi ji explicitly yet apparently used its 
materials. 
In figure 16, the five anthologies directly linked to Shi ji mentioned Feng’s book in their 
prefaces and general principles, showing the use of Feng’s anthology as a sourcebook. Indeed. In 
the prefaces or “general editorial principles” (fanli 凡例), Shi ji was often acknowledged for its 
comprehensiveness and its ability of showing a complete literary history: 
 
Feng Ruyan [Feng Weine] of Beihai exhausted everything, included a forest of writers, 
traced back to the Six Dynasties all the way back to the Yellow Emperor. Nothing is not 







If one wants to… view the rise and fall of all dynasties, then there are literary collections 














anthologies.   
 
 
                         
10 Zang Maoxun 臧懋循, “Shisuo xu” 詩所序 (Preface to Shisuo), in Shisuo, see Siku quanshu 
cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 325, p.2.   
11 Yu Xianmo 俞顯謨, “Gushi leiyuan fanli” 古詩類苑凡例 (General Principles for Gushi 





At the same time, as shown in figure 16, the most popular anthology in the late Ming—
Gushi gui—serves as a sourcebook for five new 17th-century anthologies, with Shi ji as the 
original “ancestor.” Current research has detailed the compilation of Shigui and confirmed that 
Zhong Xing and Tan Yuanchun 譚元春 (1586-1637), the two editors, finished the initial work in 
1614, 12 just one year after the appearance the third edition and over 20 years after the second 
edition of Shi ji. It is entirely possible that they consulted Shi ji when compiling the gushi part of 
Shigui. Siku editor once noted that Feng Shu 馮舒 (1593-1645), a late Ming scholar, compiled 
Shi ji kuang miu 詩紀匡謬 (Correcting Mistakes In Shi ji) to correct the mistakes in Feng 
Weine’s book. According to siku editors, Feng Shu probably felt that poems in all popular gushi 
anthologies of his time—including Gushi gui – came from Shi ji: “ancient poems as collected in 
Shishan by Li Panlong and Shigui by Zhong Xing and Tan Yuanchun were circulated and the 
mistakes were further transmitted and passed on, but they are all from Feng Weine’s Gushi ji” 李
攀龍《詩刪》、鍾惺譚元春《詩歸》所載古詩，輾轉沿訛，而其源總出於馮惟訥之《古詩
紀》. Therefore, although Shigui did not contain a direct reference to Shi ji, it is entirely 
possible, and seems to be a widely-accepted late imperial belief that gushi works in Shigui comes 
from Shi ji.   
                         
12 As for studies on the process of production of Shigui, see Chen Guanghong 陳廣宏, “Shigui 
de xuanding jiqi liuchuan” 《詩歸》的選定及其流傳, in Chen, Jingling pai yanjiu 竟陵派研
究, pp. 233-250; also see Wu Guoping 鄔國平, “Shigui chengshu kao” 《詩歸》成書考, in Wu, 
Jingling pai yu mingdai wenxue piping 竟陵派與明代文學批評, pp. 60-70; also see Chen 
Guoqiu 陳國球, “Shigui de chengshu jingguo” 《詩歸》的成書經過, in Chen, Mingdai fugu 
pai Tangshi lun yanjiu 明代復古派唐詩論研究, pp. 273-277. 
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Given the lineage established here, without any doubt, Shi ji, as a popular guide for 
poetry learners and a comprehensive anthology, remained widely circulated, read, and used 
among Ming readers during the 1600s. The continuous 17th-century practices of publishing pre-
Tang poetry anthologies by using materials in Shi ji furthermore helped the making of Shi ji into 
a widely acknowledged corpus of gushi.  
With the gushi corpus serving as the sourcebook for the new anthologies, now the 
seventeenth-century anthologists are facing a new question: how to make use of this corpus, in 
other words, how to make new anthologies that were derived from this corpus yet departed from 
it? When they were compiling new gushi poetry anthologies based on the Shi ji corpus, the 
seventeenth-century editors and publishers employed various strategies to serve the 
contemporary readers’ needs.  
 
Who Are the Readers Now? 
However, now, who are the seventeenth-century readers? The readers of the 17th-century 
anthologies are indeed different from the readers of the 16th-century books. In the 1500s, Shi ji 
and other pre-Tang poetry anthologies are often targeted at literary readers whom the editors 
believed have little knowledge about pre-Tang tradition. Many 16th-century anthologists 
declared in the prefaces that their anthologies were initially compiled to transform their 
contemporary fashion with the intention of challenging the esteemed status of the Tang poems 
established since the early Ming and middle Ming periods. For instance, in his preface to Feng’s 
book, Zhang Siwei 張四維 (1526–85) first started his narrative by describing the popularity of 
Tang poetry because of Li Mengyang’s promotion and veneration of Tang style. He then 
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continued his writing with a critique of the contemporary literary fashion, and finally expressed 
his hope that Feng’s book might rescue society from its obsession with Tang poetry. 13 
Similar statements frequently appeared in 16th-century gushi anthologies, indicating that, 
for those editors and anthologists, the targeted readers of pre-Tang poetry anthologies compiled 
by them are literary poets who imitated Tang poetry in writing.  Generally speaking, they are 
poetry learners who followed the literary fashion in the 1500s. They were thus obsessed with the 
Tang poetry. This is probably due to the abundance of rules in regulated verse that would be easy 
to imitate. As late as the 1580s, Mei Dingzuo maintained that the imitation of the pre-Tang 
ancient style would be much more difficult because of the lack of specific rules or methods for 
imitation.14 Therefore, for the 16th-century anthologists, their contemporary readers were always 
enthusiastic about Tang poetry yet always disregarded the pre-Tang gu 古 (ancient) tradition. 
However, after several decades, in the 1600s, the anthologists were facing a group of 
more sophisticated readers.  With the circulation and increased popularity of Shi ji, the targeted 
readership of the pre-Tang poetry anthologies have changed from those who barely knew the 
pre-Tang tradition to a group of readers who know considerably more about the pre-Tang poetry. 
Now the readers might have gained some knowledge of the pre-Tang poetic tradition from 
reading the popular Shi ji. In a preface to Shi su 詩宿 (Lodge of Poetry), a combined pre-Tang 
and Tang poetry anthology compiled by Liu Yixiang 劉一相 (?-1623), Li Weizhen 李維楨 
(1547-1626) indicated the slight change of readership after the production and circulation of 
Feng Weine’s Shi ji and then proposed that Shi su could be like Shi ji in terms of the possibility 
of meeting the needs of contemporary readers: 
                         
13 For details, see my earlier discussion in chapter 3.  




Today’s learners are obsessed with what they have heard. When talking about poetry, 
they only know Tang poetry. Feng Ruyan from Beihai compiled Shi ji, and then people 
know where Tang poetry comes from. Weiheng (a.k.a. Liu Yixiang) compiled Shi su, and 
then people know how Tang poetry and gu poetry are different. The two contributed 




This preface is dated 1608, the 36th year of the Wanli reign, 50 years after Shi ji’s first 
publication. According to this account, in 1608, the readers have already gained familiarity with 
Shi ji. They therefore could recognize where the Tang poetry comes from. According to Li 
Weizhen, Liu Yixiang’s combined pre-Tang and Tang anthologies would accommodate the 
needs of current readers who are able to recognize the differences between the pre-Tang (gu) and 
Tang poems. Such a statement is probably true, demonstrating the change of the readership of 
17th-century anthologies.  
The change of readership is also implied in the change of the narrative tone in the 
prefaces. In the 1500s, anthologists tended to criticize the readers who were obsessed with Tang 
poetry, but it appears that the 17th-century anthologists would not explicitly argue against the 
literary fashion. They instead aimed to serve the needs of their contemporary readers. For 
example, in the 1500s, Zhang Siwei was worried about the literary fashion, offering his sincere 
                         
15 “Shisu xu” 詩宿敘 (An Account of Shi su), in Shi su 詩宿, see Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 
四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 323, p. 3.  
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hope that Shi ji could save the society from the obsession with Tang poetry. But now in the 
1600s, Li Weizhen’s preface is a very calm statement that mentions the use of the anthology as 
materials for readers to understand the differences between the Tang and pre-Tang poems.  The 
tone of the narrative changes from a denouncement to a calm statement. 
The change of readership could also be understood and conceptualized as the change of 
the aesthetic distance. Here, to better identify the new targeted readers in the 1600s, I propose 
that the actual readers of gushi anthologies could be considered as a group of individuals whose 
“horizons of expectations” always maintain more or less “aesthetic distances” from the gushi 
tradition. 16 Because “the distance between the horizon of expectations and the work, between 
the familiarity of previous aesthetic experiences and the horizon change demanded by the 
response to new works, determines the artistic nature of a literary work along the lines of the 
aesthetics of reception,” 17 it is reasonable and helpful to apply this concept to the study of 
readership.  
All readers in the 1600s and 1700s who did not have the chance of reading gushi 
anthologies was always maintaining an “aesthetic distance” of no less than zero from the gushi 
tradition. For instance, if the reader knows everything about gushi tradition, he may maintain no 
aesthetic distance from the gushi tradition. The Ming anthologists of gushi anthologists are such 
readers. Feng Weine would achieve no distance from the gushi tradition after he finished 
compiling Shi ji. By comparison, if the reader knows pretty little about the tradition, that means 
he maintains a long “aesthetic distance.” An average American person might be such a reader. If 
                         
16 For the definition of “aesthetic distances,” see Hans Robert Jauss and Elizabeth Benzinger. 
“Literary History as a Challenge to Literary Theory.” New Literary History 2, no. 1 (1970): 7–
37. 
17 See Hans Robert Jauss and Elizabeth Benzinger. “Literary History as a Challenge to Literary 
Theory,” New Literary History 2, no. 1 (1970), p. 14. 
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using number to indicate the distance, then the value of the aesthetic distance value might be 
very high, perhaps higher than 10,000. However, as an average Ming-Qing literary reader, he 
may maintain a comparatively middle distance from the gushi tradition. In other words, unlike an 
average American reader, he knows about the tradition, yet unlike Feng Weine and other 
anthologists, he does not achieve a complete familiarity with the tradition.  
According to this conceptualization, in the 1600s, due to the wide circulation and 
availability of Shi ji, if compared with the readers in the 1500s, the late Ming and early Qing 
readers might be maintaining a shorter aesthetic distances between their “horizons of 
expectations” and the gushi tradition. In other words, the 17th-century readers often had some 
sort of or a few knowledge about the gushi or the pre-Tang poetic tradition, which is remarkably 
different from the experience of most 16th-century readers of pre-Tang poetry anthologies.  
It should also be noted that since gushi anthologies were never bestsellers in the late 
Ming society, 18 all the targeted readers (maybe also actual readers) of this type of books in late 
Ming should still be considered “literary readers” who appear to have some knowledge of 
literature. They hold either higher or lower familiarity with the pre-Tang poetic tradition while 
all of them may know a bit about the Chinese literature. Current scholarship has paid attention to 
the construction of new reading publics in late Ming. Scholars maintained that the publication of 
more vernacular texts in late Ming had created a “potential readership… of officials, literati, 
common people, the relatively unlearned, and even the all-inclusive ‘people of the empire’ or 
                         
18 In the late Ming book market, examination aids and Confucian canons were always the 
bestsellers. For a study of the commodification of books and the Confucian canons in late Ming, 
See Chow, Publishing, Culture, and Power in Early Modern China, pp. 57-188. Tang poetry 
anthologies sometimes might make their ways to the list of the bestsellers. For instance, in the 
Ming, the commercial Jianyang publishers would publish some Tang poetry anthologies and 




‘people of the four classes’.”19 The publication of gushi anthologies in late Ming may partially 
support this statement even though gushi anthology is not part of the vernacular texts. Same as 
the vernacular texts, the late Ming potential and targeted readers of gushi anthologies may 
include officials, literati, and common people who are not uneducated. But since a gushi 
anthology is not a vernacular text, here I would rather say, a majority of these late Ming 
anthologies’ targeted readers in the first half of the 17th century are still literary readers. 20  
 
For the Readers 
 
In the late Ming book market, the anthologists and editors of gushi anthologies employed 
a diversity of editorial strategies. In many Ming-dynasty commercially published gushi 
anthologies, the strategies include, among others, the uses of different arrangement principles 
and the inclusion of a diversity of annotations and commentaries. The following section focuses 
on two types of editorial strategies used by the late Ming publishers or anthologists.  These 
editorial strategies not only aim to cater to the contemporary reading needs, but also helped 
attract more readers.  
 
New Arrangement Principles 
One frequently used strategy to re-anthologize the gushi corpus is to apply different 
arrangement principles to re-categorize the 7665 literary works in Shi ji. Gushi leiyuan 古詩類
                         
19 Anne McLaren, “Constructing New Reading Publics in Late Ming China,” in Printing and 
Book Culture in Late Imperial China, p. 152. 
20 However, in the 18th century, sometimes children become the readers of new Qing-dynasty 
gushi anthologies. See the concluding chapter. 
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苑, Shijun leihan 詩雋類函, and Gushi suo 古詩所 belong to this group. While Shi ji arranged 
pre-Tang works according to the dynasties of the poetic works, some editors and printers in the 
17th century categorized similar materials according to the topics or themes of these works. 
Printed in 1602 (Wanli 30), Zhang Zhixiang’s Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑 appears to be the first 
17th-century gushi anthology of this type. Zhang categorized poems according to their topics, 
and therefore made the original corpus into a leishu-ish 類書 (encyclopedia-alike) anthology. 
This practice was applauded by Zhang’s contemporary, Huang Tiren 黃體仁 (jinshi 1604), who 
wrote a preface to Zhang’s book by considering such practice a breakthrough in the history of 
poetry: “As for poetry that has a categorized garden, it begins with the respected Mr. Zhang 
Xuanchao [aka. Zhixiang’s style name] of my hometown” 詩之有類苑也，自吾鄉先輩張玄超
始也. 21  
Although such a treatment of materials was not new for literary anthologists who 
categorize poems or literary works into different sections according to the topics of works, a 
close look at the late Ming leishu-ish poetry anthologies reveals Zhang Zhixiang’s departure 
from the normal practice. In “General Principles” (fanli 凡例) of Gushi leiyuan, the printer Yu 
Xianmo 俞顯謨 declared that the primary arrangement principle of this anthology is “category” 
(lei 類): 
 
This compilation is primarily [arranged] by categories, not following the order of the time 
or generation. If [you] want to find one poet’s works or check the rise and fall of each 
                         
21 Huang Tiren, Gushi leiyuan xu 古詩類苑敘, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目
叢書, vol. 320, p.4. 
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generation, then the collections of various authors as well as Feng’s Shi ji are also extant 




Following this entry, Yu then explicitly mentioned leishu as a model for this anthology: 
         
Part [of this book] briefly followed the order of leishu produced after the Tang dynasty, 
with details slightly added. Inside each category, I arranged the order according to the 
levels of the relevance [of the poems] to the topics [of category], which is not listed here 




Clearly, Yu declared the primary arrangement principle as “category” (lei 類) by explicitly 
considering the arrangement principles in leishu as the model principles for this book. Indeed. As 
he claimed, the table of contents of this poetry anthology followed the arrangement of a typical 
leishu, including section titles such as heaven, earth, seasons, mountains, rivers, officials, rituals, 
people, Buddhism, Daoism, food, animals, and so on (figure 17). 
 
                         
22 Yu Xianmo, Gushi leiyuan fanli 古詩類苑凡例, in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存






Figure 17: The first page of the table of contents for Gushi leiyuan 
 
This arrangement is distinctly different from previous practices of making literary 
anthologies, where the editors would follow the topics of literary works and occasionally 
invented new sections according to the topics of poems. For instance, in Wenxuan, Xiao Tong 
created a new category of poems titled “zengda” 贈答 (presentations to each other), thereby 
inventing a new subgenre of pentasyllabic poetry for later generations. But here, Zhang 
borrowed leishu’s organization principles to the division of the gushi corpus without any 
modification, suggesting the editor’s attempt to demote the organization principles of literary 
anthologies to the organizing principles of non-literary leishu book. 
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Similarly, following Zhang’s model, seven years later, Shijun leihan 詩雋類函, a book 
edited by Yu Anqi 俞安期 also adapted the table of contents in leishu. 24 Although the nature of 
both Zhang’s and Yu’s books is still poetry anthology (zongji 總集), surprisingly, siku editors 
placed Zhang’s work in the ji 集 branch while including Yu’s anthology in the zi 子 branch. This 
arrangement reveals that, such a practice is no longer considered by Qing scholars as the practice 
of anthologizing literary poems, but in fact a practice of making encyclopedia-alike leishu work.  
 Admittedly, dividing and arranging poems by topic and category are not unique to gushi 
corpus as late Ming and even pre-Ming editors also applied this strategy to the division of Tang 
poetry. We may find the leishu-alike Tang poetry anthologies long before the 17th century. As 
Nakajima Toshio 中島敏夫 (1931-) notes in his preface to the modern reprinted version of 
Tangshi leiyuan 唐詩類苑, the practice of dividing Tang poems into a variety of topics 
according to lei categories started initially in the Tang dynasty and continued in the Song 
dynasty.  
However, before the late Ming, we never saw its application to the pre-Tang poetic 
corpus. Such practice is indeed a Ming invention for gushi corpus as all other previous pre-Tang 
anthologists never divided gushi corpus by topics or categories. Therefore, while Huang Tiren 
proudly claimed that Zhang Zhixiang was the first to begin the practice of categorizing poetry, 
Huang’s statement, in fact, could only apply to the case of compiling pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies. 25 
                         
24 This book is not a typical pre-Tang poetry anthology as most of it is devoted to pre-Tang 
poems copied from Gushi leiyuan and part of it is devoted to pre-mid-Tang poems.  
25 See Nakajima Toshio, “Preface to Categorized Garden of Tang Poetry,” in Tangshi leiyuan 唐
詩類苑, p. 1.   
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The use of the unique and novel arrangement principles for the gushi corpus 
demonstrates the editors’ consideration of their contemporary readers’ reading needs. They 
think, the readers might turn to such an anthology as a reference book for writing. In his preface 
to Gushi leiyuan, Huang Tiren 黃體仁 (jinshi 1604) reflected upon his experience of using this 
anthology, highlighting the convenience of using this book as a reference book and a collection 
of materials for his writing,26 which on the one hand shows an actual readers’ experience while 
on the other hand, promote the book as an anthology that serves late Ming literary writers’ needs. 
Moreover, it is interesting to note that Zhang Zhixiang finished the anthology in the 1500s, while 
the book was never printed until 25 years after Zhang’s death. The printers’ decision to publish 
this anthology in the 1600s is probably because of their concerns that now this type of anthology 
could serve the new reading needs of 17th-century readers. As noted by the printer Yu Xianmo, 
his brother first frequently used and read the book after its initial completion, his uncle then 
copied the entire anthology by hand. Now it has been many years, and the anthology was 
transmitted to him, he was “afraid that to keep it privately inside the family school was not the 
two gentlemen’s good, sincere, and cordial intention” 恐私之家塾非二君子嘉惠懃懃之意. 27 
In addition, arranging gushi corpus into a leishu-alike work reveals the anthologists and 
printers’ expectations that such a book would attract more readers—for example, the general 
readers and users of leishu. Both Zhang Zhixiang and Yu Anqi departed from the normal 
practices of anthologizing gushi corpus as they creatively directly applied the arrangement 
principles of a typical leishu to gushi corpus, thereby breaking down the boundary between the 
literary anthology and non-literary leishu while also at the same time bridging the encyclopedic 
                         
26 Huang Tiren 黃體仁, Gushi leiyuan xu 古詩類苑敘, in Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑. See Siku 
quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 320, p.8. 
27 Yu Xianmo, Gushi leiyuan fanli 古詩類苑凡例, Ibid. 
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knowledge of everyday life with the ancient literary knowledge, potentially attracting the readers 
who might had purchased the everyday encyclopedia instead of a poetry anthology. 
If the practice of dividing the pre-Tang poetic corpus according to categories reveals the 
anthologists’ attempts to cater to their targeted readers and attract more potential readers, then 
some editors even re-anthologized Shi ji to cater to the needs of high-level literary readers. While 
the works in Shi ji is arranged according to the dynasties of the poems, in Gushi suo 古詩所 
(Place of Ancient Poetry), Zang Maoxun 臧懋循 rearranged similar materials by following the 
genre-guided principle instead of the dynasty-oriented principle in the original corpus. Such 
practices, according to Zang, would “allow gentlemen in the land of arts to find poems according 
to its genre” 使藝林之士隨體以求詩. 28 He also notes that such arrangement would allow 
readers to distinguish the development and changes of literature, which is mentioned by Yu 
Xianmo as an excluded and untouched goal in Gushi leiyuan.29 However, ironically, Zang’s 
practice, was later derided by the siku editors as futile as Zang’s arrangement in fact caused 
confusions for readers. 30 
Therefore, the editors of leishu-style gushi anthologies and Zang Maoxun clearly were 
thinking about two different types of readers in mind. The former aims to serve the readers who 
were not familiar with the gushi corpus while the latter attempts to serve the readers who were 
very familiar with the tradition. In other words, the former hoped to make pre-Tang poetic 
corpus and tradition accessible to readers that were not always the targeted reader of gushi 
                         
28 Zang Maoxun, “Shi suo xu” 詩所序, in Shi suo 詩所, collected in Siku quanshu cunmu 
congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 325, p.2.   
29 The original reads, 或偏觀歷代之升降，則有諸家文集，及馮氏《詩紀》具在，參互考
求，政不相方耳. In Yu Xianmo, Gushi leiyuan fanli 古詩類苑凡例, in Siku quanshu cunmu 
congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 320, p.8. 
30 See the entry of for Gushi suo, in Siku quanshu zongmu, WYGSKQS digital database. 
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anthologies while the latter aimed to offer a new anthology for those eager to know more about 
literary history. Ironically, it seems that the latter failed, as seen in the responses from the 
advanced literary readers (eg., siku editors). By contrast, the former approach appeared 
successful since other anthologists were inspired by Gushi leiyuan, making new anthology of a 
similar type (Yu Anqi’s anthology). 
 
Various Types of Commentaries Included 
 
Unlike Shi ji and other previous anthologies, the late Ming commercially-printed gushi 
anthologists often incorporated a lot of annotations and commentaries, revealing a tendency to 
make the pre-Tang poetic tradition more accessible and understandable for literary readers of all 
levels. As Gushi gui served as a model for at least 5 late Ming poetry anthologies (figure 16), 
here a comparison between the way of presenting a similar poem in Shi ji and Gushi gui (figure 
17) would reveal how Gushi gui--the most influential and renowned 17th-century commercially 
published gushi anthology--  revised the ways of presenting the poetic text in the original Shi ji 
corpus.  
While Shi ji only contains an introductory section of historical background for the poem, 
Gushi gui contains additional commentaries, including post-text annotation (circle 1 in figure 18) 
as well as commentaries for specific words or phrases inside the poem (circle 2 in figure 18). 
Taking a close look at these annotations and commentaries, it is easy to find out that as a typical 
17th-century annotated anthology targeted at a different group of readers, Gushi gui apparently 
revised the original wordings in Shi ji whereas at the same time, added more annotations and 





























Let’s start with the pre-poem introduction. Although both Shi ji and Gushi gui offers a 
background of the context of the poem before presenting the actual poem, the two editors 
deliberately presented the background story differently: while Shi ji is loyal to the original story, 
Gushi gui deliberately made the story more suitable for general readers’ reading habits. First, the 
former cited the paragraph from the source text without any modifications, while the latter 
removed the reference to the source text. Here, in the annotation for “Huang’e ge” 皇娥歌 (the 
Song of Huang’e), Shi ji contains a direct reference to the original source at the beginning: 
“Wang Zinian’s Record of the Lost Pieces says” 王子年拾遺記曰, while Gushi gui removes this 
reference. Instead, Gushi gui presents the context in the way of telling a story. Second, they are 
also slightly different in the ways of telling a similar story: Shi ji ends the annotation with an 
account of Huang’e’s life story by telling that Huang’e gave birth to Shaohao 少昊, the father of 
the Huang Emperor 黃帝, whereas Gushi gui deletes the final account of Huang’e’s relationship 
with Shaohao, thereby deleting the irrelevant element and making the story more like a fictional 
story instead of a historical account. Both strategies de-historicize the annotation and retain the 
fictional sense of the account. Through changing the pre-poem introduction, Gushi gui thus 
successfully removed the historical aura of this pre-Han ancient poem, instead, presented the 
original annotation in a slightly more accessible way as the general readers would not care about 
the original source of the texts or what happened after the protagonist sang the song.  
In addition to the changes of Shi ji’s annotations, Gushi gui, known for its creative uses 
of multiple layers of commentaries, often added annotations and commentaries for a single 
character or a phrase of the poem. Here, for “Huang’e ge,” the editors added an in-text 
commentary for the character “zhu” 著, highlighting the excellence (miao 妙) of this character. 
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Then the editors used the space above the box to add their annotation for the three-character 
phrase “zhu ri bang” 著日傍 to highlight how Du Fu’s poems borrowed expressions from this 
ancient poem. Since Du Fu and his poems were canonized and became a popular read long 
before the late Ming, the strategy of indicating the connection between Du Fu’s poem and this 
poem undoubtedly would help the late Ming readers understand the meaning and appreciate the 
beauty of this ancient poem easily.  
Moreover, in Gushi gui, the after-text commentary also notes the links between the 
ancient poems with other poetic traditions. It indicates the poem’s later development into another 
genre of the Han dynasty. Different from the remarks for the explanation of the uses of single 
character or phrase, the post-poem commentary focuses on the issue of poetic style by 
delineating the stylistic similarities and differences between this pre-Han poem and later Han 
people’s imitations of ancient poetry. At the end of the commentary, the editor even indicates the 
difficulty of distinguishing the ancient style and the Han style by saying “once they attempt to 
distinguished, [people] then get confused” 一辨即癡. 
In sum, the three types of commentaries for this very first poem of Gushi gui functioned 
in three different ways. Whereas the brief introduction placed before the poetic texts offers a 
fictional-alike setting, the in-text commentaries for a single character or a phrase highlight the 
beauty of single character or phrase, and the after-text commentary furthermore addresses the 
stylistic feature of this specific genre in comparison with later poetic style familiar to the readers. 
Seamlessly integrated three types of annotations/commentaries altogether presented this poem in 
a new manner for late Ming readers, satisfying the literary readers’ needs of knowing the 
historical context of this poem, appreciating the uses of individual words, and understanding the 
pre-Tang poetic tradition in relation to the Tang tradition.  
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Such commentaries are frequently seen almost everywhere in Gushi gui, making Gushi 
gui the most influential and popular gushi anthology in late Ming and early Qing. This fact 
further demonstrates the power of the commentaries that make the pre-Tang poetic tradition 
accessible for literary readers of all levels. 31 Gushi gui’s readers might not be the literary readers 
of a high level, instead, their aesthetic distances would be probably above the average, which 
means they are probably average literary readers who were familiar with the canonized Tang 
poetic traditions instead of the pre-Tang poems.  
In other late Ming gushi anthologies compiled after the model of Gushi gui, Gushi gui’s 
commentaries are sometimes completely copied without modifications while sometimes partially 
copied with modifications. In spite of this, the convention of including critical literary 
commentaries in gushi anthologies gradually became a common practice as many newly-
compiled gushi anthologies during and after the 1620s (when Gushi gui became widely 
available) included many annotations and commentaries inside their books, suggesting an 
increased tendency to conduct a critical reading of the gushi corpus through anthologies.  
 
For Readers of All Levels 
As shown above, in responses to contemporary reading needs, the 17th-century 
anthologists and printer employed a variety of strategies to serve the readers’ needs. These 
strategies include, to name a few, the practices of turning gushi anthologies into leishu-ish books, 
rearranging Gushi ji by poetic genre, changing original annotations, and adding new 
commentaries for different parts of the literary texts. All these practices suggest that many late 
Ming anthologists deliberately made different choices to satisfy the contemporary reading needs 
                         
31 For Shi gui’s influence and popularity, see Cui, “Gu Tang Shigui and the Making of 
Commented Poetry Anthologies in The Seventeenth Century China.”  pp. 33-35.  
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though they were relying upon a shared gushi corpus. For these 17th-century anthologists, the 
targeted readers of the pre-Tang poems were not the readers long distanced from the pre-Tang 
ancient poetic tradition due to the veneration of the Tang poetry or the lack of the pre-Tang 
corpus, but a new group of literary readers who sought to know more about pre-Tang tradition, 
or the literary writers who sought to find materials from pre-Tang works for the writing 
practices.  
Through commercial publishing and the uses of many different strategies, the 
anthologists and editors hoped to retain those literary readers, and at the same time, intended to 
expand the readership to general readers who wanted to know pre-Tang poems related to a 
certain poetic topic or theme, or any readers who just want to read the poems for fun. By doing 
this, the commercially published anthologies hoped to make the gushi corpus accessible to 
readers of all levels in late Ming. Therefore, generally speaking, when different types of late 
Ming readers were exposed to a variety of late Ming gushi anthologies catering to their needs, 
their understanding of the gushi corpus as well as the gushi term, informed and shaped by their 
previous knowledge as well as the currently available anthologies, would be quite different.   
 
What is Gushi for Readers in the 1600s? 
As described above, anthologists and printers applied many strategies to serve the needs 
of the readers, leading to a variety of reading experiences that would possibly result in a diversity 
of understandings of the gushi corpus and the gushi term. Then for the Ming-Qing readers in the 
seventeenth century, how did they understand gushi? With the presence of a variety of published 
gushi anthologies by commercial publishers, what is gushi?  Because of the great variety of late 
Ming readers and the limitation of materials, it remains hard to trace how each reader read and 
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understood the corpus and the term in her/his own way. However, it is still possible to trace the 
responses of some individuals or groups, merely based on extant materials.  
As mentioned above, in the 1600s, most readers of gushi anthologies were still “literary 
readers” who commanded different levels of a variety of knowledge of Chinese literature. Of 
those readers, particularly noteworthy are two groups of readers: (1) readers who may hold the 
highest familiarity with the gushi tradition, (2) readers who may know little about the gushi 
tradition. The former group maintains a relatively close aesthetic distance while the latter keeps a 
comparatively long distance from the gushi tradition. In other words, the two types of readers 
could be considered as the most advanced and the most rudimentary readers of gushi 
anthologies.  
 Given currently available materials, it is now possible to trace the reading experience of 
a group of readers that could be labeled “intermediate-advanced reader.” According to extant 
materials, these readers are anthologists of new books, who are also readers of the old anthology. 
They maintain a much closer aesthetic distance if compared with “rudimentary readers.” They 
would become the most advanced readers after completing making a new anthology.  
Since many 17th-century anthologists are readers of previous anthologists, then how 
these anthologists, as “intermediate-advanced readers,” understood and considered gushi when 
they made new books? As for this group of readers, during the process of re-anthologizing Gushi 
ji, the “aesthetic distance” changed: when the anthologists completed their projects, they have 
achieved almost zero distance from the gushi tradition and the gushi corpus. 
Then for these readers, what is gushi? As addressed before, for many 17th-century 
anthologists, the term gushi is a general term indicating pre-Tang poetry for them to distinguish 
the pre-Tang tradition from the Tang tradition in the anthologizing practices. This usage became 
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very common when the book was commercially published, or when a section of Tang poems was 
attached to the pre-Tang section. For instance, the renaming from Shi ji to Gushi ji demonstrates 
the practice of using gushi to label pre-Tang poems after the appearance of a commercially 
published Tangshi ji. Likewise, of the 11 anthologies compiled upon Shi ji (figure 16), although 
3 contain both pre-Tang and Tang poems, all editors of the 3 books used gushi to name the pre-
Tang section yet used Tang shi 唐詩 to refer to the Tang part. Shi su 詩宿, a combined pre-Tang 
and Tang poetry anthology in the early 1600s, considered all pre-Tang poetry regardless of styles 
or genres as gushi: “As for those before the Chen and Sui dynasties, in spite of the variety of 
characters, I name all of them gushi. [For these poems,] I only discussed the generations without 
being limited by the styles.”陳隋而上，不拘三四五七言，通曰古詩。亦止論世次，不拘體
裁.  32  
Often, editors for Ming anthologies that carry gushi in the titles would simultaneously 
anthologize a Tang poetry anthology. As shown in table 10, at least six pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies were available together with Tang poetry anthologies that may carry similar book 
titles. Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑 (Categorized Garden of Ancient Poetry) has a companion book 
titled Tangshi leiyuan 唐詩類苑 (Categorized Garden of Tang Poetry) compiled by the same 
anthologist. Likewise, interesting enough, Gushi jie 古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poetry), an 
annotated anthology compiled by Tang Ru’e 唐汝諤(1551-1636) in the Chongzhen 崇禎 (1628-
1644) reign also has a companion— Tang shi jie 唐詩解 (Explanation of Tang Poetry), another 
annotated anthology compiled by Tang Ruxun 唐汝詢 (fl. 1624), Tang Ru’e’s younger brother. 
                         
32 Shisu fanli 詩宿凡例 (General Principles of Shi su), in Shi su 詩宿. See Siku quanshu cunmu 
congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 323, p.1. 
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Moreover, though Zhong Xing complained about the misuse and misunderstanding of gushi, he 
still uses gushi to label the pre-Tang section of Shigui 詩歸, a combination of Gushi gui 古詩歸 
(Repository of Ancient Poetry) and Tangshi gui 唐詩歸 (Repository of Tang Poetry). 
Table 10: A list of six groups of gushi anthologies and Tang poetry anthologies.  
Gushi anthology Tang poetry anthology 
Gushi ji 古詩紀 (A Record of Ancient Poetry) 
edited by Feng Weine 馮惟訥  (1513-1572)  
Tangshi ji 唐詩紀 (A Record of Tang Poetry) 
compiled by Wu Guan 吴琯 (1546-?)  
Gushi suo 古詩所 (Place of Ancient Poetry) 
compiled by Zang Maoxun 臧懋循 (1550-
1620) 
Tangshi suo 唐詩所 (Place of Tang Poetry) 
compiled by Zang Maoxun 臧懋循 (1550-
1620) 
Gushi leiyuan 古詩類苑 (Categorized Garden 
of Ancient Poetry) edited by Zhang Zhixiang 
張之象 (1496-1577) 
Tangshi leiyuan 唐詩類苑 (Categorized 
Garden of Tang Poetry) edited by Zhang 
Zhixiang 張之象 (1496-1577) 
Gushi jie 古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient 
Poetry) edited by Tang Ru’e 唐汝諤(1551-
1636) 
Tang shi jie 唐詩解 (Explanation of Tang 
Poetry), edited by Tang Ruxun 唐汝詢 (fl. 
1624) 
Gushi gui 古詩歸 (Repository of Ancient 
Poetry) edited by Zhong Xing 鍾惺 (1574-
1624) and Tan Yuanchun 譚元春 (1586-1637) 
Tangshi gui 唐詩歸 (Repository of Tang 
Poetry) edited by Zhong Xing 鍾惺 (1574-
1624) and Tan Yuanchun 譚元春 (1586-1637) 
Gushi jing 古詩鏡 (Mirror of Ancient Poetry) 
compiled by Lu Shiyong 陸時雍 (fl. 1633) 
Tangshi jing 唐詩鏡 (Mirror of Tang Poetry) 




All these examples, therefore, demonstrate that, when speaking of gushi, Ming 
anthologists in the late 1500s and the 1600s indeed believed it as a general term referring to pre-
Tang poetry regardless of styles or genres. Gushi corpus, to them, therefore refers to the pre-
Tang poetic corpus, which is in fact Shi ji. Unlike the editors in the 1500s who strived to make 
new pre-Tang anthologies, seventeenth-century Ming people now were fortunate enough to have 
Shi ji as their new corpus of pre-Tang poetic texts. As described before, they copied materials 
from it to make new anthologies, making the pre-Tang tradition— or gushi tradition—constantly 
being printed and reprinted. 
However, on the other hand, like Zhong Xing, still, some literary readers tended to 
understand gushi as “ancient-style poetry.” In Zhong Xing’s preface to Shi gui, he apparently 
disagrees with the popular understanding of gushi as pre-Tang poetry since he highlights the loss 
of the name and essence for gushi. To Zhong, it seems that his contemporaries now use gushi as 
a general term to distinguish pre-Tang poems from Tang poems, which according to him, is a 
result of their (mis-)understanding of anthologies. Thus he sighs, giving emphasis to the power 
of anthologists and anthologies.  
If Zhong’s contemporaries’ understanding of gushi is based on the temporal dichotomy 
between the Tang dynasty and the pre-Tang dynasties, then Zhong Xing’s understanding of gushi 
reveals the stylistic and generic difference between ancient-style poetry and Tang regulated 
verse. With Zhong lamented the loss of the name and essence of gushi due to the existence of 
anthologies, it is easy to infer that Zhong perhaps was grasping the very original meaning of 
gushi that was tied up to “Nineteen Old Poems” (gushi shijiushou 古詩十九首) in the Wenxuan. 
This understanding is also echoed by the discussion of gushi (ancient-style poetry) in late Ming 
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shihua 詩話 (Remarks on Poetry) writings. When 17th-century literary critics discussed gushi, 
they always considered its stylistic differences by comparing it with regulated verse (lüshi 律詩), 
thereby indicating their understanding of it as “ancient-style poetry” instead of pre-Tang poetry 
(Tangshi 唐詩). 33 
To summarize, at least three meanings of gushi could be found in the 1600s: 
 
1. Poems of the past (the general meaning) 
2. Ancient-style poetry (a literary genre) 
3. Pre-Tang poetry (for 17th-century anthologists). 
 
Such a diversity of the conceptual understanding of the term gushi in the late Ming and 
early Qing is resulted from the boom in anthologizing and publishing pre-Tang poetry 
anthologies. With the repetitive republication of materials from the gushi corpus, gushi became 
“pre-Tang poetry” for anthologists in the late 16th century and early 17th century. However, it 
still retained its meaning “ancient-style poetry” as a generic term for Zhong Xing and other 
literary readers alike.34 This furthermore implies the power and contributions of anthologists to 
the shaping and remaking of the perceptions of literary terms. The commercial printing and 
reprinting of anthologies in fact facilitated the dissemination and circulation of such an 
understanding of gushi, ultimately making the understanding of gushi as a general reference to 
pre-Tang poetry a widely accepted perception in the society.  
                         
33 As for the late Ming and early Qing discussion on the stylistic feature of gushi genre, see 
chapter 5.  
34 Interestingly, many late Ming and early Qing literary critics also accepted the general meaning 
of gushi as a reference to pre-Tang poetry. Zhong Xing seems to be the only one who was 
concerned with this issue. For details, see chapter 5.  
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The late Ming understanding of gushi as “pre-Tang poetry” or “ancient-style poetry” 
continued in the Qing dynasty. During the Qing, some anthologists compiled gushi anthologies 
for ancient-style poems regardless of dynasties whereas some compiled gushi anthologies of pre-
Tang rhymed works. As mentioned in previous chapters, Shen Deqian and many anthologists 
chose to compile pre-Tang poetry anthologies. Like late Ming anthologists, they labeled pre-
Tang poems as gushi in book titles. By contrast, Wang Shizhen’s 王士禎 (1634-1711) Ruanting 
xuan Gushi 阮亭選古詩 (Mr. Ruanting’s Selection of ancient poems) is a selection of ancient-
style poems, including both pentasyllabic poems and heptasyllabic poems from the pre-Tang to 
the Yuan.  
However, it should be also noted here because of Li Panlong’s 李攀龍 (1514-1570) 
influential statement that says “Tang dynasty does not have its own pentasyllabic ancient-style 
poetry” 唐無五言古詩, many Ming-Qing literary critics did not place much value on Tang-
dynasty pentasyllabic ancient-style poetry when they were discussing gushi. In the pentasyllabic 
section of Wang Shizhen’s influential Gushi xuan, Wang only selected five authors from the 
Tang:35 
 
Mr. Wang Ruanting (a.k.a Wang Shizhen) …only selected five people from the Tang: 
Chen Ziang, Zhang Jiuling, Li Bai, Wei Yingwu, Liu Zongyuan for… the style of Tang 
sages exists as an individual dependent field, and the Tang poems belong to the Tang 
                         
35 It should be noted here the heptasyllabic section of Wang’s book selected gexing 歌行 (songs) 
from the pre-Tang to the Ming dynasty. It is clear that Ming-Qing people held different views 
regarding pentasyllabic and heptasyllabic ancient-style poems. According to them, unlike 
pentasyllabic poem, heptasyllabic poem was actually a Tang invention and the genre was 
developed and established in the Tang.  
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people only, yet the five people could be able to preserve ancient poetry (gushi) in Tang 
poetry. Thus they are included in this category, [he selected them] in order to elucidate 





Therefore, by the end of late 17th century, during Wang Shizhen’s time, early Qing readers and 
anthologists now have already accepted gushi as a general term referring to pre-Tang poems, 
suggesting that a dichotomy between pre-Tang poems and Tang poems as gushi 古詩 (ancient 
poetry) and Tang shi 唐詩 (Tang poetry) had been firmly established by the early Qing. 
According to Jiang’s preface here, although five famous Tang poet’s ancient-style poems were 
included in Wang’s selection, still, since Tang poetry had its own poetic style, they were only 
selected as examples to show the metamorphosis 變 (bian) of gushi which in fact substantially 
denied their existence as bone fide gushi. 
 
In conclusion, the practices of anthologizing and publishing gushi anthologies in the 17th 
century have helped establish a standard corpus of pre-Tang poetry and have created an 
expanded readership of ancient poetry. With the rise of commercial publishing and the change of 
the targeted readers in the 1600s, the editors and publishers applied different editorial strategies 
                         
36 See Jiang Chenying’s 姜宸英 (1628-1699) preface, in Ruanting xuangushi 阮亭選古詩 
(Selection of Ancient-style poetry by Ruanting), in Sikuquanshu cunmu congshu bubian 四庫全
書存目叢書補編, vol. 42, p. 193. 
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to serve the needs of their contemporary readers, thereby potentially attracting more readers 
ranging from literary readers who know a little about the pre-Tang tradition to general readers 
who don't know anything about pre-Tang poetry. These strategies include the re-categorization 
of the gushi corpus by using different arrangement principles and the incorporation of various 
types of commentaries for explaining a single poem.  
By the end of the 17th century, these practices, therefore, have diversified and changed 
the understanding of gushi. It became a general term referring to pre-Tang poetry regardless of 
styles and genres for most readers, while it also retained its style-focused meaning as “ancient-
style poetry” in works of literary criticism. To summarize, the publication of late Ming gushi 
anthologies ultimately produced a varied yet unified understanding of gushi by the end of the 




CHAPTER 5: INTERPRETING GUSHI IN COMMENTED ANTHOLOGIES 
This chapter examines how anthologists understood and interpreted gushi during the 
Ming-Qing transition period. As shown in the late Ming and early Qing shihua 詩話 (Remarks 
on Poetry) works, literary critics have acknowledged the distinctive stylistic difference between 
gushi and Tang shi. After the 1620s, during the Ming-Qing transition period starting from the 
Chongzhen reign 崇禎 (1628-1644) to the end of the 1600s, there was a rise in the production of 
commented gushi anthologies. By examining several commented gushi anthologies produced 
during this period, this chapter demonstrates that in line with the perception of gushi presented in 
critical literary writings, late Ming and early Qing anthologists also understood gushi as a genre 
stylistically different from Tang recent-style poetry. To late Ming and early Qing anthologists, 
the aim and method of interpreting gushi in anthologies thus remain different from the goal and 
method of interpreting Tang shi. As shown in the following study of several cases, anthologists 
have presented two approaches of reading gushi works: a holistic approach and an analytical 
approach.  
 
Stylistic Difference between Gushi and Tang shi 
Sometime in the early Qing, Wan Sitong 萬斯同 (1638-1702) and Wu Qiao 吳喬 (1611-
1695) held a conversation on the difference between gushi and Tang poetry: 
 [Wan] asked: “[Of those who compose] poems in the Six Dynasties, often, there were 
those who were not poets but accidentally could compose excellent lines. This was not 
the case for Tang people, why?”  
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[I] replied, “For Six Dynasties poetry, the style is lenient. It does not require the 
equivalence of tonal patterns between two adjacent couplets (nian 粘), but the rhymes 
were harmonious. [The places where the] equivalence of tonal patterns between two 
adjacent couplets appear, the feeling is true, and the intent is sincere, and people thus 
could get great lines.…. The rule of Tang poetry is strict. If one is not familiar and is not 
good at doing this to an extreme, the poem cannot be good. This is actually where Tang 





When Wan Sitong, a historian, asked for the difference between the poems from the Six 
Dynasties and those from the Tang, Wu Qiao, a renowned literary scholar, answered by 
commenting on the difference between gushi and Tang shi. To Wu, gushi equals to Six-dynasty 
poems while “Tang shi (Tang poetry)” is denoting poetry with strict regulations, namely, recent-
style poetry. He excluded ancient-style poems produced by the Tang people from his scope of 
the discussion. Consequently, Wu Qiao considered the distinction between the pre-Tang poetry 
(gushi) and Tang poetry (Tang shi) as the stylistic difference between ancient-style poetry and 
                                                            
1 Wu Qiao 吳喬 (1611-1695), Da Wan Jiye shiwen 答萬季埜詩問, in Qing shihua 清詩話, p. 
34.   
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recent-style poetry: the style of pre-Tang poetry is “lenient” (ti kuan 體寬) while the rule of the 
Tang poetry is “strict” (fa yan 法嚴).  
This conversation shows a dominant understanding of the divide between gushi and Tang 
poetry among the late Ming and early Qing literati. By the 1600s, gushi had become a term 
referring to pre-Tang poetry for anthologists.2 Similarly, it turns out that most literary critics also 
accepted and held such a belief.3 As recorded in the shihua 詩話 writings of that period, late 
17th-century literary critics sometimes tended to equate gushi to ancient-style poetry while 
sometimes used gushi to refer to pre-Tang poetry. Nevertheless, to them, gushi and Tang poetry 
are two distinctively different genres, marked by gushi’s absence of stylistic regulations and 
Tang poetry’s abundance of rules.  
Such a perception regarding the difference between gushi and Tang poetry is a 
continuation yet also a transformation of previous Song and Ming literary thoughts on the 
divergence between gushi 古詩 (ancient-style poetry) and lüshi 律詩 (regulated verse). Before 
late Ming, in shihua writings, critics tended to use gu 古 and lü 律 to label “ancient-style poetry” 
and “regulated verse.” A mid-Ming critic, Li Dongyang 李東陽 (1447-1516), once suggested 
“ancient-style poems (gushi) and regulated verses (lü) are of different style. Each should follow 
its style so that each could meet the respective rules. While regulated verse could sometimes 
betray the feelings of ancient (gu), ancient-style poetry (gu) could not involve [the sense of] 
regulated verse (lü)” 古詩與律不同體，必各用其體乃為合格。然律猶可間出古意，古不可
                                                            
2 For details, see chapter 4. 
3 Zhong Xing was not one of them as Zhong was dissatisfied with the contemporary 
understanding of gushi. See chapter 4.  
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涉律. 4  Following Li Dongyang and other influential mid-Ming critics, the 17th-century literati 
continued the discussion on the divergence between gu and lü, yet they replaced the term lü by 
using the term “Tang shi.” 
Instead of paying attention to the contrast between gu and lü, late Ming and early Qing 
critics established a dichotomy between gushi and Tang shi in shihua writings. By replacing lü 
with “Tang,” they equated “Tang poetry” with “recent-style poetry,” and at the same time, they 
successfully excluded Tang ancient-style poetry from the scope of discussion. As shown in Wu 
Qiao’s response to Wan Sitong, late Ming critics subsumed the distinction between pre-Tang and 
Tang under the difference between ancient-style poetry and recent-style poetry, while at the same 
time, unconsciously ignored the ancient-style poems composed by the Tang and post-Tang poets. 
This was not the case in previous dynasties. During the Song dynasty, a literary critic, Zhang Jie 
張戒 (jinshi 1125) once addressed the stylistic distinction between the Tang-dynasty recent-style 
and the Tang-dynasty ancient-style poems by noting “Wei Suzhou’s (a.k.a. Wei Yingwu 韋應物, 
737-792) regulated verse is like ancient, but Liu Suizhou’s (a.k.a. Liu Yuxi 劉禹錫, 772-842) 
ancient-style poetry is like regulated verse” 韋蘇州律詩似古，劉隨州古詩似律.5  To Zhang, 
there is an evident distinction between the Tang-dynasty gushi and the Tang-dynasty lüshi, and a 
Tang poet such as Wei Yingwu or Liu Yuxi could produce works of both genres. To the Song-
dynasty literati, it is thus possible to draw a comparison between a Tang poet’s ancient-style 
poems and recent-style poems. 
                                                            
4 Li Dongyang 李東陽 (1447-1516), Lutang shihua 麓堂詩話, in Lidai shihua xubian  歷代詩話
續編, vol. 2, p. 1369. 
5 Zhang Jie 張戒 (jinshi 1125), Sui han tang shihua 歲寒堂詩話, WYGSKQS edition. 
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Different from the Song critics, late Ming and early Qing critics ignored Tang ancient-
style poems— particularly pentasyllabic ancient-style poems— in their literary discussion by 
following a statement that acknowledges the “Tang dynasty does not have pentasyllabic ancient-
style poems” 唐無五言古詩. This has remained an extremely influential statement throughout 
the Ming and the Qing. It was first proposed by Li Panlong 李攀龍 (1514-1570), a renowned 
Ming literary critic and one of the “Latter Seven Masters” (hou qizi 後七子). Interestingly 
enough, Li’s complete statement is “Tang dynasty does not have pentasyllabic ancient-style 
poems but has its own ancient-style poetry” 唐無五言古詩而有其古詩, which has in fact 
distinguished the Tang-dynasty pentasyllabic ancient-style poetry from ancient-style poems 
produced in other dynasties. According to modern scholars, Li’s statement demonstrates that the 
Ming-dynasty scholars have paid sufficient attention to Tang recent-style poetry as well as 
gexing 歌行 (songs, or heptasyllabic poems) poetry, while at the same time, it reveals that Ming 
literati have realized the uniqueness of Tang poetry, and intentionally excluded Tang-dynasty 
pentasyllabic ancient-style poetry from the tradition of ancient-style poetry. 6 In other words, 
Tang-dynasty pentasyllabic ancient-style poetry, according to Li Panlong, should not be 
considered the authentic ancient-style poetry produced by pre-Tang people. It is already part of 
the Tang poetry. Li thus implies the distinctiveness of the Tang-dynasty ancient-style poetry 
(Tang-dynasty gushi), opening up the possibility of discussing this genre independently. 
However, a majority of late Ming and early Qing literary critics followed Li Panlong’s line of 
thinking on the surface and automatically excluded ancient-style poems written by Tang poets 
                                                            
6 For a discussion on this statement, see Chan Guoqiu, Mingdai fugu pai Tangshi lun yanjiu 明代
復古派唐詩論研究, chapter 3, pp. 111-116. Also see Zhang Hui’s 張暉 book review on Chen’s 
book. In Zhang, “Tangshi de chuancheng” 唐詩的傳承, Wusheng wuguang ji 無聲無光集, 
Hangzhou: Zhejiang daxue chubanshe, 2013, chapter 11. 
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when they were speaking of gushi and Tang shi. To Wu Qiao and Wu’s contemporaries in the 
seventeenth century, “Tang shi” means Tang regulated verse while “gushi” is an equivalence 
with pre-Tang unregulated poetry.   
This line of thinking that considers gushi as pre-Tang unregulated poetry is pervasive in 
17th-century critical writings and is found as well in commented gushi anthologies. While critical 
literary writings enable us to take a glimpse into the Ming-Qing theoretical reflection on poetry, 
commented anthologies that include critical comments and annotations would offer abundant 
materials for us to examine how anthologists, as literary readers, read poems and offered reading 
guide for their targeted readers. Starting from the 1620s, in the period from the 1620s to the end 
of the 1600s, anthologists have compiled many such new commented gushi anthologies with 
critical comments included.   
 In a commented late imperial poetry anthology, the texts of the poem and the poem’s 
comments are often placed side by side on a single page. The layout of placing comments and 
the poem together would guide the reader go through an actual reading process of a poem. Thus, 
the reading approaches as presented and provided in the comments could be labeled the 
approaches used by readers in practice. In other words, a commented poetry anthology may 
provide a “practical reading” for actual readers. While reading the anthology, the readers would 
think about the poems, following the approaches presented by the editors in the comments. 
Through close readings of the comments, we, therefore, could see how anthologists guide readers 
to approach individual pieces—this is the primary goal of this chapter. I shall investigate and 
discover the reading approaches for gushi as embraced and presented by anthologists in their 





The Rise of Commented Ancient-Style Poetry Anthology since the 1620s 
During the Chongzhen 崇禎 reign (1628-1644), the Shunzhi 順治 reign (1644-1661), and 
the first half of Kangxi 康熙 reign (1662-1722), there was a rise of a tendency to incorporate 
interpretative comments into gushi anthologies. Gushi gui 古詩歸 (Repository of Ancient 
Poems) marks the beginning of this trend.7 After its publication, at least two anthologies 
produced in the Chongzhen period and seven anthologies compiled in the Kangxi reign 
continued the fashion. As shown in table 11, at least eleven seventeenth-century ancient-style 
poetry anthologies contain interpretative comments. They were all published after the 1620s, and 
were all compiled by literary men.  
 
Table 11: A list of eleven commented anthologies in the seventeenth century. 
                                                            
7 For a comprehensive study of Shigui and the rise of commented poetry anthology in the late 
Ming, see Cui Jie, “Gu Tang Shigui and The Making of Commented Poetry Anthologies in The 




Wanli reign 萬曆 
Chongzhen reign 崇禎 
Gushi gui 古詩歸 (Repository of Ancient Poems) compiled by 
Zhong Xing 鍾惺 (1574-1624) and Tan Yuanchun 譚元春 (1586-
1637) 
Chongzhen reign 崇禎 Gushi jing 古詩鏡 (Mirror of Ancient Poems) compiled by Lu 
Shiyong 陸時雍 (fl. 1633) 
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8 Due to the limitation of materials, I have not seen this book myself. 




Chongzhen reign 崇禎 Gushi jie 古詩解 ( Explanation of Ancient Poems) compiled by 
Tang Ru’e 唐汝諤 (1551-1636) 
Kangxi reign 康熙 Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 (Selection of Ancient 
Poems from the Hall of Picking Beans) compiled by Chen 
Zuoming 陳祚明 (fl. 1665) 
Kangxi reign 康熙 
(printed in 1659)  
Chang jing tang gushi jie 唱經堂古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient 
Poems in the Hall of Sutra-Chanting) compiled by Jin Shengtan 
金聖歎 (1608-1661) 
Kangxi reign 康熙 
(printed in 1696) 
Han shi yinzhu 漢詩音注 (Comments on the Han Poems’ 
Pronunciations) compiled by Li Yindu 李因篤 (1631-?) 
Kangxi reign 康熙 Han shi shuo 漢詩說 (On Han Poems) by Fei Xihuang 費錫璜 
(1664-?) and Shen Yongji 沈用濟 (fl. 1671) 
Kangxi reign 康熙 
(printed in 1683) 
Rongyu tang hanshi shi 容與堂漢詩釋 (Explanation of Han 
Poems by Rongyu Hall) compiled by Qian Er’bai 錢二白 (fl. 
1683)8 
Kangxi reign 康熙 Yuefu yinghua 樂府英華 (Finest Blossoms of Music Bureau 




Although most anthologists in the 1600s selected materials from the comprehensive gushi 
corpus Shi ji, unlike Shi ji that only includes brief comments on the poem’s historical 
background, the eleven commented anthologies offer very detailed comments on selected poems. 
The format of comments is varied from one to another. Like the editors of Gushi gui, many 
editors incorporated interpretive comments interspersed within poems.  In addition to prefaces 
that express the editor’s literary ideas, in some books, long critical introductory essays are 
presented before the selected works, while in most anthologies listed in table 11, a separate 
paragraph would be placed after the poem. Those materials are important, as “the prefaces, dufa 
讀法 (instructions on how to read), interpretive comments interspersed with poems and 
sometimes interpretive essays after poems, and marginalia (meipi 眉批)” 9 serve as essential 
materials for an in-depth investigation of the editors’ literary thoughts.   
For example, Gushi jing 古詩鏡 (Mirror of Ancient Poems) contains a lengthy 
introductory chapter entitled “overview” (zonglun 總論), offering a comprehensive historical 
                                                            
9 Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thoughts, pp. 11-12. With romanization changed to 
pinyin. 




Kangxi reign 康熙 
(preface dated 1670) 
Liuchao xuanshi dinglun 六朝選詩定論 (A Conclusion of the 




survey into the entire Chinese poetic tradition. This chapter was later included as the only critical 
essay written by the editor Lu Shiyong 陸時雍 (jinshi 1633) in a comprehensive book series of 
Ming-dynasty shihua writings, becoming an important piece of material showing Lu’s literary 
ideas. 10 The other Ming anthology, Gushi jie 古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems), by 
comparison, often contains a separate paragraph after each poem, in which the editor offers 
detailed explanations for the phrases, words, and the historical context. 
Like late Ming pople, early Qing anthologists also included a variety of comments in 
their books.  In Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 (Selections of Ancient Poetry from the 
Bean-Picking Hall), Chen Zuoming 陳祚明 (1623-1674) places his interpretation after each 
poem. By contrast, Han shi yinzhu 漢詩音注 offers inter-textual comments on the 
pronunciations of characters, while Yuefu yinghua 樂府英華 is the first book that incorporated 
inter-textual annotation and comments in a yuefu anthology. 11  
The inclusion of a variety of comments that embody the anthologists’ literary ideas thus 
enables the agency of these anthologies as a medium of transmitting literary thoughts. While the 
editors of the commercially published gushi anthologies in the early 1600s primarily wished to 
serve the needs of the readers with the goal of attracting more readers,12 those literary editors in 
the mid to late 17th century took a more active stance, aiming to express their literary ideas 
                                                            
10 See “Shijing zonglun” 詩鏡總論, in Quan Ming shihua 全明詩話, vol. 6, pp. 5105-5122. This 
chapter serves as an introduction to both Gushi jing and Tang shi jing, the two sections in the 
original copy that includes both pre-Tang and Tang poems.   
11 Apparently this book borrowed Shigui’s format. It includes many references to Shigui. See 
Wang Yunxi 王運熙, Yuefu shi shu lun 樂府詩述論, p. 306. Also see Wang Huibin 王輝斌, “Gu 
Youxiao yu yuefu shi jianping” 顧有孝與樂府詩箋評, Chongqing shifan daxue xuebao 重慶師
範大學學報, No. 4 (2014): 43-48. 
12 See chapter 4.  
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through the opportunity of commenting on poems and compiling new anthologies. To them, the 
anthology-making process is also a reading process of the poems. During the process, the literati 
would read the poems, ruminate on the texts, write down their thoughts, and then publish their 
comments on the poems. Through compiling and publishing commented anthologies, they could 
convey their understandings of individual poems, thereby offering guidance for targeted readers 
to appreciate and read gushi.  
Nevertheless, it should be noted that in this chapter, my discussion will only focus on the 
ten anthologies except for the popular Gushi gui. As discussed in chapter 4, Gushi gui often 
contains a pre-poem introductory note, inter-textual comments, and a post-poem note for a poem. 
These comments together helped make the poem more accessible to general readers, thereby 
resulting in the popularity of the book Gushi gui. Compared with Gushi gui, all the other ten 
anthologies in table 11 never achieved similar popularity throughout the Ming and Qing 
dynasties. They were compiled by literati and might be only read by literary readers. Because of 
the lack of popularity, the comments provided in these anthologies would be more likely to be 
the embodiments of the editors’ personal literary thoughts rather than texts written to cater to the 
general readers’ needs intentionally. Here, in this chapter, my discussion of the ways of 
interpreting and reading gushi thus is an investigation of the reading methods embraced and 
proposed by Ming-Qing literati. Through writing interpretive comments for gushi, literati 
presented their literary thoughts, offering useful reading approaches to readers, of whom a 
majority would be literary readers who know a bit about Chinese poetry.  
How the anthologists guided readers to read gushi? Whether the understanding of gushi 
as presented in anthologies is in line with the popular literary thought is the central question to be 
answered here. Is it possible that the understanding of gushi among anthologists is in fact 
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diverged from the pervasive understanding of gushi that considers gushi as a different genre from 
Tang shi? According to the following close readings of prefaces and comments in several 
anthologies, it appears that late Ming and early Qing anthologists conformed to the perception 
regarding the distinction between gushi and Tang poetry. Their understanding of the interpretive 
approaches is in fact in line with the literary ideas presented in Ming-Qing shihua works.   
 
 “Intention Reveals Itself” 其義自見 
In Gushi jie 古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems), a commented gushi anthology 
published in the Chongzhen reign and edited by Tang Ru’e 唐汝諤 (1551-1636), Qian Longxi 錢
龍錫 (1579-1645), a prominent minister in the late Ming imperial court, provides a preface, 
noting the remarkable difference between the way of interpreting gushi and Tang shi: 
 
I say, explaining ancient poetry is different from explaining Tang poetry. As for Tang 
poetry, since the Kaiyuan and Wanli periods, authors such as Du Fu 杜甫 (style name, 
Shaoling, 712-770) and Li He 李賀 (style name, Changji, 790-816) are of profound 
thoughts, [their poems are] concise, ragged, encompassing ten thousand of things and 
holding ample [meanings]. The one who explains [their poems] cannot figure out where 
the text points to if he neither has a knowledge of the past and today nor can make 
comparisons. However, ancient-style poems (gushi) and music bureau (yuefu) poems are 
different. Their language is close to us while the meaning is distant. They are insufficient 
in terms of the rhyming glory, but is excess of simplicity and unadorned nature. One who 
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explains only needs to clarify the punctuation marks. If one can recite a poem frequently 
and ponder on it thoroughly, then the poem is like the moon in the water—the intention 






In this note, Qian admits that the differences between Tang shi and gushi involve two 
aspects: the poetic meaning and the linguistic style. Qian’s first sentence has pointed out the 
distinction between gu and Tang. Apparently, by Tang poetry (Tang shi 唐詩), just like shihua 
works, Qian is referring to recent-style poetry, while by gushi and yuefu, he is referring to two 
different genres in the pre-Tang corpus that do not have formal regulations. According to Qian, 
Tang poetry—especially those middle and late Tang regulated verses produced after Kaiyuan 
and Dali reigns—is of profound meaning and is characterized by the abundance of metaphors 
and symbolism, “encompassing ten thousand of things and holding ample [meanings]” (lingwan 
zongbo 凌萬綜博). By contrast, gushi and yuefu genres are characterized by the close language 
and distant meaning (yujin er yi yuan 語近而意遠). In other words, gushi and yuefu genres are 
simple in language, but difficult to understand. Regarding style, the latter is “insufficient in terms 
                                                            
13 Qian Longxi, “Tang shiya gushi jie xu” 唐士雅古詩解敘, in Tang Ru’e 唐汝諤 ed., Gushi jie 
古詩解, pp. 4-5. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, Shandong: Qilu 
shushe, 1997, vol. 370, p. 316.  
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of the rhyming glory, but is excess of simplicity and unadorned nature” 聲華不足，簡質有餘. 
Therefore, according to Qian, Tang recent-style poetry is rich in both poetic meaning and 
linguistic flavor. Because of the differences regarding linguistic style and the poetic meanings 
embedded in the two genres, the way of interpreting the two genres are different. 
Based upon his understanding of the differences between the two genres, Qian proposes 
that “explaining ancient poetry is different from explaining Tang poetry” 解古與解唐不同. To 
Qian, both the method and the aim of interpreting the two genres are different. First, the way of 
interpreting the two genres is different. To interpret a Tang poem requires one to exhaust his 
knowledge to figure out the meanings of the metaphors and symbolism in the poem, and the 
intention or the purpose of the text (非上下古今，連類比物，不足洞究其指歸). However, 
when one interprets a gushi or yuefu, one only needs to figure out the punctuation marks, and 
then frequently recites the poem and ponders on the poem so that the yi 義 of the poem could 
reveal itself  (但明其句讀，令人熟諷而深惟之……其義自見).  
Second, the aim of interpreting the two genres is also different. For one who interprets 
the Tang regulated verse, the aim is to figure out the intention indicated in the text (jiu qi zhigui
究其指歸). By contrast, the yi 義 of the other genre is revealed automatically after one’s 
repetitive recitation. Yi 義 here should be understood as a reference to the meaning hidden behind 
the text of the poem. Its connotation may be the same as “intention” (zhigui 指歸), the final goal 
of interpreting Tang poetry as Qian notes.  It does not refer to the literal meaning of the poem 
conveyed by the text on the surface. The aim of interpreting gushi, therefore, according to Qian, 
is not to actively seek for the intention of the poem since the “meaning reveals itself” 其義自見.  
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The anthologist, Tang Ru’e’s statement on his method of providing commentaries (zhufa 
注法) for gushi again, moreover echoes Qian’s idea: 
 
My way of providing commentary: first, I list explanations for words and phrases, 
second, I will address the quoted examples in the poem, and lastly, I will elucidate the 
author’s intention and smooth the text.  Sometimes, wherever I found something and 
wanted to offer comments, I also must check the contemporary historical events and 




According to this entry, Tang Ru’e’s way of commenting on a gushi work could be 
summarized as a three-step process: 1) to explain words and phrases in the poem, 2) to identify 
quotations or cited examples in the poem, 3) to clarify the author’s intention and elucidate the 
overall meaning of a poem. According to Tang, to understand the author’s intention (zuozhe zhi 
yi 作者之意) is the final step in the process of understanding gushi. If the first two steps aim to 
elucidate the textual meanings at the linguistic level, then the final step aims to uncover the 
hidden intention of the poet at the literary level. To Tang, zuozhe zhi yi 作者之意 is not the 
textual meaning explicitly expressed by the language of the poem, but refers to the poet’s 
                                                            
14 Tang Ru’e 唐汝諤, “Gushi jie fanli” 古詩解凡例, in Tang ed., Gushi jie 古詩解, pp. 4-5. 
Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, Shandong: Qilu shushe, 1997, 
vol. 370, p. 321.  
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unspoken meanings hidden behind the text. Thus, the author’s intention (zuozhe zhi yi 作者之意) 
is similar to the term yi 義 used in Qian’s preface.  
Nevertheless, inside his anthologies, Tang sometimes only accomplishes the first and 
second steps, without addressing the author’s intentions in his comments. It seems that his 
reading does not consider the goal of seeking for the authors’ intentions as the primary task. 
Instead, perhaps the first two steps are more important than the final step as they help to 
elucidate the textual meaning of a gushi work. As Qian notes, gushi’s “language is close to us 
while the meaning is distant” 語近而意遠, which means the textual meaning might be hard to 
understand though the language is simple. Thus, this perhaps explains why Tang does not 
achieve the final step in some of his comments. To him, it is possible that he does consider the 
task of looking for authors’ intentions as the foremost important goal. 
Tang’s way of commenting on gushi also demonstrates a de-emphasis of the literary 
value of gushi. According to Tang, to interpret gushi requires one to check historical events and 
records (kaoju shishi 考據時事) to figure out the corresponding events related to the poem, and 
he does not aim to comment on the “imagination” (yixiang 臆想). The phrase qi chuzi yixiang 
zhe 其出自臆想者 may refer to unrooted subjective imaginations expressed by poetic images 
created via poetic language. It appears that, to Tang Ru’e, a gushi work might be closer to a 
factual record of history as he does not consider it as a pure art of literary work characterized by 
a series of poetic images coming from the poet’s imaginary world. This further explains why the 
first two steps that clarify words and phrases, as well as quotations, are the first two issues to be 
taken care of when Tang read a gushi work.  
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Later in the early Qing, a renowned anthologist, Chen Zuoming 陳祚明 (fl. 1665), was 
more concerned with “qing 情” (emotion, feeling) expressed in gushi pieces: 
 
The primary purpose of poetry lies in feelings and rhetorical expressions. 
詩之大旨，惟情與辭。 
Although the past and present are far from each other and people are full of a variety of 
feelings, everything could be seen in words. 
古今雖遠，人雖多情，具可見言。15 
 
As noted by modern scholarship, Chen Zuoming’s understanding of poetry shows his attempt to 
balance two popular literary schools in the late Ming, namely, Jingling 竟陵 school who 
highlighted qing 情, as well as the “Latter Seven Masters” and their followers who emphasized 
ci 辭.16 As seen in the comments on gushi provided in his anthology, the early Qing 
commentator, Chen Zuoming, highlights the importance of yan 言 (language) and ci 辭 
(rhetoric), as well as qing 情 (emotion, feeling). Qing 情 of a poem is embodied in the yan 言. In 
other words, according to Chen Zuoming, to understand gushi requires one to understand the 
                                                            
15 Chen Zuoming 陳祚明, “Caishu tang gushi xuan fanli” 采菽堂古詩選凡例, in Caishu tang 
gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選, p. 1, p. 16. Collected in Xuxiu siku quanshu 續修四庫全書, vol. 
1590, p. 579, p. 586.  
16 Zhang Jian, Qingdai shixue yanjiu 清代詩學研究, pp. 213-229.  
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linguistic meaning and rhetorical expressions, and in doing that, one could understand the 
feelings or emotions expressed by the poem.  
Although Chen’s statement on qing 情 is a general statement on poetry, it results from his 
practice of compiling his gushi anthology. The two entries as cited above are placed in the 
“general editorial principle” 凡例 section, and thus his statement also applies to gushi. Like the 
late Ming anthologists, in his commented anthology, Chen does not aim to shed light on the 
hidden intention of the poem, echoing Tang and Qian’s understanding regarding the way of 
explaining gushi.  
Therefore, as shown in the writings authored by the two late Ming editors (Tang Ru’e and 
Qian Xilong) and an early Qing poet (Chen Zuoming) in their anthologies, the aim of 
understanding and interpreting gushi is not similar to the goal of understanding Tang recent-style 
poetry. While the latter places the utmost emphasis on the search for the poem’s hidden meaning 
conveyed via the text, the former does not consider it as the primary task. To Qian, the hidden 
meaning could reveal itself after a reader’s constant rumination on the gushi work, and one does 
not need to search for it actively. To Tang, the authors’ intentions are the last thing to consider 
while offering comments on a gushi work, a poem whose literary value might not be considered 
important. To Chen, “feeling” instead of “meaning” should be the central issue to be addressed 
when one interprets gushi.  
This perception is in fact in line with the understanding of gushi (pre-Tang unregulated 
poetry) as a distinctively different genre from the Tang shi (Tang recent-style poetry). Table 12 
offers a summary of the features related to gushi and Tang shi as noted by Wu Qian, Qian 
Longxi, and Chen Zuoming: 
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Table 12: A summary of the differences between Tang shi and gushi noted by Wu, Qian, 
and Chen 




The rule is strict
法嚴 (Wu) 
 Encompassing ten 








The style is lenient
體寬 (Wu) 
The feeling is sincere 情真 
(Qian) 
Although the past and present 
are far from each other and 
people are full of a variety of 
feelings, everything could be 
seen in words. 
古今雖遠，人雖多情，具可
見言。 
Language is close, yet 
the meaning is distant
語近而意遠 (Qian) 




As analyzed before, Ming-Qing shihua writings highlight the stylistic uniqueness of 
gushi, which is often mentioned as the lack of formal regulations. By comparison, as seen in 
table 12, the differences between the two genres are in fact center on three aspects: rule (fa 法), 
language (yu 語), feeling /emotion (qing 情). To late Ming and early Qing literati, a gushi work 
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does not have strict formal rules, may be simple and plain in language, and may embody sincere 
feelings.  
Such an understanding of gushi prescribes late Ming and early Qing anthologists’ 
practices of offering commentaries in anthologies. Through close readings of comments inside 
several anthologies, the following session attempts to discover the late Ming and early Qing 
ways of interpreting some subgenres of the gushi corpus: pre-Han poems, Han-Wei yuefu 樂府 
(music bureau), gushi 古詩 (ancient-style poems) poems,17 and “Nineteen Old Poems.”  
As noted below, a division of two approaches of interpreting these poems among 
anthologists is remarkable: one is to consider the poem as an entirety and read it as an 
unbreakable whole, and the other is to break down a poem and interpret the poem section by 
section. If the first approach could be considered a “holistic approach,” then the second approach 
may be labeled an “analytical approach.”  
 
A Holistic Approach 
What is a holistic approach? By “holistic approach,” here I refer to a pervasive approach 
used by many anthologists while interpreting and commenting on gushi. Namely, to consider a 
poem as an unbreakable unity. By employing this approach, the commentator only talks about 
the entire poem instead of offering explanations for individual sections. The call for an emphasis 
on the entirety of a poem is indicated in a Qing anthology of Han-dynasty poems.  
                                                            
17 Here gushi is used as a reference to a poetic genre, a genre opposite to yuefu. 
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In a Qing-dynasty anthology Han shi shuo 漢詩說 (On Han Poems), the two editors, Fei 
Xihuang 費錫璜 (1664-?) and Shen Yongji 沈用濟 (fl. 1671), elaborated on their understanding 
of Han poetry in “Han shi zongshuo” 漢詩總說 (Overall Words on Han Poetry), a section of 45 
entries of critical reflections placed before the main body of the book. According to them, Han 
poetry is the most difficult genre to learn and to read (詩惟漢詩最難學最難讀).18 They then 
claim that the Han poetry is a unique genre as compared with poetry from other dynasties: 
 
When poetry is developed into the Song and Qi dynasties, gradually people sought the 
[meanings] according to [the unit of] sentence. Wise Tang poets then realized the way of 
using characters. [The poems composed by] Han people are distantly ancient, and heaven 
makes their poems. The meaning and intention of Han poems are therefore hard to detect, 
how about the characters and sentences? Therefore, we dare not use circles and points. It 
is also not necessary to use them.  
詩至宋、齊，漸以句求；唐賢乃明下字之法。漢人高古天成，意旨方且難窺，何況
字句？故一切圈點，概不敢用，亦不必用。19 
Han poetry is like pre-Qin prose, and cannot [be divided into] paragraphs. 
漢詩如先秦文，不可段落。20 
                                                            
18 Fei Xihuang 費錫璜 (1664-?) and Shen Yongji 沈用濟 (fl. 1671), “Han shi zongshuo” 漢詩總
說, in Han shi shuo 漢詩說, p. 1a. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢
書, vol. 409, p. 4.  
19 Ibid, 4a-4b, collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目叢書, vol. 409, p. 6. 




According to the two entries, the editors maintain that it is unnecessary and impossible to 
break Han poetry into smaller units in the process of interpretation. They even refused to add 
punctuation marks to the poem (一切圈點，概不敢用)21 or divide a poem into several 
paragraphs (不可段落) in their edited anthology. According to them, coming to the Six dynasties 
(Song and Qi), people started to divide poems into sections and began to seek to understand the 
meaning via the smaller unit consisting of ju 句 (sentence, or poetic line). Then in the Tang 
dynasty, people realized the way of using characters (明下字之法). Since the Han poetic 
tradition is a very distant tradition from these poetic traditions, the two editors claim that it is not 
necessary to add punctuation marks: “we dare not use all circles and points here. It is also not 
necessary to use them here” 一切圈點，概不敢用，亦不必用. According to them, it is also 
impossible to divide a Han poem into several sections as the “Han poetry is like pre-Qin prose” 
漢詩如先秦文. The two editors, governed by their understanding that Han poetry is a distinctly 
different genre from Tang poetry and poetry of other previous dynasties, offered a guiding 
principle for the interpretation of Han poems, that is, to consider a Han poem as an undivided 
entirety without dividing it into separate parts. This is an approach that focuses on the totality of 
the poem. 
As shown in several case studies below, we see the application of the holistic approach to 
both Han-Wei and pre-Han poems in anthologies. It appears that most commentators on pre-Han 
poems and Han-Wei poems did not shed light on the meanings of individual sections or separate 
                                                            
21 It is interesting that Qian Longxi’s approach as mentioned before is slightly different. 




lines. Instead, commentators on pre-Han poems often clarify historical background and address 
the moral message, while people who offer comments on Han-Wei poems aim to elucidate the 
poetic style and linguistic flavor.  
Commenting on Pre-Han Poems 
Of the 11 anthologies listed in table 11, only two late Ming anthologies, Gushi gui 古詩
歸 (Repository of Ancient Poems) and Gushi jie 古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems), 
contain pre-Han poems. As addressed in chapter 4, Gushi gui has employed a variety of 
comments to annotate characters or phrases and elucidate the meaning of the poem, thereby 
making the poem more accessible to the readers. Is this also the case for Gushi jie? 
In contrast, the editor, Tang Ru’e, appears to emphasize the historical context of pre-Han 
poems in his comments. For example, figure 19 shows the presentation of the very first poem 
“Qingyun song” 卿雲歌 in Gushi jie. The anthologist, Tang Ru’e consulted and cited historical 
records, intending to historicize this poem. As seen in the comments, he did not comment on 
words, phrases, or the meaning. Rather, his post-poem comment situates the poem in a historical 
context, elaborating on how this pre-Qin piece could illustrate “the prospect of the civilization” 
(wenming zhi sheng 文明之盛) under the reign of the ancient Emperor Shun 舜 (r. 2233 BC-
2184 BC). This single example reveals Tang’s way of commenting on pre-Han poems. In fact, 
all his comments on other pre-Han poems collected in the first two volumes of his anthology 
show a similar attempt to historicize the poems—he always offers very detailed explanations of 
the historical contexts related to the poems in post-poem comments.  
However, in the third volume of Tang’ anthology where early pre-Han works on objects 
(yongwu 詠物) are collected, Tang Ru’e’s comments are different, showing an attempt to 
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reiterate the moral message of the poem. As shown in figure 20, when he was commenting on a 
poem on a wash basin, he identified the symbolic meaning related to the wash basin. In addition 
to offering in-text comments on the pronunciations and meanings for some characters and 
phrases, his brief post-text comment reiterates the moral message of the poem instead of 
interpreting the words and phrases in this poem.   
The two examples show that Tang Ru’e intends to either historicize the poem or address 
the moral message of the poem. As implied in his editorial principles, he thus does not consider 
gushi works as literary pieces. Instead, he treats them more like pieces of historical records.   
Apparently, while commenting on pre-Han poems, Tang Ru’e never pays attention to the 
structure of the poem or tries to break the poem into different sections. His comments on the two 
poems did not touch upon the poetic structure or 
the “author’s intentions” (zuozhe zhi yi 作者之意) 
hidden behind the text. Tang’s approach of 
interpreting the pre-Han poem, thus, could be 
labeled a “holistic approach” that does not aim to 
explain the work section by section or line by line.  
 
Figure 19: The very first pre-Han poem in 
Gushi jie. 22 
 
                                                            
22 Gushi jie 古詩解, juan 1, pp. 1a-1b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目






Figure 20: A pre-Han poem on wash basin in the third volume (juan 卷) of Gushi jie. 23 
 
 
                                                            
23 Gushi jie 古詩解, juan 3, pp.7a-7b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目
叢書, vol. 370, p. 348.  
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Commenting on Han-Wei Music Bureau Poems 
A holistic approach that highlights the entirety of a poem also remains prevalent in 
anthologies selecting Han-Wei yuefu 樂府 (music bureau) poems. Of the anthologies listed in 
table 11, at least four late Ming and early Qing anthologies contain Han-Wei music bureau 
poems. The two Qing anthologies— Yuefu yinghua 樂府英華 (Finest Blossoms of Music Bureau 
Poems) compiled by Gu Youxiao 顧有孝 (1619-1689) and Yuefu guangxu 樂府廣序 (Expanded 
Prefaces to Music Bureau Poems) compiled by Zhu Jiazheng 朱嘉徵 (1602-1684)— are devoted 
exclusively to yuefu. But by comparison, both Gushi jing 古詩鏡 (Mirror of Ancient Poems) and 
Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選 (Selection of Ancient Poems from the Hall of Picking 
Beans) begin with the section of Han-Wei yuefu poems. Here through a comparative reading of 
four books’ comments on “We Fought South of the Walls” 戰城南, a short renowned yuefu 
poem, we see a pervasive late Ming and early Qing approach of interpreting yuefu poetry. It is a 
poem collected in all the four books as well as in many other popular and influential Qing-
dynasty gushi anthologies.24  It is one of the best-known “secular yuefu poems.” 25  
As summarized in table 13 and shown in figure 21, in Yuefu yinghua 樂府英華 (Finest 
Blossoms of Music Bureau Poems) and Yuefu guangxu 樂府廣序 (Expanded Prefaces to Music 
Bureau Poems), the editors tend to clarify the historical background and to elucidate the moral 
message through inter-text and post-poem comments. Sometimes the editor also provides brief 
                                                            
24 According to a brief survey of 11 Qing-dynasty gushi anthologies, this poem is a very 
frequently collected piece. It appears for 10 times in the 11 Qing-dynasty anthologies.  
25 It is generally acknowledged that the extant yuefu corpus could be divided into two major 
types of songs according to the uses of the poems: ceremonial and sacrificial hymns, and popular 
songs that are more secular. See “Music Bureau Poems (Yuefu),” in How to Read Chinese 
Poetry, pp. 143-172. 
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comments on the pronunciations and meanings for phrases and words that are worth mentioning 
(highlighted in yellow in figure 21).  
 
Table 13: A comparison of the comments on “We Fought South of the Walls” in four 
anthologies. 
We Fought South of the 






We fought south of the walls, 
戰城南 
And died north of the 
ramparts.  死郭北 
Dead in the wilderness and 
unburied, the crows may eat 
us. 野死不葬烏可食 
Tell the crows for us: 為我謂
烏 
 “Cry for us strangers away 
from home!” 且為客豪 
 
N/A N/A Gushi jing 古詩鏡 
(Mirror of 
Ancient Poems) 
Mention the aesthetic 
effects created by 
eight characters, two 
sentences, and the 
final part.  
 
Comment on the 
general emotion and 
feeling conveyed by 
the poem.  
(figure 22) 
N/A Caishu tang gushi 
xuan 采菽堂古詩
選 (Selection of 
Ancient Poems 
from the Hall of 
Picking Beans) 
                                                            
26 The English translation here is taken from How to Read Chinese Poetry, 152-153. 
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Table 13 (cont.) 
We Fought South of the 






We died on the moors, and 
certainly will not be buried.  
野死諒不葬 
How can our rotting flesh 
run away from you!  
腐肉安能去子逃 
The water is deep and clear,  
水深激激 
The rushes and reeds are 
dark. 蒲葦冥冥 
Valiant steeds have died in 
battle, 梟騎戰鬪死 
While nags neigh, running 
around. 駑馬裴回鳴 
Bridges have been made into 
houses, 梁築室 
How can one go south? 何以
南 
How can bridges go north? 
梁何北 
 




to the battle 















                                                            
27 The English translation here is taken from How to Read Chinese Poetry, 152-153. 
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Table 13 (cont.) 
We Fought South of the 






How can the grain be 
harvested, what shall our 
lord eat? 禾黍而穫君何食 
We wish to be loyal subjects, 
yet how can we achieve that!
願為忠臣安可得 
We long for you, fine vassals. 
思子良臣 
Fine vassals are truly worth 
longing for.  
良臣誠可思 
You went out in the morning 
to fight,  
朝行出攻 
And in the evening you did 
not return. 莫不夜歸 
Post-poem comment 
first cites historical 
records to identify the 
battle, providing 
historical context for 
this poem, then 
reiterates the 
relationship between 
the ruler and the 
ministers as 
mentioned in the 
poem. 
(figure 21) 
N/A Yuefu guangxu 
樂府廣序 
(Expanded 
Prefaces to Music 
Bureau Poems) 
 
                                                            






Figure 21. Comments on “We Fought South of the Walls” in two Qing-dynasty yuefu 
anthologies. Left page is from Yuefu yinghua. Right pages are from Yuefu guangxu. 29 
 
 
By comparison, different from the other two, Chen Zuoming shed light on the literary and 
aesthetic effects created by certain characters, phrases and poetic lines in one entry of his post-
poem comment (figure 22): 
                                                            
29 Yuefu yinghua 樂府英華 (Finest Blossoms of Music Bureau Poems), 3. 4a. Collected in Siku 
quanshu cunmu congshu bubian 四庫全書存目叢書補編, vol. 33, p. 549; Yuefu guangxu 樂府
廣序 (Expanded Prefaces to Music Bureau Poems), 15.7b. Collected in Xuxiu sikuquanshu 續修




The eight characters beginning with shen shui [creates a sense of] gloomy and depressed. 
The two sentences beginning with xiao qi are heroic. The final paragraph is vivid, best 
articulated, showing the miserable feelings. The sentence beginning with mu bu ye gui is 
full of vigor. 
水深八字沉鬱。梟騎二語壯。末段淋漓淒楚。暮不夜歸句勁。30 
 
Although Chen Zuoming mentions these different aesthetic effects as created by different parts 
of a poem, like other anthologists, his final post-text comment (highlighted in yellow in figure 
22) simply shed light on the central moral message conveyed in the poem. By saying “loyal 
subjects cannot be acquired and thus [one] misses fine vassals” 忠臣不可得而思良臣, he points 
to the moral message conveyed in the following lines: 
 
 
We wish to be loyal subjects, yet how can we achieve that! 願為忠臣安可得 
We long for you, fine vassals. 思子良臣 
Fine vassals are truly worth longing for. 良臣誠可思 
 
To summarize, as seen in this example, all the three anthologists tend to shed light on the 
moral message embedded in the yuefu (music bureau) poem. In the comments, they elaborated 
on the historical context, explained words and phrases, and elucidated the moral message. 
                                                            
30 Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選, juan 1, pp. 13a-13b. Collected in Xuxiu siku quanshu 
續修四庫全書, vol. 1590, p. 579, p. 613. 
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Sometimes, an editor would identify phrases and poetic lines that made contributions to the 
creation of certain poetic effects. Nevertheless, none of them tries to explain the text section by 
section. 
It should also be noted here that “We Fought South of the Walls” 戰城南 is a 
comparatively short music bureau poem in length, and thus it might be not necessary to break it 
into various units for reading. However, in the four anthologies, while interpreting longer music 
bureau poems, the anthologists still employ the similar approach without dividing the poem into 
several parts. Different from the way of interpreting short poems, rather, they would add a post-
poem note indicating the number of jie 解 (stanza) for a longer music bureau poems. Jie 解, as a 
term unique to music bureau poetry, is an indicator of the pauses of the musical performance of 
the yuefu poem, and now is used by the anthologists to indicate the stanzas of the poetic text 
divided by the long-lost musical rhymes. By doing this, the anthologist points out the number of 
the smaller units of a long yuefu poem. In spite of the mentioning of the number of stanzas, in 
their comments, they do not explain the poem stanza by stanza. None of these anthologists in fact 
has paid attention to the structure of the poem, or the relations among different stanzas in one 
poem. Their readings, still, treat each poem as an independent undivided piece, aiming to reveal 









Figure 22: Comments on “We Fought 
South of the Walls” in Chen Zuoming’s 








Commenting on Han-Wei Poems 
By comparison, how about the interpretation of other Han-Wei poems different from 
music bureau poems? Similar to the way of interpreting music bureau poetry, anthologists also 
offer the historical background, while at the same time, they may briefly elucidate the style of 
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those poems, thereby shedding light on the so-called “Han-Wei style,” a poetic style celebrated 
by anthologists and literati since the 1500s. 31 
For example, anthologists would explain the historical background for poems that are 
closely related to historical events. Taking “Ode to the Great Wind” (“Dafeng ge” 大風歌) as an 
example. In almost all Han poetry anthologies compiled by Ming-Qing people, “Ode to the Great 
Wind” (“Dafeng ge” 大風歌) is always included and placed at the beginning of the Han section 
of the anthology, showing its status as a symbol for the beginning of the Han-Wei poetic 
tradition. It is attributed to the Emperor Gaozu of Han (a.k.a, Liu Bang 劉邦, 256 BC-295BC), 
the first emperor of the Han dynasty. While commenting on this poem, for example, the late 
Ming scholar, Lu Shiyong 陸時雍 (fl. 1633) includes a reference to the source material— Han 
shu 漢書 (Book of the Han)—32 where the poem first appeared.33 Without any additional 
comments, Lu historicizes and contextualizes the poem. Likewise, in Han shi shuo 漢詩說 and 
Gushi jie 古詩解, the editors provide a short paragraph after the poem, further clarifying the 
historical background and the related historical event in great details. 34 However, in the post-text 
comment inside Gushi jie 古詩解, unlike others that only elucidate historical context, the editor 
Tang Ru’e moreover tries to delve into the emperor’s mind in the historical context, offering a 
vivid description of the emperor’s mentality (figure 23).   
                                                            
31 Of the 11 late Ming and early Qing commented poetry anthologies listed in table 11, except for 
Gushi gui, at least 6 anthologies select poems composed by authors from the Han dynasty up to 
the Sui dynasty. 3 of them are anthologies devoted exclusively to Han-dynasty poems. 
32 See Lu Shiyong, Gushi jing 古詩鏡, vol. 31, WYGSKQS digital edition. The original comment 
reads, 漢書曰高帝既定天下還過沛留置酒沛宮悉召故人父老子弟佐酒發沛中兒得百二十人
教之歌酒酣上擊築自歌令兒皆和習之帝乃起舞慷慨傷懐. 
33 This poem was included in poetry anthology by 16th-century anthologists. 
34 See Han shi shuo 漢詩說, juan 1, pp. 1a-1b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫





Figure 23: Tang Ru’e’s comment on “Ode to the Great Wind” in Gushi jie.35 
 
In addition to the elucidation of the historical context, some anthologists address the 
poetic style in the post-poem comment. For example, Chen Zuoming notes that this poem is 
“extraordinary. It could cover and last for hundred generations” 雄駿可以籠罩百代. 36 
Similarly, a note included in Li Yindu’s Han shi yinzhu 漢詩音注 shows an almost similar 
                                                            
35 Gushi jie 古詩解, juan 4, pp. 1a-1b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書存目
叢書, vol. 370, p. 361. 
36 Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選, juan 3, p. 1a. Collected in Xuxiu siku quanshu 續修四
庫全書, vol. 1590, p. 633. 
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understanding of style: the editor Li Yindu says, the poem is “extraordinary, profound, sincere, 
and earnest. It could lead and cover a generation.” 雄沉愷挚，以此龍蓋一世.37 Such a remark 
on the style of “Ode to the Great Wind” reveals that the two Qing anthologists understood this 
poem as a representative work of the Han poetry. Since it is always the first poem placed in the 
Han-dynasty section of almost all gushi anthologies, its extraordinary style could “lead and 
cover” the poetry throughout the Han dynasty (籠罩百代 or 龍蓋一世).  
Nevertheless, unlike Chen Zuoming who does not offer inter-text comments, Li Yindu 
includes two additional paragraphs of inter-text comments. It should be noted that, in his inter-
text comments, Li does not annotate the words and phrases as anthologists often do, but 
addresses the structure of the poem connected by the meanings of two different lines: 
 
The meanings in the previous [line] and the next [line], [we should] read them one after 
the other, so that we could get the meaning thoroughly. 
上下兩義，相承看，始盡。38 
 
The focus of this short comment is remarkably different from annotations and comments in 
almost all examples discussed before. This short note, in fact, highlights the necessity of reading 
two poetic lines of a single poem together. By proposing that a reader needs to understand the 
meanings of two lines together, one after another, this note already breaks the poem into separate 
                                                            
37 Han shi yinzhu 漢詩音注, juan 1, p. 1b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書
存目叢書, vol. 401, p. 693. Also see figure 24. It is possible that Li Yindu consulted Chen’s 
anthology while compiling his book. 
38 Han shi yinzhu 漢詩音注, juan 1, p. 1b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書
存目叢書, vol. 401, p. 693. Also see the yellow highlighted part in figure 24. 
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sections for readers, thereby leading to a pause in the reading process. As a matter of fact, this 
sentence testifies to the use of another approach in the process of interpreting gushi, that is, an 
















Figure 24: Li Yindu’s annotations and comments on “Ode to the Great Wind” in Hanshi 
yinzhu.39 
 
                                                            
39 Han shi yinzhu 漢詩音注, juan 1, p. 1b. Collected in Siku quanshu cunmu congshu 四庫全書




An Analytical Approach 
As opposed to the “holistic approach,” by “analytical approach,” here I refer to an 
approach that divide a poem into individual sections and explain the poem section by section. 
Often, the smaller unit used in interpretation is labeled as “sentence or poetic line” (ju 句). In 
other words, compared with the former approach, this is an approach that understands the poem 
via an analysis of smaller unit such as a poetic line, a couplet, or a stanza. Let’s look at Jin 
Shengtan’s 金聖歎 (1608-1661) comment on the first poem of “Nineteen Old Poems” 古詩十九
首. 
 
To read ancient authors’ books, [we know] the discontinuity at the place where continues, 
and the continuality at the place where discontinues. For a poem talking incessantly just 
like this, isn't it arguing on the trivial part as if in buying vegetables? In fact, if [we] 
divide the poem, then we get 20 pieces layered up. If we combine the pieces, then [each 
part] could meet and we get one poem—this is called “continuity in discontinuity.” 
Nevertheless, people who interpret poetry should not think about the length of the poem 
and have to use “four lines per explanation” as a fixed rule. When later generations read 
ancient music bureau poems, they then marked out “the first jie,” “the second jie,” and so 
on. They would not offer comments on other parts of the poem. Therefore, as for those 
who recklessly talk about the difference of the yuefu style, they don’t know that music 
bureau poems are presented to the musicians, making them know the syllables and places 
to stop. If learned men know this by heart, how could I talk about this again and again?—
this is “discontinuity within continuity.” Since we have established the analytical rule of 
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explaining the poems, then the tightness of the poem is [seen] here, and the change with 
the poem’s spirit is also [seen] here. For example, as to this poem, only its ways of 








This paragraph is placed before the text of first poem of the “Nineteen Old Poems” as collected 
in Jin Shengtan’s Chang jing tang gushi jie 唱經堂古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems in the 
Hall of Sutra-Chanting), a commented anthology explaining “Nineteen Old Poems.” 41 This 
paragraph shows Jin Shengtan’s primary principle of interpreting gushi. It demonstrates a typical 
analytical approach characterized by two new inventions: first, Jin Shengtan’s borrowing of the 
unit that divides yuefu poetry and his application of such a unit to gushi poetry; second, his 
employment of the ways of commenting on the regulated verse as well as an eight-legged essay 
                                                            
40 See Jin Shengtan, Chang jing tang gushi jie 唱經堂古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems in 
the Hall of Sutra-Chanting). Collected in Lu Lin 陸林 ed., Jin Shengtan quanji 金聖歎全集, 
Nanjing: Jiangsu fenghuang chubanshe, 2008, vol.1, pp. 23-24. 
41 This book in fact provides comments on twenty old poems, with the original No. 12 divided 
into two poems. 
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in the analysis of gushi poetry. Taking the first poem in “Nineteen Old Poems” as an example. 
Table 14 summarizes Jin Shengtan’s comments and annotations.  
Table 14: Jin Shengtan’s comments and annotations for the first poem of “Nineteen Old 
Poems.”42 
 
No. 1, On and On, 
Again On and On 
[You Go] 
 Jin Shengtan’s comments 
On and on, again on 
and on [you go],  
行行重行行 This line is the overview of the twenty poems. 
此句為二十首總冒。43 
The entire piece is directly [divided into] four stanzas. 
However, the beginning line and the ending line have 
created another pause.  
通首板作四解，而起結兩句，另作一頓。 
I cannot but live 
apart from you.  
與君生别離  
The distance has 
grown ten thousand 
li and more,  
相去萬餘里  
                                                            
42 Jin Shengtan, Chang jing tang gushi jie 唱經堂古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems in the 
Hall of Sutra-Chanting). Collected in Lu Lin 陸林 ed., Jin Shengtan quanji 金聖歎全集, vol.1, 
p. 24. 
43 Jin’s book in fact provides comments on twenty old poems, with the original No. 12 divided 
into two poems. 
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Table 14 (cont.) 
We are now at 
opposite ends of the 
sky.  
各在天一涯 The first stanza 
一解。 
The road is rugged 
and long,  
道路阻且長  
How can I know 
when we shall meet 
again?  
會面安可知  
The Tartar horse 
leans into the north 
wind,  
胡馬依北風  
The Yue bird nests 
among southern 
branches.  
越鳥巢南枝 The second stanza 
二解。 
Day by day our 
parting seems more 
remote,  
相去日已遠  
Day by day robe and 
belt grow looser.  
衣帶日已緩  
Drifting clouds hide 






Table 14 (cont.) 
The wanderer does 
not care to return.  
遊子不顧反 
 
The third stanza 
三解。 
Thinking of you 




Years and months 
are suddenly gone.  
嵗月忽已晚  
Forget all this—I 
will say no more 
about it,  
棄捐勿復道 Going all the way here, [this poem] first speaks of 
scenery, then feelings. It contains all meanings 
embedded in the texts of the next 19 poems. Gradually, 
with the development of the poem, the [tone] becomes 
urgent. It is just like to to open up a bottle and let the 
water flow [a.k.a., the feelings are gradually revealed]. 
Suddenly the poet uses one line to stop it. The way of 















Table 14 (cont.) 
But try my utmost 
to eat my meals. 44 
努力加餐飯 The fourth stanza. 
四解。 
Moreover, the poet suddenly uses one line to stop the 
tail. The added line is even more marvelous. [The 
reader] thinks the speaker is going to talk, but she 
suddenly stops. [The reader] thinks the speaker is 
going to stop, but she suddenly speaks out. The style 
of the writing is meandering to such an extent. 
又忽用一句掉尾，添筆更靈妙。意其說，卻忽然
止；意其止，又忽然說；蜿蜒夭矯至此。 
Final post-poem comment:  
When my reading arrives here, I feel that the two lines “My person is rejected; What avails it 
to care for what may come after?” in the “Airs of States” [in the Book of Poetry], are shallow 
in feelings. But they are indeed sincere words (a.k.a, the words of blood and tears) of the loyal 
and filial ones.  
讀至此，覺《國風》“我躬不閱”二句，猶為情淺，真忠孝血淚之言。 
 
First, by adopting the term “jie 解,” a unique indicator of the stanza of music bureau 
poems, Jin has legitimized his division of a gushi poem. In fact, he has neglected the fact that 
                                                            
44 The poem’s English translation is taken from How to Read Chinese Poetry. See How to Read 
Chinese Poetry, p. 105.  
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“Nineteen Old Poems” are not music bureau poems used for musical performance, but are 
ancient-style poems authored by unknown Han-dynasty literati. Without considering the poetic 
genre, Jin Shengtan breaks down this gushi poem into four sections and uses jie 解 (stanza) to 
label each section. Unlike others who indicate the total number of jie 解 (stanza) for at the end of 
each yuefu poem,45 Jin adds “1st jie,” “2nd jie” as indicators of the stanza inside the poem, after 
each section. According to him, there is a fixed rule that always considers four lines as a stanza. 
Thus, the first poem of “Nineteen Old Poems,” has four jie 解 (stanza): “The entire piece is 
directly [divided into] four stanzas” 通首板作四解.46 This division accords with his pre-text 
comment that says nowadays people should use “four lines per explanation” as a fixed rule 
Second, Jin Shengtan has applied the ways of commenting on the regulated verse as well 
as the eight-legged essay to the analysis of gushi poetry. He identifies the first line and the last as 
qi 起(beginning) and jie 結 (ending): 
 
However, the beginning line and the ending line have created another pause.  
而起結兩句，另作一頓。47 
 
                                                            
45 See the above discussion on the way of interpreting music bureau poems. 
46 Jin Shengtan, Chang jing tang gushi jie 唱經堂古詩解 (Explanation of Ancient Poems in the 
Hall of Sutra-Chanting). Collected in Lu Lin 陸林 ed., Jin Shengtan quanji 金聖歎全集, 




The two terms, qi and jie are the terms used in the analysis of a regulated verse. By 
comparison, as shown before, many of Jin’s contemporary anthologists tend to treat a gushi work 
as an undivided work, without identifying the structure of a poem, not to mention the use of the 
terms qi 起 (beginning) and jie 結 (ending) to indicate the functions of the first and last line.  In 
addition to the two terms, Jin’s comment on the final line also uses the term diaowei 掉尾 
(falling the tail), a term often seen in the commentary on eight-legged examination essays.  
In fact, the way of analyzing the poem according to the unit of the poetic line appears to 
be a convention for Tang recent-style poetry as it is easy to divide a regulated verse or a quatrain 
into different sections according to rhyming patterns. However, this was never the case for 
others’ interpretations of gushi works. While Jin Shengtan is known for applying fenjie 分解 
(dividing and explaining) approach to Du Fu’s regulated verses, he adopted a similar fenjie 
approach to gushi works.48 After dividing separate parts of a poem, Jin Shengtan moreover 
comments on the development of the emotions (qing 情) in the poem, indicating that the emotion 
gradually reaches to a climax toward the end of the poem, and further noting the scenery-
emotion binary structure of the entire piece.   
To modern readers, perhaps Jin Shengtan’s approach reads similarly to the approach that 
we get used to. However, in the late Ming and early Qing, Jin Shengtan’s analytical approach of 
                                                            
48 Scholars have paid attention to Jin Shengtan’s criticism on vernacular fictions, vernacular 
dramas, and Du Fu’s poems. See Liangyan Ge, “Authoring ‘Authorial Intention:’ Jin Shengtan as 
Creative Critic;” Martin M. Huang, “Author(ity) and Reader in Traditional Chinese Xiaoshuo 
Commentary;” Sally K. Church, “Beyond the Words: Jin Shengtan's Perception of Hidden 
Meanings in Xixiang ji;” and Ji Hao, “How to Do Things with Poetry: Du Fu and the Mode of 
Life Reading during the Ming-Qing Transition,” in The Reception of Du Fu (712-770) and His 
Poetry in Imperial China, 153-205.  Current scholarship has explored Jin’s literary thoughts 
regarding the author-reader relationship, and has noted Jin’s analytical approach used in 
analyzing Du Fu’s poems, while it has not examined Jin’s ways of interpreting the gushi genre.  
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reading “Nineteen Old Poems” is different from the holistic approach widely employed by other 
anthologists. Without dividing the poem into separate sections, other anthologists simply 
comment on the general meanings or moral messages conveyed in this poem. For example, Jin’s 
contemporary, Chen Zuoming offers very detailed long comments on this poem, elaborating on 
the speaker’s psychological movement, the female speaker’s sadness, and melancholy.49 
However, unlike Jin, Chen’s comment reads more like a critical essay on this poem and would be 
of no use in helping readers to understand the structure of this poem thoroughly.  
As a matter of fact, during Jin’s time, it was generally acknowledged that gushi could not 
be explained (buke shuo 不可說), while Jin Shengtan’s interpretation of “Nineteen Old Poems” 
was considered a reason for his tragic execution by the Qing court: 
 
When the master (Mr. Jin Shengtan) interpreted Du Fu’s poems, according to his own 
words, someone said to him in his dream that all poems could be spoken of, but only 
“Nineteen Old Poems” could not be explained. The master then considered this as a 
warning. Later, after he was drunk, he talked freely about the poem “Green Green Grass 
Along the River” (No. 2 of “Nineteen Old Poems”). Because of this, shortly after, he 
stopped writing (a.k.a, being executed).  
                                                            
49 See Caishu tang gushi xuan 采菽堂古詩選, juan 3, pp. 20a-21b. Collected in Xuxiu siku 






Given this story, we may infer, during the late Ming and early Qing periods, the pervasive 
approach of reading and interpreting gushi would be a holistic approach instead of the analytical 
approach embraced by Jin Shengtan. Jin Shengtan’s way of explaining gushi was not a common 
practice during then. The man who talked to Jin Shengtan in his dream probably could be 
understood as Jin’s contemporaries who tended not to shuo 說 (speak of, interpret, or explain) 
“Nineteen Old Poems” in Jin’s way. By relating Jin’s misfortune with the interpretation of 
“Nineteen Old Poems,” this story further creates an aura for “Nineteen Old Poems”—the 
representative work in the gushi corpus—thereby making it a mysterious and divine genre that 
forbids an in-depth and thorough interpretation. It also suggests the dominance of the holistic 
approach as a way of reading and interpreting gushi among late Ming and early Qing literary 
readers. The dominance of the holistic approach is not only seen in the 1600s, but also continues 




                                                            
50 This paragraph is quoted from Zhou Zuoren 周作人 (1885—1967), “Tan Jing Shengtan” 談金
聖歎 (Talking about Jin Shengtan), in Zhou Zuoren, Zhou Zuoren sanwen quanji 周作人散文全
集, vol. 6, p. 680. In the 1930s, both Lu Xun and his brother Zhou Zuoren has written essays on 
Jin Shengtan’s literary criticism, for details, see Lu Lin, “Lu Xun, Zhou Zuoren lun Jin 
Shengtan” 魯迅、周作人論金聖歎——明末清初文學與現代文學關係之個案考察, Wen Shi 




In Gu Tang shi he jie 古唐詩合解 (A Collected Explanation of Pre-Tang and Tang 
Poems)51 a new combined pre-Tang and Tang commented poetry anthology published during the 
Yongzheng 雍正 reign (1722-1735), the editor Wang Yaoqu 王尧衢 (fl. 1732), notes that he 
employed two different ways of explaining gushi and Tang shi in his comments: 
 
Now my way of commenting on gushi is: I follow the genre, see the whole and its 
intended meaning, then I annotate its words and phrases respectively. I’m not seeking for 
the fineness in the poem. 
今余注古詩，隨其體裁，觀其立局命意而分疏之，不求纖巧。 
Tang ancient-style poetry is different from those of the Han, Wei, and Jin dynasties. In 
Han-Wei period, most ancient-style poems are pentasyllabic poems without the change of 
rhymes. But now when I comment on Tang ancient-style poems, I see the perfect 
working among spirit, feeling, words, and phrases, and I talk about these [elements] in 
details one by one. When I comment on Tang regulated verse, I divide it into parts, 
explaining the meaning [or intention] of the title. I also mark out the beginning, 
developing, turning, and closure places. [As for regulated verse,] each stanza has its rules, 
each line has its rules, and each character has its rules. I should get the spirit in the poem 
                                                            
51 It contains two sections: Gushi jie and Tang shi jie. Printing pre-Tang poems together with 
Tang poems is a very common practice in late imperial China since the late Ming, as mentioned 
in chapter 2. 
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via each character of my explanation, and meet the intention of the poem via each word 





Wang’s two different approaches of commenting on gushi and Tang shi shows his 
perception of the division between the holistic approach and the analytical approach as well as 
their possible uses. Although Shi Zhecun 施蟄存 (1905-2003) has noted that Wang Yaoqu’s way 
of commenting on poems is to adopt Jin Shengtan’s analytical approach that divides the poem 
into several sections according to rhyming patterns, 53 it appears that according to Wang, the 
analytical approach only applies to Tang poetry. Wang’s approach of interpreting gushi still 
follows the holistic approach that does not divide the poem into sections. Instead, the primary job 
for Wang in his comments on gushi is to provide annotations (shu 疏).  Indeed. Most of his 
comments on gushi inside the anthology are brief, aiming to annotate words and phrases, clarify 
the historical background, and address the poetic style. Although sometimes, his annotations on a 
poem appear right after a section of a gushi poem, showing a slight departure from his claimed 
approach, the overall goal of explaining gushi is not to clarify the rules of each word, phrase, 
line, and stanza as he claimed for Tang regulated verse.  
                                                            
52 Wang Yaoqu 王尧衢 (fl. 1732). “Fan li” 凡例, in Gu Tang shi he jie 古唐詩合解, pp. 3-4.  
53 Shi Zhecun, “Lidai Tang shi xuanben xulu” 歷代唐詩選本敘錄, in Tang shi baihua 唐詩百
話, p. 781. 
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Interestingly, as Shi Zhecun notes, “after the publication of the first edition, later Tang 
shi jie was circulated and printed widely, while Gushi jie was abandoned and not printed” 其後
《唐詩解》傳刻多，《古詩解》廢而不刻.54 It appears that only the Tang section became 
frequently printed, while in contrast, the pre-Tang gushi section was forgotten. Probably this is 
partly due to the uses of different approaches in the explanation of the poems. As Shi notes, the 
analytical approach applied by Wang is useful for young poetry learners.55 Therefore, it is 
probably that Wang’s explanation of Tang poems is more effective than his interpretation of pre-
Tang gushi, which thus results in the popularity of the Tang section of this combined anthology. 
The different reception of the two sections in Gu Tang shi he jie could serve as a 
conclusion for this chapter. As seen in the late Ming and early Qing gushi anthologies as well as 
shihua works compiled and edited by literary readers, gushi and Tang shi have been considered 
as two distinctively different poetic genres. Speaking of the distinction between gushi and Tang 
shi, literati in the Ming and Qing dynasties were, in fact, talking about the division between pre-
Tang unregulated poetry and the Tang regulated verse. Subsequently, the ways of interpreting 
the two poetic genres as seen in commented anthologies are different. As demonstrated before, to 
Ming-Qing literati, the primary goal and the method of interpreting and understanding gushi and 
Tang shi are not the same. Specifically, many anthologists applied a holistic approach to read 
and interpret gushi works, showing a pervasive perception that a gushi work should be treated as 
an undivided unity. However, some other readers-- for example, Jin Shengtan-- applied the 
analytical approach that is often used for interpreting regulated verse and eight-legged 
examination essay to gushi works. Such an approach breaks a gushi poem into several parts, and 
                                                            
54 Ibid, p. 780. 
55 Ibid, p. 781. 
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is in fact, a more effective approach in helping readers to understand and read the poem. As 
demonstrated in the different reception of the two sections of Gu Tang shi hejie, the holistic 
approach was still used by literati in the 1700s, yet it might not be a popular approach. By 
contrast, the analytical approach might be welcomed by general readers, of whom many were 






CONCLUSION: LEARNING GUSHI IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
Reading as Learning 
In Suiyuan shihua 隨園詩話 (Remarks on Poetry from the Sui Garden), Yuan Mei 袁枚 
(1716-1797) once mentions his experience of learning poetry as a child:  
 
My family was poor when I was a child. Except for “Four Books” and “Five Classics,” I 
did not know what poetry is. One day, my teacher went out, and his friend Mr. Zhang 
Zinan brought a volume of a book, arriving at our place, hoping to sell it. Mr. Zhang left 
a short letter, saying [the following words] to my teacher: “I am just in urgent need of 
something. So here I am presenting four-volume Gushi xuan, seeking to get it exchanged 
for a small loan of two xing silver. If you could buy it, [you are] like my second parent. 
My feeling cannot be fully expressed through language.” My uncle Zhang Shengfu saw 
the letter, and talked to my late mother, saying, “Just because of a loan as small as two 
xing, Mr. Zhang left such sad words. It should be urgent and should be appropriate to 
give the money to him. It is fine to receive the poems (a.k.a., the book), but it is also fine 
not to receive the poems (a.k.a., the book).” That year, I was nine years old, and I read 
the book by accident. It was like that I received a treasure. [The book] started with 
“Nineteen Old Poems,” and ended with the high Tang poems. When my teacher left, 
going to other places, and when I was dismissed from the school after my school year, I 










When the renowned Qing poet, Yuan Mei, looked back into his experience of learning 
poetry, he mentioned the anthology Gushi xuan as the first book that sparked his interest in 
poetry at the age of nine. As noted by modern scholars, this anthology is, in fact, the early Qing 
poet, Wang Shizhen’s 王士禎 (1634-1711), Gushi xuan.2 It is also the anthology Wenren Tan 聞
人倓 (fl. 1766) avidly read and annotated. 3Wenren Tan acquired Wang Shizhen’s anthology in 
the book in the 1730s. A few years earlier, in 1724 (the second year of Yongzheng reign), Yuan 
Mei, as a nine-year-old child, acquired the book, consequently began his journey of learning 
poetry. Like Wenren Tan, Yuan Mei read the book in private, learning how to compose poems 
by imitating the selected works. Yuan Mei’s experience demonstrates a18th-century child was 
enthusiastic about poetry, and also shows how gushi anthology was used in the process of poetry 
learning during the 1700s.  
Apparently, according to Yuan Mei’s and Wenren Tan’s story, in the 1700s, Wang 
Shizhen’s anthology serves as a primer book or an entry-level reading material for young pupils. 
                                                            
1 Yuan Mei, Suiyuan shihua 隨園詩話, juan 6. See Suiyuan shihua, Beijing: Renmin wenxue 
chubanshe, 1982, p. 189.  
2 See Zheng Xing, Yuan Mei nianpu xinbian 袁枚年譜新編, p. 17. This story is also told in 
Schmidt, Harmony Garden: The Life, Literary Criticism, and Poetry of Yuan Mei (1716-1798), 
8. 
3 See Introduction. 
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Yuan Mei read the book at the age of 9. Wenren Tan acquired and started to read this book in his 
twentieth while his first exposure to pre-Tang poems was at the age of 13. The readers of the 
gushi works and Wang’s gushi anthology thus include a 9-year-old Yuan Mei, a 13-year-old 
Wenren Tan, and a young Wenren Tan in his twentieth. These young readers, while being 
forbidden from reading poetry due to the pressure from the teacher and the civil service 
examinations, read Wang’s poetry anthology with enthusiasm. Wang’s anthology, for the first 
time, has presented the beauty of ancient poetry, ancient-style poetry, and the general poetic 
tradition to them, thus has sparked their interests in poetry, further leading to Wenren Tan’s 
action of reading and annotating the poems for decades, as well as Yuan Mei’s lifelong pursuit of 
poetry-writing. 
While Wang Shizhen’s poetry anthology was used for one’s self-learning of poetry in the 
1720s and the 1730s, it is still not clear whether Wang compiled the anthology for the 
contemporary needs of teaching and learning poetry. Wang Shizhen finished the anthology in 
1683, the 22nd year of the Kangxi reign 康熙 (1661-1722),4 and Wang’s student, Jiang Jingqi 蔣
景祁 (1646-1695) published it in 1689. Jiang noted: 
 
This book has 15 volumes in total. After finishing copying the poems, [the master] 
compiled over ten entries of “editorial principles,” clarifying why he selected or excluded 
the poem. He then gave the book to me. I dare not to keep it in private.  
                                                            
4 See the entry on the year 1683. In Wang Shizhen, Yuyang xiansheng zizhuan nianpu 漁洋先生
自撰年譜, in Beijing tushuguan cang zhenben nianpu congkan 北京圖書館藏珍本年譜叢刊, 





This note tells us that the teacher-student relation plays essential roles in the publication process. 
Wang’s students helped Wang in the anthology-making process. After the “editorial principles 
for pentasyllabic poems” (wuyan shi fanli 五言詩凡例) section of the initial Qing edition of 
Gushi xuan, we see the following words: 
 
Disciples: Jiang Jingqi (style name, Jingshao) of the Yangxian County, and Hui Rui 
(style name, Peicang) of the Jiangshang County Records. 
門人陽羨蔣景祁京少、江上惠潤沛蒼錄 6 
 
It is clear that the teacher and students worked closely in the process of making this anthology 
since Wang’s two disciples might have helped transcribe Wang’s words into the printed 
“editorial principles.” Then would it be possible that Wang compiled the anthology for teaching 
his students? While there is no evidence indicating this, it is evident that the anthology was first 
circulated within a limited community of readers, including Wang’s students. However, unlike 
Yuan Mei and Wenren Tan who were small children when reading the anthology, Jiang Jingqi 
was already 37 years old when Wang Shizhen finished the book in 1683, and was over 40 when 
the book was published. While Yuan Mei and Wenren Tan knew nothing about poetry when they 
                                                            
5 See Jiang Jingqi’s preface. In Wang Shizhen, Ruanting xuangushi 阮亭選古詩, p. 194. 
6 Ibid., p. 196.  
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first read Wang’s book, Jiang was already a full-grown man who would be familiar with the 
poetic and literary tradition when he was helping Wang in making the anthology.  
Like Jiang, many readers of Wang’s anthology were literary readers who might not seek 
to learn poetry from this book. Song Lu 宋犖 (1634- 1714), the Governor (xunfu 巡撫) of 
Jiangsu Province in the 1690s, was identified as a proofreader for the table of contents of the first 
edition. Thus he was also a reader of the early edition.7 He was an advanced reader of the gushi 
tradition since he was familiar with the entire literary tradition. As a matter of fact, according to 
the information found in current extant editions, most readers of this anthology were advanced 
literary scholars. At least 17 people have commented on this anthology, written prefaces or 
postscripts for the reprinted editions, or helped proofread the new editions.8 The names of many 
renowned poets, writers, scholars, and critics appear as participants in the making of new 
editions. For example, Weng Fanggang 翁方綱 (1733 - 1818), a famous philosopher, and Yao 
Nai 姚鼐 (1731-1815), one renowned writer of ancient-style prose, were listed as two 
commentators in one reprinted edition. 9 Song Lu, Weng Fanggang, and Yao Nai were indeed 
scholars and literary writers who were very familiar with literary tradition during the 1700s. 
They were also advanced readers of Wang’s book. 
Thus, in the 1700s, with Wang Shizhen’s Gushi xuan as an example, we see the readers 
of gushi works range from renowned scholars who knew a lot about the poetic tradition to 
children who know nothing about poetry. As compared with previous periods, the readership of 
gushi works and gushi anthologies has indeed been expanded. To the two young readers, Yuan 
                                                            
7 Ibid., p. 196.  




Mei and Wenren Tan, the process of reading Wang’s anthology is also a process of learning 
poetry. Reading thus becomes learning.  
The use of gushi anthologies as entry-level learning materials of poetry continued in the 
1800s. Wang Kaiyun 王闓運 (1833-1916), a renowned teacher and literary scholar in late Qing, 
compiled Badai shixuan 八代詩選 (Selection of Poems of Eight Dynasties) in the 1850s. 
According to him, his new pre-Tang anthology would allow learners to take and figure out the 
path of poetry-learning (俾學者取徑焉). All his disciples thus held a hand-copied manuscript 
edition (chaoben 鈔本) that carry Wang’s commentaries, 10 showing the actual use of this book 
for poetry learning. Moreover, according to a late Qing Manchu bannerman’s memoir, Gu Tang 
shi he jie 古唐詩合解 (A Collected Explanation of Pre-Tang and Tang Poems)11 was once used 
as a textbook for teenagers in the Manchu homeschool (jiashu 家塾). 12 The two examples thus 
suggest the continuation of using anthologies as entry-level learning materials of poetry among 
general readers in the 1800s.  
 
Conclusion 
Looking back into the Ming-Qing practices of compiling, publishing and reading ancient-
style poetry anthologies, we see a significant change related to the practices as well as the change 
                                                            
10 The original reads, 及門高足弟子頗有鈔本，見之者皆以為非獨前人所未道。即此可知府
君詩法之所自出. See Wang Daigong 王代功, Xiangqi fujun nianpu 湘綺府君年譜, p. 149. 
11 It contains two sections: Gushi jie and Tang shi jie. Printing pre-Tang poems together with 
Tang poems is a very common practice in late imperial China since the late Ming, as mentioned 
in chapter 2. 
12 The original reads, 時已在十幾歲，先學“對對字”、“綴句”。然後，先選讀《古文觀
止》、《古文釋義》、《文章軌范》、《古文筆法百篇》等。兼學詩賦，選讀《古唐詩合
解》、《賦學正鵠》、《駢體文鈔》、《六朝文絜》等，參考《昭明太子文選》。See 
Wanyan Zuoxian 完顏佐賢, “Manzu jiashu” 滿族家塾 (Manchu Home School), 164. 
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brought by those practices. Those practices have significantly reshaped and refashioned the early 
poetic tradition and the entire literary tradition in a variety of ways. First, those practices have 
transmitted the early poetic tradition. As compared with previous dynasties, the number of new 
ancient-style poetry anthologies increased significantly in Ming-Qing China, indicating the rise 
of the practice of compiling and publishing ancient-style poetry anthologies. The practice of 
making new ancient-style poetry anthologies have lasted for several centuries from the 1510s up 
to the 1820s.  The constant production of the genre “ancient-style poetry anthology” throughout 
the Ming and Qing dynasties thus helped transmit the uncanonical ancient and early poetic 
tradition. They were available as both manuscripts and printed books, while several new late 
imperial practices have helped generate a diversity of different formats for this genre of books, 
thereby helping transmit the early poetic tradition in a variety of different ways to a diversity of 
readers.  
Second, the practices in the 16th century have transformed and canonized the early poetic 
tradition. In the 1500s, by making new anthologies that have collected previously unselected 
works, the Ming editors have revised the tradition. By making new books that carry different 
editorial principles, the 16th-century editors have changed people’s ways of perceiving the 
tradition. Moreover, by making a comprehensive all-inclusive pre-Tang poetry anthology, Shi ji,  
the 16th-century Ming anthologists have generated and canonized a pre-Tang corpus of rhymed 
works, thereby reinventing the pre-Tang tradition. The wide circulation of Shi ji further 
demonstrates the canonization of the pre-Tang poetic tradition. Pre-Tang poetry was no longer a 
forgotten and marginalized genre. It was a tradition distinctively different from the Tang 
tradition. It served as the origin of the revered Tang tradition as well as the entire poetic 
tradition.   
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Third, the 17th-century repetitive republication of the pre-Tang corpus in a variety of way 
helped expand the readership and transform the understanding of the term gushi among readers. 
The late Ming commercial publication of new anthologies with new formats in responses to the 
change of the readership, in fact, served the contemporary late Ming reading needs, and would 
also attract new readers.  With the frequent printing of the pre-Tang corpus, in the 1600s, gushi 
has been used widely as a general term to refer to pre-Tang poetry. The distinction between 
gushi and Tang poetry has been established and widely accepted among both general and literary 
readers. 
Fourth, the rise of compiling and publishing commented anthologies after the 1620s have 
helped generate new ways of interpreting and reading early poetry, pre-Tang poetry, and gushi. 
As shown in the commented anthologies, anthologists maintained that the way of interpreting 
Tang poetry should be different from the way of interpreting gushi. They have provided a 
holistic approach, and an analytic approach for reading gushi works in practice. The prevalent 
holistic approach is to consider a poem as an undivided entirety, while the analytical approach is 
to break a poem into pieces, emphasizing on the internal structure and interconnectedness of 
different sections in a poem. It seems that the holistic approach was prevalent in the late Ming 
and early Qing commented anthologies, while the analytical approach might be more effective in 
helping readers to learn poetry.  
Finally, in the 1700s, readers began to use gushi anthologies as entry-level materials to 
learn poetry, and the readership of ancient-style poetry anthologies has already expanded to 
children and young poetry learners as seen in Wang Shizhen’s example. As demonstrated in 
previous chapters, ancient-style poetry anthologies were compiled due to a variety of reasons. In 
the 1500s, people were not satisfied with the contemporary tradition that revered the Tang 
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poetry, and compiled new pre-Tang poetry anthologies. In the 1600s, people printed new gushi 
anthologies primarily to cater to the new reading needs. Some anthologies produced commented 
anthologies, intending to offer practical reading guides to targeted readers. In the 1700s, with the 
expansion of the readership to children, reading becomes learning and readers such as children 
and young adults used gushi anthologies to learn poetry. This may suggest the popularization of 
ancient poetry with the help of the publication and reception of anthologies. The gushi 
anthologies, while serving as the primer book for young poetry learners, guided and prescribed 
young readers’ perception of pre-Tang poetry, ancient-style poetry, as well as the gushi tradition. 
In this sense, the genre “ancient-style poetry anthology” has played very significant roles in the 
processes of teaching and learning poetry.  
From the 1500s to the 1700s, the enduring practices of compiling, publishing, and 
reading pre-Tang and ancient-style poetry anthologies have thus resulted in a significant 
remaking of the late imperial poetic culture and literary fashion. These practices have made the 
early poetic tradition widely available, aptly known, and avidly read by Ming-Qing people. At 
the same time, these practics have also transformed the contemporary literary fashion and 
people’s perception of the ancient poetic tradition, making pre-Tang poetry, ancient-style poetry, 
and gushi celebrated and favored genres among both literary and general readers of late imperial 
China. To sum, the publication and reception of ancient-style poetry anthologies in late imperial 
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APPENDIX: LOCATING ANCIENT-STYLE POETRY ANTHOLOGIES IN BOOK 
CATALOGS 
While an examination of the formats and forms for the “ancient-style poetry anthology” 
genre demands a survey into a comprehensive body of data, collecting data of this particular type 
of books remains difficult, for a separate subsection of “ancient-style poetry anthology” never 
exist under the zongji section in either traditional or modern book catalogs. In traditional book 
catalogs, entries of zongji category are often arranged by the chronological order of the books’ 
compilation dates rather than the stylistic difference of the selected anthology-pieces—this is 
exemplified in the zongji category of the officially-compiled Siku quanshu 四庫全書 (Complete 
Books in Four Treasures). By comparison, in modern book catalogs, zongji section often consists 
of several subsections according to a mixture of standards ranging from the format of the 
anthology to the topic of anthology-piece. In Zhongguo guji shanben shumu 中國古籍善本書目 
(Chinese Union Catalog of Rare Books), congbian 叢編 (serial compilations), tongdai 通代 
(cross-dynasty), duandai 斷代 (individual dynasty), difang yiwen 地方藝文 (local literature and 
writings), and jiaji 家集 (family collections) are the five subsection labels. They are in fact 
indicators of the anthology’s compilation format, or the historical ranges of the anthology-pieces, 
or the origins of the selected works. 1 Later, in Zhongguo guji zongmu 中國古籍總目  
(Complete Catalog of Chinese Ancient Books)— the most comprehensive up-to-date Chinese 
ancient book catalogs compiled in the 2010s— the zongji category becomes more complicated 
and diversified: it not only contains congbian 叢編 (serial compilations), tongdai 通代 (cross-
                                                            
1 See Zhongguo guji shanben shumu 中國古籍善本書目, the table of contents for juan 28. The 
former three are indicators of the anthology’s formats and historical range of the selected pieces, 
while the latter two indicate the origins of the selected works.   
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dynasty), and duandai 斷代 (individual dynasty) subcategories, but also includes junyi 郡邑 
(counties and areas), shizu 氏族 (family and clan), chidu 尺牘 (letters), and keyi 課藝 
(coursework) subsections. Only under the congbian subsection of the catalog can we find two 
second-level dividing labels pertaining to the literary genre of selected anthology-piece: geti 各
體 (multiple genres) and fenti 分體 (separated genre)— under each are the “cross-dynasty” 
(tongdai 通代) and “individual dynasty” (duandai 斷代) third-level divisions. 2   
Therefore, as seen from the classification inside the zongji category of book catalogs, the 
entries that could be labeled as “ancient-style poetry anthology” could appear anywhere, in any 
subsections. True. Taking a close look at both traditional and modern book catalogs, easily we 
may find that the entries of such anthologies are scattered here and there, thereby urging the 
gathering of the scattered information since it would be a necessary and crucial step for a 
comprehensive examination of these books. 
To gather a comprehensive body of information, in this study, I have consulted both pre-
modern and modern book catalogs and reference lists. 3 In total, I have consulted 134 pieces of 
materials that include three types: (1) 28 pre-Ming book catalogs, (2) 2 modern book catalogs, 1 
list of books compiled by modern scholars, (3) 37 Ming book catalogs, and 66 Qing book 
catalogs (including 3 catalogs of the siku series). By covering a diversity of materials across 
time, my approach would possibly guarantee the comprehensiveness of the collected data. 
                                                            
2 See the table of contents, in vol. 6 of the “jibu” 集部 (literary collections) section of Zhongguo 
guji zongmu 中國古籍總目, p. 1. The zongji section runs from page 2777 to page 3160. 
3 Besides several exceptions, in most modern scholarly works on literary anthologies, researchers 




First, in order to trace the pre-Ming tradition of compiling and publishing literary 
anthologies, I consulted the “yiwen zhi” 藝文志 (record of arts and literature) sections of 
standard histories, the supplementary “yiwen” 藝文 (Arts and Literature) sections (bu yiwen zhi 
補藝文志) of the twenty-five standard histories as collected in Ershiwushi bubian 二十五史補
編  (Supplementary Volumes for Twenty-Five Dynasties Histories), as well as book catalogs 
compiled by governments and private book collectors in the Song and Yuan dynasties.  
Second, to trace extant editions of late imperial poetry anthologies, I consulted modern 
book catalogs, including the two comprehensive catalogs of extant books, Zhongguo guji 
shanben shumu 中國古籍善本書目 (Chinese Union Catalog of Rare Books) and Zhongguo guji 
zongmu 中國古籍總目 (Complete Catalog of Chinese Ancient Books). 4 I have also consulted a 
list of books on pre-Tang poetry compiled by modern scholars inside Han Wei Liuchao shi 
jianshang cidian 漢魏六朝詩鑒賞辭典 (A Dictionary of Appreciating Poems from Han Wei and 
Six Dynasties), a guidebook edited by renowned modern scholars targeted at general readers in 
the twentieth century.  5 
Third, as the most reliable and authentic records of Ming-Qing books, late imperial book 
catalogs remain the central source materials for the collection of my data. I consulted two 
published series of private and official Ming-Qing book catalogs, including the nineteen-volume 
Song Yuan Ming Qing shumu tiba congkan 宋元明清書目題跋叢刊 (Series of Song-Yuan-
                                                            
4 See Zhongguo guji shanben shumu 中國古籍善本書目, Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 
1998; and Zhongguo guji zongmu 中國古籍總目, Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2013. 
5 See Mu Kehong 穆克宏 ed., “Han Wei Jin Liuchao shi shumu” 漢魏晉六朝詩書目 (A List of 
Books on Poems from Han Wei Jin and Six Dynasties), in Han Wei Liuchao shi jianshang cidian 
漢魏六朝詩鑒賞辭典, pp. 1608-1629.. 
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Ming-Qing Book Catalogs, Prefaces and Postscripts for Books) and the seventy-volume 
Zhongguo zhuming cangshu jia shumu huikan 中國著名藏書家書目匯刊 (Collected Series of 
Famous Book Collectors’ Book Catalogs in China). 6 Ming-Qing book catalogs as collected in 
the two book series cover (1) twelve book catalogs of Ming-Qing government collections; (2) 
eighty-four book catalogs of Ming-Qing private collections; and (3) seven printing catalogs. As 
summarized in table 6, these materials cover a wide variety of book catalogs in late imperial 
China.  






Catalogs of Government Collections 5 2 
Catalogs of Private Collections 20 61 
The Jingji zhi Section in some Local Gazetteers  5 0 
Catalogs of Books in Japan 0 3 
Printing 
Catalogs 
Catalogs of Books Printed by the Government 3 0 
Catalogs of Books Printed by Commercial Publishers 3 0 
Catalogs of Books Printed by Private Publishers 1 0 
Total 37 66 
                                                            
6 See Song Yuan Ming Qing shumu tiba congkan 宋元明清書目題跋叢刊, 19 vols. Beijing: 
Zhonghua shuju, 2006; and Zhongguo zhuming cangshu jia shumu huikan 中國著名藏書家書目




With the data sources at hand, now the inclusion and exclusion of materials matter a lot. 
In fact, when I located pre-Tang poetry anthologies and ancient-style poetry anthologies in 
Ming-Qing book catalogs, to infer the book content became a frequent practice. If the book title 
includes a clear indicator that suggests the book as an anthology of poems composed in the pre-
Tang era, I would record it. Sometimes, when book titles do not bear such an indicator, I would 
rely on the book’s bibliographical information to decide whether this book should be included: If 
the book catalog contains a short introduction to the book, then we know the content of the book. 
If the book is placed before Tang poetry anthologies (which often contains the character “Tang 
唐” in titles) in the book catalogs, then it is highly possible that it is a pre-Tang poetry anthology 
even though the book title does not indicate the content. For those books, I would double check 
the original book to decide if it is indeed a pre-Tang poetry anthology. If the original book is not 
extant today, I may put a question mark to it and leave it aside.  As discussed in previous 
chapters, after checking the source materials, pre-Tang poetry anthologies and ancient-style 
poetry anthologies become two major kinds of anthologies discussed in this study.  
Occasionally, exceptions exist. For instance, how about those anthologies of post-Tang 
poems that contain partially ancient-style poems and partially recent-style poems, as a Tang 
poetry anthology would contain poems written by Li Bai 李白 (701-762), a master of Tang-style 
ancient-style poetry? For the convenience of my discussion, I would include such a book if the 
editor includes a significant portion of ancient-style poems guided by an editorial concern 
pertaining to ancient-style poetry, while I would exclude it if the anthology only concerns poems 
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of a particular dynasty without much attention paid to the poetic genre. 7 Moreover, how about 
those anthologies of both pre-Tang proses (wen 文) and poems (shi 詩)? Because of the huge 
influence of Wenxuan upon later anthologies, many late imperial editors followed the Wenxuan 
model and placed poems and proses together inside one anthology, I would include this type of 
books in my discussion for the convenience of tracing the relationship between the late imperial 
anthology-making practices and its previous tradition.  
Therefore, after an exhaustive investigation and deliberate distinguishing of entries in the 
134 pieces of source materials, I finally located around 100 Ming and Qing anthologies devoted 
to pre-Tang poetry and ancient-style poetry— these are the books to be addressed in this study. 
Those anthologies, as described in chapter 2, are available in two forms: printed book and 
manuscript.  
 
                                                            
7 Occasionally those materials would be discussed for the sake of comparison. 
